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Soon after Northwestern University was founded, its Board of Trustees adopted an official corporate seal. This seal, approved on June 26, 1856, consisted of an open book surrounded by rays of light and circled by the words Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.

Thirty years later Daniel Bonbright, professor of Latin and a member of Northwestern’s original faculty, redesigned the seal, retaining the book and light rays and adding two quotations. On the pages of the open book he placed a Greek quotation from the Gospel of John, chapter 1, verse 14, translating to The Word . . . full of grace and truth. Circling the book are the first three words, in Latin, of the University motto: Quaecumque sunt vera (Whatsoever things are true). The outer border of the seal carries the name of the University and the date of its founding. This seal, which remains Northwestern’s official signature, was approved by the Board of Trustees on December 5, 1890.

The full text of the University motto, adopted on June 17, 1890, is from the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Philippians, chapter 4, verse 8 (King James Version).
TO OUR GUESTS
While the University respects the rights of all to express their views, we request that any such expressions during these Commencement proceedings neither disrupt the ceremony nor prevent others from enjoying it.

UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER

Hail to Alma Mater!
We will sing thy praise forever;
All thy sons and daughters
Pledge thee victory and honor.
Alma Mater, praise be thine,
May thy name forever shine!
Hail to Purple! Hail to White!
Hail to thee, Northwestern!

QUAECUMQUE SUNT VERA,
PROBA, JUSTA, MERA
omnia haec dona
praebes nobis bona,
alma mater cara,
benedita, clara,
celsa in honore
nostro et amore!
PRESENTATION
Millar Brass Ensemble, Stephen Squires, conductor

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Kristen Glass Perez, University chaplain and executive director for religious and spiritual life
Pamala Silas, associate director of the Center for Native American and Indigenous Research

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Andrew Sprague, master's degree candidate, Bienen School of Music

WELCOME
Michael H. Schill, president of the University
Introduced by Susan Davis, vice president for student affairs

GREETINGS
Peter J. Barris, chair of the Board of Trustees

ALUMNI RECOGNITION
Albert Manzone, president of the Northwestern Alumni Association

RECOGNITION OF NEWLY APPOINTED EMERITUS FACULTY
Kathleen Hagerty, provost of the University

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Michael H. Schill and Kathleen Hagerty

REMARKS TO THE GRADUATES
JB Pritzker, governor of Illinois

CONFERRING OF DOCTORAL AND MASTER'S DEGREES
Michael H. Schill and Kathleen Hagerty

GRADUATE STUDENT REMARKS
Flemming Li, master's degree candidate, Bienen School of Music

CONFERRING OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
Michael H. Schill and Kathleen Hagerty

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT REMARKS
Ji Hye Choi, bachelor's degree candidate, Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences

UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER
Led by Morgan Small, bachelor's degree candidate, Bienen School of Music
The text appears on page 4.

DISMISSAL
Susan Davis

RECESSINAL
Millar Brass Ensemble, Stephen Squires, conductor
MICHAEL H. SCHILL
President

Michael H. Schill took office as Northwestern’s 17th president on September 12, 2022. He also serves as a professor in the Northwestern Pritzker School of Law.

He previously spent seven years as president of the University of Oregon, where he raised the university’s profile in teaching, research, innovation, student access, and diversity. Under Schill’s leadership, UO built the Phil and Penny Knight Campus for Accelerating Scientific Impact, increased its four-year graduation rates by 10 percentage points, and launched the Ballmer Institute for Children’s Behavioral Health at a new campus in northeast Portland. Schill also led the extension and historic close of the university’s fundraising campaign in 2021, which exceeded its goal with $3.2 billion total raised.

Schill is a nationally recognized expert in property, real estate, and housing law and policy. He is the author or coauthor of 3 books and more than 40 scholarly articles. His work includes studies of the determinants of value in condominium and cooperative housing, the impacts of housing programs on property values, the enforcement of Fair Housing laws, mortgage securitization, and the effects of housing market regulation. Property, which he coauthored with James Krier and Greg Alexander, is one of the most widely adopted casebooks in American law schools.

He served as dean and professor at the law schools of the University of Chicago and UCLA, and he has held tenured faculty positions at New York University and the University of Pennsylvania. In 2004 Schill founded NYU’s Furman Center for Real Estate and Urban Policy, which has become one of the nation’s leading research centers on housing and the built environment.

He has served on several nonprofit boards and civic bodies, including Argonne National Laboratory, ITHAKA, the Chicago Innovation Exchange, and the Housing Preservation Compact of Chicago.

Before beginning his career as a professor, Schill served as law clerk to the Honorable Marvin Katz of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and was a real estate attorney at the New York City law firm of Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver and Jacobson.


PETER J. BARRIS
Chair, Board of Trustees

Peter J. Barris joined New Enterprise Associates (NEA) in 1992 and was the firm’s managing general partner from 1999 to 2017. Having retired in 2019, Barris now serves as chairman. During his 18 years at the helm, NEA’s assets under management grew from $1 billion to more than $20 billion and the organization scaled its operations to become one of the world’s largest venture capital firms. Under Barris’s leadership, NEA invested in industry-transforming technology companies like CareerBuilder, Tableau, Groupon, Jet.com, Juniper Networks, Salesforce.com, TiVo, WebMD, and Workday. He has been named to the Washington Tech Council’s Hall of Fame, to the Washington Business Hall of Fame, and several times to the Forbes Midas List of top technology investors. Barris has personally led investments in over three dozen technology companies that have successfully completed public offerings or mergers. He currently serves on the board of directors for public companies Berkshire Grey, Sprout Social, and ZeroFox. Barris also serves on the boards of the Brookings Institution, In-Q-Tel, and several private companies.

Although he is a longtime resident of Virginia, Barris has been a very active participant in the Chicago tech scene. He serves on the board of P33 and has been named to Crain’s Chicago Tech 50 list. In 2015 the Illinois Venture Capital Association honored him with the Golder Award for his “profound and lasting contributions to the private equity industry in Illinois.”

Prior to joining NEA, Barris was president of Legent Corporation and senior vice president of the Systems Software Division of Uccel Corporation. Both companies were ultimately acquired at valuations that were record-breaking for their time. Earlier, he spent almost a decade at General Electric Company in a variety of management positions, including vice president and general manager at GE Information Services. In addition to chairing the Northwestern University Board of Trustees, Barris has served on the executive committee of the board of the National Venture Capital Association and the Tuck School board of overseers and was a founding member of Venture Philanthropy Partners, a philanthropic organization in the Washington, DC, area.

Barris received his BSEE from Northwestern University and his MBA from the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth.
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LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
To recognize the land is an expression of gratitude and appreciation to those whose territory we reside on—and a way of honoring the Indigenous people who have been living and working on the land from time immemorial. It is important to understand the long-standing history that has brought us to reside on the land and to seek to understand our place within that history.*

The Northwestern campus sits on the traditional homelands of the people of the Council of Three Fires—the Ojibwe, Potawatomi, and Odawa—as well as the Menominee, Ho-Chunk, and Miami tribes. It was also a site of trade, travel, gathering, and healing for more than a dozen other Native tribes; the state of Illinois is still home to over 100,000 tribal members.

Consistent with the University’s commitment to diversity and inclusion, Northwestern works toward building relationships with Native American communities through academic pursuits, partnerships, historical recognitions, community service, and enrollment efforts.

HISTORY OF NORTHWESTERN
The founding of Northwestern University by nine Methodists embodied a mixture of religious conviction and secular optimism that is uniquely American. Meeting above a hardware store in the burgeoning frontier town of Chicago, these nine resolved on May 31, 1850, to establish an institution of “the highest order of excellence.” The 1851 Act of Incorporation creating Northwestern University contained a provision reflecting the strong religious beliefs of its founders but requiring no particular religious faith of students or members of the faculty.

In 1853 the University bought and began to develop 379 acres of lakeshore farmland. The town that grew up around Northwestern was named for John Evans, one of the University’s founders. By 1855 Northwestern had completed its first building and opened a College of Liberal Arts. By 1900 the University encompassed six additional schools, including the medical and law schools in Chicago. Since the establishment of the Graduate School in 1910, Northwestern has provided graduate as well as undergraduate instruction, emphasizing research along with teaching.

The University’s development since then has paralleled the growth of metropolitan Chicago. Today Northwestern is a private research university of distinction, with 11 academic divisions located on two lakefront campuses in Evanston and Chicago as well as Northwestern University in Qatar, which opened in Doha in 2008. Northwestern’s vision of excellence—although faithful to its founding—involves a territory far beyond the old Northwest Territory through the accomplishments of its alumni and by virtue of a distinguished faculty and high-achieving student body drawn from across the nation and around the world.

*Adapted from www.lspirg.org/knowtheland
The Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences, established in 1851 as the College of Liberal Arts, offers the degree of bachelor of arts. Through the School of Professional Studies, Weinberg College also offers the degrees of bachelor of philosophy and bachelor of science in general studies.

The School of Communication, established in 1878 as the School of Oratory and later renamed the School of Speech, offers the degrees of bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, master of arts, master of science, doctor of audiology, and doctor of speech-language pathology. Through the School of Professional Studies, the School of Communication also offers the degree of bachelor of philosophy in communication.

The School of Education and Social Policy, established in 1926 as the School of Education, offers the degrees of bachelor of science and master of science.

The Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science, established in 1909 as the College of Engineering, offers the degrees of bachelor of science, master of engineering management, master of product design and development management, and master of science. McCormick offers the master of business administration/artificial intelligence in conjunction with the J. L. Kellogg School of Management.

The Graduate School, established in 1910, administers programs leading to the degrees of master of arts, master of fine arts, master of public health, master of science, and doctor of philosophy.

The Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications, established in 1921 as the Medill School of Journalism, offers the degrees of bachelor of science and master of science.

The Pritzker School of Law, established in 1859 as the School of Law, offers the degrees of juris doctor, master of laws, master of science in law, master of studies in law, and doctor of juridical science. The school also offers the Master of Laws International Executive Master’s Program in Israel, South Korea, and Spain.

The J. L. Kellogg School of Management, established in 1908 as the School of Commerce, offers the degrees of master of business administration and master of science in management studies. Kellogg offers the master of business administration/artificial intelligence in conjunction with the Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science. In addition to the Full-Time MBA program, Kellogg offers the Evening and Weekend MBA program on the Chicago campus, the Executive MBA program in Evanston and Miami, and joint Executive MBA programs with partners in Canada, China (Beijing and Hong Kong), Germany, and Israel.

The Feinberg School of Medicine, established in 1859 as the Medical School, offers the degrees of master of medical science, master of prosthetics and orthotics, doctor of medicine, and doctor of physical therapy.

The Henry and Leigh Bienen School of Music, established in 1895 as the School of Music, offers the degrees of bachelor of music, bachelor of arts, and bachelor of science. In its graduate division, the school offers the degrees of master of music and doctor of musical arts.

The School of Professional Studies, established in 1933 as University College and later renamed the School of Continuing Studies, offers the degrees of master of arts, master of fine arts, and master of science. The school also offers courses leading to the degrees of bachelor of philosophy and bachelor of science in general studies, conferred by the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences, and the degree of bachelor of philosophy in communication, conferred by the School of Communication.

Northwestern University in Qatar, established in 2008 as part of Education City in the Qatari capital of Doha, offers the degree of bachelor of science in journalism through the Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications and the degree of bachelor of science in media industries and technologies through the School of Communication.
Modern academic attire originated in the medieval universities of Europe, where gowns were worn daily to provide warmth in poorly heated buildings and to differentiate scholars from fellow citizens. Two English universities, Oxford and Cambridge, are particularly noted for developing the authentic academic costume, which has changed only slightly through the centuries.

In the United States most academic dress follows the general provisions of the Intercollegiate Code of 1895, which was revised in 1932 and again in 1959. Under this code the gowns’ trim and sleeve design indicates the level of the degree. The bachelor’s gown has pointed sleeves and is worn closed; the master’s gown has oblong sleeves with an arc at the bottom and may be worn open or closed; and the doctor’s gown, which may also be worn open or closed, has velvet facings down the front and three velvet bars on the bell-shaped sleeves. This velvet trim may be black or the prescribed color of the academic area. Though the recommended color for gowns is black, Northwestern University (like many institutions) has adopted a colored gown to reflect the school’s color. All participating candidates wear a custom purple gown featuring the University crest.

The style of hood identifies the level of the degree, the school that granted it, and the academic area. Hood length and border width show the level of the degree. The bachelor’s hood, which is optional and not worn at Northwestern University, is three feet in length; the master’s, three and one-half feet; the doctor’s, four feet. The velvet border of the hood is two, three, and five inches wide for the bachelor’s, master’s, and doctor’s degrees, respectively. The hood is lined with silk in the official color of the school. At Northwestern the hood is lined in purple (the school’s color) and gold. The color of the hood’s border—and at Northwestern the color of the cap’s tassel as well—indicates the academic area. Tassels feature the Northwestern seal signet and are worn on the left side at all times. At Northwestern the colors for the Graduate School constitute an exception; tassels are black, but the border color of the hood indicates the specific degree awarded. Bachelor’s degree regalia include a souvenir stole.

The square black mortarboard is the recommended cap, although some schools have adopted other styles. Caps are worn throughout the Commencement ceremony, except that men remove them for the national anthem.

At Northwestern University members of honor societies may be recognized by the honor cords, medallions, and stoles worn.

The tassels and borders of the hoods are the following colors:
The following are gratefully recognized upon their retirement from full-time service on the Northwestern University faculty.

William Anthony, Senior Lecturer Emeritus, German, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 30 years of service
Joan Anzia, Professor Emerita, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Feinberg School of Medicine; 17 years of service
Herbert Beller, Professor of Practice Emeritus, Law Instruction, Pritzker School of Law; 14 years of service
Galya Ben-Arieh, Professor of Instruction Emerita, Political Science, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 17 years of service
Patrick Birmingham, Professor Emeritus, Anesthesiology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 35 years of service
Bruce Bochner, Samuel M. Feinberg Professor of Medicine Emeritus, Medicine, Feinberg School of Medicine; 10 years of service
Joan Sander Chmiel, Professor Emerita, Preventive Medicine, Feinberg School of Medicine; 45 years of service
Rifka Cook, Associate Professor of Instruction Emerita, Spanish and Portuguese, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 22 years of service
Jeanne Dunning, Professor Emerita, Art Theory and Practice, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 26 years of service
Mary Finn, Cardasis Collins Professor Emerita, English, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 28 years of service
Reginald Gibbons, Frances Hooper Chair in the Arts and Humanities Emeritus, English, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 42 years of service
Jonathon Glassman, Wayne V. Jones Research Professor in History Emeritus, History, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 34 years of service
Paul Goerss, Professor Emeritus, Mathematics, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 25 years of service
John Greeneing, Clinical Associate Professor Emeritus, Integrated Marketing Communications, Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications; 22 years of service
Kurt R. Hansen, Senior Lecturer Emeritus, Music Performance, Henry and Leigh Bienen School of Music; 32 years of service
Kristine M. Healy, Assistant Professor Emerita, Medical Education, Feinberg School of Medicine; 13 years of service
Nancy Hober, Theodore R. and Annie Laurie Sills Professor in Journalism Emerita, Integrated Marketing Communications, Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications; 13 years of service
Allan Horwich, Professor of Practice Emeritus, Law Instruction, Pritzker School of Law; 25 years of service
David Kamp, Professor Emeritus, Medicine, Feinberg School of Medicine; 36 years of service
Ming-Yang Kao, Professor Emeritus, Computer Science, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 22 years of service
Richard Kraut, Charles E. and Emma H. Morrison Professor Emeritus, Philosophy, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 28 years of service
Patty Loew, Professor Emerita, Journalism, Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications; 6 years of service
Regina Logan, Assistant Professor of Instruction Emerita, Human Development and Social Policy, School of Education and Social Policy; 29 years of service
Laurence Marke, Walter P. Murphy Professor Emeritus, Materials Science and Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 39 years of service
Ellen Mulaney, Senior Lecturer Emerita, Law Instruction, Pritzker School of Law; 17 years of service
Donald Nally, John W. Beattie Chair of Music Emeritus, Music Performance, Henry and Leigh Bienen School of Music; 11 years of service
Barry Nelson, Walter P. Murphy Professor Emeritus, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 28 years of service
Alan Peaceman, Professor Emeritus, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 33 years of service
Richard Pope, Solovy-Arthritis Research Society Professor Emeritus, Medicine, Feinberg School of Medicine; 38 years of service
Sarah M. Pritchard, Librarian Emerita, University Libraries; 17 years of service
Marleta Reynolds, Professor Emerita, Surgery, Feinberg School of Medicine; 38 years of service
Morton Schapiro, President Emeritus, Northwestern University; 13 years of service
Arthur Schmidt, Associate Professor of Instruction Emeritus, Physics and Astronomy, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 40 years of service
Joseph Schneider, Professor Emeritus, Surgery, Feinberg School of Medicine; 30 years of service
Rose Seidman, Librarian Emerita, University Libraries; 21 years of service
Barbara Shwom, Professor of Instruction Emerita, Cook Family Writing Program, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 46 years of service
Hans-Georg Simon, Associate Professor Emeritus, Pediatrics, Feinberg School of Medicine; 24 years of service
Bruce Spencer, Professor Emeritus, Statistics and Data Science, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 43 years of service
Benay Stein, Assistant Professor of Instruction Emerita, Spanish and Portuguese, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 21 years of service
Seth Stein, William Deering Chair in Geological Sciences Emeritus, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 44 years of service
Jane Sullivan, Professor Emerita, Physical Therapy and Human Movement Sciences, Feinberg School of Medicine; 35 years of service
Ralph Tamura, Professor Emeritus, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 42 years of service
James Thomas, Professor Emeritus, Otolaryngology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 5 years of service
Tadanori Tomita, Professor Emeritus, Neurological Surgery, Feinberg School of Medicine; 42 years of service
Jack Tumblin, Associate Professor Emeritus, Computer Science, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 22 years of service
Linda Van Horn, Professor Emerita, Preventive Medicine, Feinberg School of Medicine; 46 years of service
Robert Wallace, Professor Emeritus, Classics, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 32 years of service
AGNES BINAGWAHO

**Doctor of Science**

Agnes Binagwaho is a cofounder and the retired vice chancellor of the University of Global Health Equity, a Rwanda-based initiative of Partners in Health that trains global health professionals to deliver more equitable, quality health services for all. A Rwandan pediatrician, Binagwaho returned to her native country in 1996, two years after the genocide against the Tutsi. She subsequently provided clinical care in the public sector and served from 1996 to 2016 in high-level government positions, first as the executive secretary of Rwanda’s National AIDS Control Commission, then as permanent secretary of the Ministry of Health, and lastly for five years as minister of health. Binagwaho is a professor of pediatrics at UGHE, a senior lecturer in the global health and social medicine department at Harvard Medical School, and an adjunct clinical professor of pediatrics at Dartmouth’s Geisel School of Medicine. A fellow of the African Academy of Sciences, she is a member of the US National Academy of Medicine and the World Academy of Sciences.

*Presented by Lisa Hirschhorn, Director, Robert J. Havey MD Institute for Global Health, and Professor, Medical Social Sciences, Feinberg School of Medicine*

You are widely recognized as a visionary leader in global health whose expertise is greatly in demand on the international stage. Your many prestigious awards have honored your inspiring work in rebuilding Rwanda’s post-genocide health system and in reducing healthcare disparities worldwide. We treasure your relationship with our Havey Institute for Global Health, and we thank you for all you have done to make our world a better place.

SHARON Y. BOWEN

**Doctor of Laws**

Sharon Y. Bowen chairs the New York Stock Exchange as the first woman and first person of color to hold that position. Bowen enjoyed a distinguished three-decade career in corporate and transactional law as an associate at Davis, Polk & Wardwell and later as an associate and partner at Latham & Watkins. In 2010 President Obama appointed her vice chair of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation, where she also served as acting chair. In 2014 she became the first African American commissioner of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission after being appointed by Obama and confirmed by the US Senate. Bowen has served as an executive committee member and chair of Northwestern’s Law Board and delivered the Pritzker School of Law’s convocation address for the class of 2018. In 2019 Bowen joined a group of fellow African American alumni to establish the school’s African American History and Culture Endowed Scholarship. She earned a JD and MBA from Northwestern’s Law School and Kellogg School of Management in 1982.

*Presented by Hari Osofsky, Dean and Myra and James Bradwell Professor of Law, Pritzker School of Law*

You are a trailblazer for diversity and inclusion in the legal, business, and financial professions. Your tireless advocacy, mentorship, and leadership development efforts have opened new paths to success for communities of color. Throughout your ever more impressive career, your active involvement in the Law School and the University as a whole has demonstrated your passionate dedication to your graduate alma mater. We are pleased to salute your remarkable accomplishments.

GOVERNOR JB PRITZKER

**Doctor of Laws**

JB Pritzker has served as governor of Illinois since 2019 and began his second term on January 9, 2023. As governor he won bipartisan passage of Rebuild Illinois, the largest investment in state history to upgrade roads, bridges, rail, broadband, and schools. He has proposed and passed a balanced budget every year in office—eliminating the state’s multi-billion-dollar balance-due backlog, reducing the state’s pension liability, and achieving eight credit upgrades from rating agencies. His administration has created jobs, overseen efforts to raise the minimum wage, worked to make higher education more affordable, and advanced equal pay for women. Most recently, Governor Pritzker signed an assault-weapons ban into law, moved to protect and expand access to reproductive healthcare for both patients and providers, and supported a plan to provide paid leave for every worker in the state. A 1993 Law School graduate, Pritzker is a life member of the Northwestern Law Board. In 2015 he and his wife, MK, made a historic gift to the school, which was renamed the Pritzker School of Law.

*Presented by Adam Hoeflich, Professor of Practice, Pritzker School of Law*

You have led the state of Illinois with integrity and conviction, making advances in public safety, economic equity, job creation, clean energy, and fiscal responsibility. Your first term’s legislative agenda ranks among the most ambitious and consequential in state history, and your decisive reelection cemented your position as a national leader. Your generosity to your law school alma mater has been transformative. We are proud to call you one of our own.
MORTON SCHAPIRO
Doctor of Humane Letters

Morton Schapiro, professor of economics and president emeritus, served as Northwestern’s 16th president from 2009 to 2022. During his tenure, Northwestern rose dramatically in stature. The student body increased in quality and diversity as undergraduate applications nearly doubled; faculty memberships in national academies increased by more than 70 percent; annual sponsored research nearly doubled to just under $1 billion; the University endowment more than doubled; crucial academic facilities were built; and the University strengthened its partnerships with local communities. Prior to arriving at Northwestern, Schapiro served as president of Williams College from 2000 to 2009, having previously served as a dean and vice president at the University of Southern California. He is among the nation’s leading authorities on the economics of higher education and is the author or coauthor of 10 books and hundreds of journal articles, commentaries, and op-eds. In 2010 Schapiro was elected a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and in 2017 he was elected to the National Academy of Education.

Presented by Peter J. Barris, Chair, Northwestern University Board of Trustees

You led Northwestern for 13 years with distinction and devotion, greatly enhancing its worldwide reputation as you steered the University to new heights in innovation, research, diversity, and community. Concurrent with your tenure as president, you have continued to expand your work as a leading expert on the economics of higher education. Your passion for Wildcat athletics is legendary. We are deeply grateful for your distinguished service to Northwestern.

LUIS VALDEZ
Doctor of Arts

Luis Valdez is regarded as one of today’s most important and influential American playwrights. He founded the internationally renowned and Obie Award–winning theater company El Teatro Campesino (The Farm Workers’ Theater) in 1965 amid his involvement with Cesar Chavez, the United Farm Workers, and the early Chicano Movement. That experience left an indelible mark that has continued to be embodied in all his work, from his short plays Las Dos Caras del Patroncito and Quinta Temporada to his examinations of Chicano urban life in I Don’t Have to Show You No Stinkin’ Badges. In 1979 his Zoot Suit, considered a masterpiece of the American theater, became the first Chicano play to run on Broadway. His numerous feature film and television credits include La Bamba and Cisco Kid. Valdez’s many honors and awards include LA Drama Critics Circle Awards, the George Peabody Award for excellence in television, the National Medal of the Arts from President Obama, the Presidential Medal of the Arts from President Reagan, and Mexico’s prestigious Aguila Azteca Award.

Presented by Henry Godinez, Carlos Montezuma Professor and Chair, Theatre, School of Communication

You are widely considered the godfather of Latino theater in the United States. As a key cultural figure in recognizing the power of art as activism, you have given us unforgettable stories while exploring universal themes of human rights and social justice. Your work has broken barriers from rural California to Broadway and Hollywood, inspiring farm workers and theater audiences alike. We are honored and delighted to celebrate your enduring achievements.
Deepshikha Ahlawat has taught for 15 years at Nathaniel Narbonne High School in Harbor City, California. Chair of the school’s social science department since 2016, she teaches Advanced Placement, honors, and at-level social science and history courses and has sponsored the UNICEF, Chess, Ping-Pong, and South Asian Clubs. In addition, she is a teacher facilitator for the Solanki Teacher Scholar Program in the Yudanandad Center for India Studies at California State University, Long Beach, and a guiding teacher at CSULB and the University of Southern California. For more than a decade she has served as an Advanced Placement reader and exam leader for the College Board. Ahlawat began her teaching career in Delhi, India, and then taught for four years at Alain LeRoy Locke High School in Los Angeles. “When I first learned about this award, Ms. Ahlawat was the first person who came to mind,” says student nominator Almaya Wiley-Yanc of the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences. “Her classroom was a safe space for me and the first place where history piqued my interest. Today that is the major I will be graduating in.” Ahlawat earned BAs in geography and education from the University of Delhi and an MA in geography from Jawaharlal Nehru University.

Colette Beausoliel has taught life and physical sciences since 1993 at John F. Kennedy High School in Tamuning, Guam, where she chairs the science department and also serves as profile committee data analyst. She has chaired the school’s accreditation resources committee and has coached engineering and design teams, including Real World Design Challenge teams that won the US national championship for three consecutive years and the international championship twice. Previously she taught for four years at Guam’s Inarajan High School. Recipient of the University of Guam’s 2000–01 AECI outstanding teacher award, she was also voted Kennedy High School’s 2012–13 teacher of the year. Student nominator Yvan Chu of the McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science praises Beausoliel as “a pioneer of STEM education in Guam who brought world-class engineering education and extracurricular activities to an underfunded school district. She is the most impactful teacher I have ever had.” Beausoliel received a BS in biology and postbaccalaureate secondary science teaching certification from the University of Arizona and an MS in environmental science from the University of Guam. She has also earned Guam secondary science and master educator secondary science certifications as well as five specialty certifications from the Professional Association of Diving Instructors.

Joseph Graciosa has taught since 2017 at Chicagò’s Eric Solario Academy High School, where he created and chaired the school’s inaugural computer science department. He also helped start the robotics team and served as its adviser, in addition to advising the school’s DREAM team for undocumented students and allies. He began his professional life as a research assistant at the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago’s Center for Pain Studies but left after seven years to pursue a teaching career, subsequently holding a yearlong Chicago teacher residency with the Academy for Urban School Leadership and then teaching for two years at Chicago Tech Academy High School. Student nominator Lorenzo Rivera of the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences says that Graciosa “embodies what a giving human being is. As a Wildcat himself, he exemplifies Northwestern’s striving for excellence and inclusion without expecting anything in return.” Graciosa studied computer science at Northeastern Illinois University, earned an MA in secondary education teaching at National Louis University, and holds a BA in chemistry from Northwestern, where he founded and led the Kaibigan Filipino Students’ Association.

Jason Stanford has taught social studies since 2012 at Niles West High School in Skokie, Illinois, where he has also taught reading for below-grade-level students, served on the literature team, and led the development of the AVID program to prepare minority, low-income, and first-generation students for college. In addition, he founded the school’s mock trial team and sponsored it for 10 years, leading the squad to five years of consistent top-10 finishes in local, national, and international high school competitions. Beyond Niles West, Stanford organized and led the annual Mock Trial Invitational at the Skokie Courthouse, an event that grew from 20 participants to over 300 in its first seven years. Student nominator Irena Petryk of the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences says that Stanford “helped me become a more effective leader and taught me the value of generosity. As I leave Northwestern for new experiences, it is his kindness, selflessness, and dedication that I hope to embody.” Stanford received a BS in political science from Illinois State University, a BA in history and secondary education from Northeastern Illinois University, an MA in political and justice studies from Governors State University, and an endorsement in teaching reading from Olivet Nazarene University.

Michael Van Krey has taught Japanese since 1997 at Evanston Township High School in Evanston, where for 10 years he was also professional development cochair. He has sponsored multiple after-school clubs, including a Japanese Calligraphy and a Tea Ceremony Club. As the school’s Japan exchange coordinator, he has led 12 two-week student tours of Japan, hosted annual visits by students from ETHS’s Japanese sister school, and overseen all necessary fundraising. Previously Van Krey was an assistant language teacher through the Japan Exchange and Teaching Programme at Japan’s Kanonji Daichi High School. Recipient of a Fulbright-Hays scholarship, an Aurora Foundation scholarship, and US-Japan Foundation grants, he has given presentations at multiple conferences and was a member of a winning teacher team for the Goldman Sachs Foundation for Excellence in International Education’s High School Prize. Student nominator Liam O’Carroll of the McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science says, “When I think of Mr. Van Krey, I think of excellence—excellence in teaching, creating community, and giving once-in-a-lifetime opportunities to so many students.” Van Krey earned a BA in biology and BM in bassoon performance from Lawrence University and a master’s in arts education and certificate of advanced study in educational leadership at National Louis University.
Dear graduates of the Northwestern University Class of 2023,

We share more than a love of the ’Cats.

A half century apart, your class and mine have the shared experience of living in tumultuous times that have tested our democracy and defined our values. There was surely no better place to experience these days, to explore their context, and to weigh their repercussions than in the classrooms and residence halls and libraries (and nearby beer joints) at Northwestern University.

Consider our parallels: The Class of 1973 arrived on campus for our first year in the wake of the chaotic 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago and as the trial of the Chicago Seven was about to begin. During the four years that followed, we saw escalating protests against the Vietnam War, on our campus and others, and a widening breach between generations. When we graduated, the Senate Watergate Committee had just finished hearings that would help lead to a presidential impeachment investigation.

The Class of 2023 arrived on campus as the nation’s fierce political polarization was becoming sharper than it had been since the Civil War. You lived through, and studied through, the worst pandemic in a century. By your graduation, you had seen two presidential impeachments and unprecedented efforts to overturn a US presidential election.

In our day, we sometimes wondered whether the republic could survive. Some of you may have had similar thoughts.

What we understand more clearly now is that its survival is not guaranteed. It is the result of people of every partisan stripe and demographic group who choose democracy, civility, and the rule of law over division, demagoguery, and the mob. It’s a choice, not a given. It’s your choice, and mine.

Life is a clarifying enterprise. The continuing debate over the direction of our country, its role in the world, and our obligations to one another commands our attention wherever we stand on the political spectrum and whatever degree you’re being awarded this week. We have disagreements about the proper path forward, some of them profound, but we share common ground in our belief in the importance of freedom, tolerance, accountability, compassion, integrity. Truth.

Education is a clarifying enterprise, too.

When I moved into Shepard Hall as a first-year student, it was the first time I had spent a night outside my home state of Kansas. My roommate, Janet Wanderman ’73 (’12 P), hailed from New York. We might as well have come from different planets. But we became friends, one piece of the process at Northwestern that challenged my assumptions and expanded my horizons. Fifty years later, I’ve reported from nearly every state, dozens of foreign countries, and six continents. I’ve covered 11 presidential campaigns and interviewed 10 presidents. After fulfilling my Northwestern science requirement with a course called The History of Science, which didn’t include doing any actual science, I sat down to ask questions of Stephen Hawking and Edward Teller.

All that wouldn’t have happened without the launchpad Northwestern turned out to be.

What I’ve learned since my own graduation day is the reality that earthquakes will reshape our landscape in ways we can’t predict, making old solutions inadequate. We have started a reckoning on race in America, not yet completed. We’ve only begun to grapple with how to respond to the warming of our planet. We’re seeing the advent of artificial intelligence that is poised to upend how things work in ways we can’t yet fathom.

I’ve also seen the breathtaking power of individuals who have purpose. Things that once seemed impossible—in medicine and music, in technology and commerce, in communications and the arts—have become routine parts of our daily lives.

Here are two apparently conflicting lessons to take to heart. One is that life is short—so accept a dare, pursue a dream, leap into a terrifying challenge, not because you’re sure you can succeed but because you aren’t at all confident that you will. The other is that life is long—so nurture friendships, give a hand to a stranger, preserve the Earth. Take a breath.

Both things can be true. Both things are.

Now it’s your turn to celebrate your graduation, to thank your parents and professors, to boldly go into a new world of possibility. Congratulations and best wishes to each of you on the remarkable journey you are about to begin.

Together, let’s send our best wishes to the Northwestern Class of 2073, not yet born, for the world they will see and the challenges they will face. Just think of the amazing letter you’ll be able to write them 50 years down the road.

Susan Page ’73
Washington Bureau Chief, USA Today
Editor in Chief, Daily Northwestern (1972–73)
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

JUDD A. AND MARJORIE WEINBERG COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Adrian W. B. Randolph, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Usha Adhikari
Iman Anwar Akram
Claire Marie Allen
Cherish Ranne Anderson
Gunnar Thomas Anderson
Celeste Shontise Beals
Cristian Castillo
Juli Chen
Jae Yong Choi
Lucas Misha Cojot
Anna Chesnew Cork
Nicholas Hwang Corvino
Julianne L. Cronin
Zachary Ahmed El Ghatit
Ashley Jordan Ellis
Abigail Ruth Everding
Olivia Cherise Fink
Benjamin Maxwell Gherman
Alejandro Graber
Leslye Guardian
Isaac James Henry
Joseph D. Hicks
Ryleigh Lynn Jackson
Justin Ciel Jasperse
Amy Ja
Alina Junco
Tson Kassie
Sam King
Victoria Inez Kondrak
Samuel Louis Koolik
Cassandra Lagunas
Minju Lee
Heron Lenz
Zehao Jason Li
Rebecca Lira Lofton
Luis Angel Lopez
Yazmin Lopez
Jake Christopher Lyons
Austin Louis Malavie
Sydney Mattrisicano
Alexander Wilson Mitchell
Loren Delsetta Antoinette Nemorin
Gibboom Park
Jack Tempest Parker
Sivamanjoni Van Potturi
Mitchell J. Price
Rafael E. Rodriguez Rivera
Lili Salcedo-Watson
Cole Johnson Sias
Ali Saqibuzzaman Siddiqi
Devon Sophie Spungin
Darsan Swaroop Bellie
Melia Lynn Tomlinson
Dheven Unni
Roslyn Jean Valdespino
Moyan Wang
Haley Lauren Wellman
Jason Xu
Jae Ho Yang
June Xiaojiu Zhao
Annie Zhou
Jonic Zhehao Zhu

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Vikas Saurav Ahiuwalia
Andre Nicholas Bergeron
Keven Brown
Kenny Cantave
Preston Chan

Ethan Chen
Ethan Lee Chen
Sia Cho
Adam Michael Clark
Lauren Averrill Collins
Ernest Coppée
Will Lyon Davies
Allen Duong
Ivan Andreas Fithian
Robert S. Goodman
Joshua Justin Greene-Torres
Hoan An Gu
Joanna Tian Guo
Julia Heilberg
Romir Hyskic
Dua-e-Fizzah Fatimah Jaffer
Sophia Nicole Jean
Jacob Christopher Jefferson
Matthew William Johnson
Olivia Kien
Olivia Gail Knutsen
Riya Kumar
Kate D. Lawson
Charis Younghee Lee
Michelle Lee
Hanna Brooke Lesiak
Tammy Lin
Anna Lis
Layna Lu
Monica Catherine Lund
Hannah Leigh Luther
Kacper Malinowski
Erik Mao
Cristian Marin
Ellie Gabrielle McCarthy
John Denton McKee
Megan Olivia Miller
Robert Minor III
Keshav R. Raja
Dylan Singh Gill Sandhu
Matthew Scott Schneller
Yangtian Shangguan
Justin Shi
Andrew Dauesp Shinn
Cooper Albin Soderlund
Abigail Lilia Stefans
Jayden Ifeanyi Underwood
Maxime A. Visal
Ian C. Wallace
Malik Washington
Derek Hong-ru Wen
Nolan Sheldon Wong
Yjden Christopher Wood
Cameron King Wu
Yuexi Wu
Yuyang Ian Wu
Aaron Zheng

Degree awarded March 24, 2023
Eliana Bernat Zuckernik
Gary Zhao
Lucas Yuan
Jiajing Yang
Jacob Samuel Wolfson
Robert Michael Waxman
Anabelle Scarlett Watson
Alexandra Joy Verb
Yuan Tian
Alexandra Joy Verb
Ryan Nilan Wallrafen-Sam
Anabell Scarlett Watson
Robert Michael Waxman
Jacob Samuel Wolfson
Jaying Yang
Rou Yin
Lucas Yuan
Gary Zhao
Eliana Bernat Zuckernik

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Gabriel L. Abbott
Sara Pranav Adaykar
Tiana Agrawal
Hisham Ahmad
Naomi Birow Aisen
Teni Akin
Patrick Ales
Michael Jacob Allen
Tristen Joshua Allgaier
Jocelyn Almazan
Willy Jose Almance-Lopez
Omar Ahmed Matar Khalfan Alneyadi
Sandra Al Arefi
Ali Alzargani
Mohammed Alzargani
Gammachu Amge
Ruben Andres Amancio Ramos
Nathan Johannes Mathildia Maria Andriessen
Regan Caroline Andringa-Seed
Hadi Omar Anwar
Orriin Sylvester Arnold
Ilana Lee Aronson
Ishaan Arora
Ali Iqbal Arshad
Rachel Noel Assaf
Sinem Naz Atalay

Elizabeth Joan Follmer
McKenna Rose Frey
Hannah Lynn Grant
Nicole Greenberg
Yulia Grysman
Maya Vilacara Hanck
Samantha Ann Harney
Nathan Gerald Hefner
Kevin Houseman
Lexie Miao Hu
Lydia Hu
Gregory Jeon
Natalia Isabelle Kadolph
Akhil Kalpathi
Mason Kemmitz
Rene Na Yun Kim
Rowan Alexandria Lapi
Ally Larson
Kate John Layng
Matthew Seong-Bin Lee
Chenyu Li
Katie Megan Li
Kyla Elizabeth Shu-Liang Lin
Madison Lindsey Lo
MeiCheng Lu
Lauren Patricia McDonnell
Kaitlin Taylor McGrath
Scott Jason Miller
Jillian Moseley
Danielle Paige Nowaski
Nathaniel Tomas Ortiz
John Victor Pan
Audrey Jieun Park
Clae Hee Park
Erika H. Park
Wasim Irshad Rahaman
Jamarrieh Zhan Ransom-Marks
Harrison Scott Ruhi
Yonjoo Sarah Seo
NaKaya Short
Benjamin Andrey Swedberg
Yuan Tian
Alexandra Joy Verb
Ryan Nilan Wallrafen-Sam
Anabell Scarlett Watson
Robert Michael Waxman
Jacob Samuel Wolfson
Jaying Yang
Rou Yin
Lucas Yuan
Gary Zhao
Eliana Bernat Zuckernik

Degree awarded December 2, 2022
Natalie Anne Bartolomei
Kalea Mae Bartotolo
Ella Amelia Bartt
Rachel Baumgartner
Brian Lee Bechsler
Desiree Denise-Marie Moses Becker
Matthew Charles Becker
John Drew Becker
Jack Sutter Benson
Russell Berdusco
Matthew Richard Beretta
Andrew Dean Bernstein
Sadie Antoinette Melen Bernstein
Lucas do Valle Bezerra
Tanya Anjali Bhargava
Isman R. Bhasin
George Mario Bianco
Laura Ann Bianco
Michael Anthony Bianco
Carina Grace Briar
Anna C. Biscoe
Annalise Catherine Biesterfeld
Alin Bisel
Heather Leeann Birdsell
Bona Celine Bitgekar
Anna Sophia Blachar
Nathalie Missa Adwoa Boadi
Sofia Boczkowski
Dominik Adrian Bogacz
Klaudia Rose Bogacz
Delaney Marie Bondoc
Arthur Joseph Borbolla III
Oliver Miles Tatar Borstein
Eftihimos Anastasios Bournias
Jake Perry Boxer
Jael Fersa Boyd
Skye M. Brabson
Phillip Guerra Bragg
Hayley Anabel Brener
Daisy Gizzle Brockhouse
Isabella Gabrielle Brown
Madeleine Grace Brown
Sarah Helen Brown
Alvaro Euesegui Bruetman
Hannah Sigrid Brunzell
Elizabeth Durston Bryant
Joshua S. Bucher
Emily Nicole Budarupu
Manny Benny Buendia Jr.
Alessandro Burdisio
Caroline Elizabeth Burnett
Shantha Kalyani Burnt
Kole Braxton Butterer
Meghan Alicia Cabrera
Elijah Andres Caicedo
Natalia Camino Cantu
John Jia Cao
Brenna Cardoso
Isabelle Gould Carlisle
Carolina Alexis Carret
Alexander Whitfield Carroll
Dori-Taylor Goyena Carter
Alexander Whitfield Carroll
Dori-Taylor Goyena Carter
Anna Sophia Blachar
Nathalie Missa Adwoa Boadi
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION

E. Patrick Johnson, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Communication

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Gabrielle Angela Cator
Renee Lynn Grothhuss
Georgia Marie Harris
Molly Claire McCarthy
Olivia O'Brien
Daniel Alexander Roginski
Binał Lital Schatski

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Dusty Mae Coen
Elyse Gwen Giedeman
Roderick M. Heard II
Ceara Schreibstein
Alexandra Consuelo Zaragoza

Degree awarded March 24, 2023
Mark Thomas Berry
Alyssa Robin Burton
Anne Soojung Choi
Lily E. Creed
Elizabeth Enunugj Han
Tanya Hayley Herrmann
Nathan Paul LeVan
Cameron Deon Mitchell
Eitan Lavi Fessah
Jack Lawrence Ratterman
Nic B. Sagnelli
Gabrielle Christina Schulz
Annette Shu Tsui

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Gaetano Barendsen-Rossi
Cameron Barnes
Elmer Benitez Jr.
Francis Xavier Brenner
Xanthé Moon Brown
Eugene Byre III
Barbara Irene Burns
Samuel Harrison Buttress
Elizabeth Anne Carell
Jail Layne Carey
Victor Máximo Rojas
Asta Ceesay
Seunghee Chang
Anna E. Chauritz
Isabelle Emily Choin
Amber Lizzy Cohon
Isaac Britt Conner
Matthew David Coronado
Gabriela Furtado Coutinho
Karen Yujie Cui
Yide Cui
Wesley Nicholas D'Alelio
Natalie Sarah Daninhirsch
Thomas Eastman Darragh
Elizabeth Frances Davis
Rachael Ann Dec
Marc Giambattista Deneve
Rachael Ann Dec
Mikaela Elise-Stephenson Fenn
Arella Dawn Flur
Connor Nelson Foster
Elizabeth Malaby Freiburger
Samantha DeVries
Olivia Rose Drury
Sunny Alexandra Eraso
Mikaela Elite-Stephenson Fenn
Arella Dawn Flur
Connor Nelson Foster
Elizabeth Malsbary Freiburger
Natalie Anne Friedman
Samuel Aron Garcia-Bryce
Megan Lori Gedelman
Hannah Julia Gillespie
Dani Goldberg
Alexandra Grace Good

Margaret Louise Grund
Sara Elaine Gronich
Siyoon Ha
Hannah Hachamovitch
Anelga Nora Hajjar
Amanda Han
Christina Quynh Hand
Elizabeth Jane Hansen
Lucy Margaret Harrington
Andrew Louis Hartman
Laya Bena Hartman
Christian Healy
Audrey F. Henry
Mary Rachel Hilbert
Ryan J. Haun-Hilinski
Devony Hoł
Madeleine Hughes
Samuel Barnett Jenkins
Peining Jia
Ruoyin Jiao
Andrew Charles Johnston
Sam H. Jonas
Lucy C. Jung
Lauren C. Kelly
Alexa Euna Kim
Irene Kim
Andrew Everett Kline
Katherine Kosup
Maxwell Henry Kroll
Julia Shulamit Kruger
Arjun Shivraj Kumar
Deng D. B. Kur
Kate Xintong Lee
Sarah Yung Lee
Jordan Alexa Lemer
Ruoxuan Liu
Danielle Juliet Llevada
Lucia G. London
Ryan Michael Magrisi
Ada Nymoata Makhouette
Catherine Caitlin Maldonado
Rachel Tali Mandelker
Madalena Martins
Andrew Louis McDonald
Lucia Irene Miller
Ahaam Fatema Moledina
Catherine Marie Lui Moore
Isabella Grace Moran
William Jacob Mulder
Amelia Mylvaganam
Samantha Isabel Noeth Lewis
Madeline Grace Oberie
Kristy Pomii Bonita
Veronica Carmen Pineda
Xinyuan Pu
Grace Elizabeth Reingina
Francisco Allan Rodrigo
Eric George McPhee Rosin
Sawyer Sadie
Jo Scaletty
Claire Elizabeth Scavone
Rachel Levitt Schmaier
Anna Misso Lucile Skilmore
Charlotte Muriel Spohler
Christina Francesca Stearns
Daniella Vittoria Stroup
Satyana Hanako Toy Ha Sullman
Tanisha Samir Tekriwal
Sydney Marie Tennill
Sierra Thoulouis
Kara Marie Bisselle Toll

1. Cum Laude
2. Magna cum Laude
3. Summa cum Laude
4. Also Juris Doctor degree
5. Also Master of Business Administration degree
6. Also Master of Science in Design degree
7. Also Master of Arts degree
8. Also Master of Business Administration degree
9. Also Master of Philosophy degree
10. Also Master of Science in Design degree
11. Also Master of Public Health degree
12. Also Master of Arts degree
Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Adam J. Chu

Degree awarded March 24, 2023
Dana Michelle Corbin
Nicholas Kalamaris
Sarah Elizabeth Sobol

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Evan Paul Berger Epstein
Ethan Boardman
Bailey L. Burman
Nicholas Francis Byrne
Javiera Andrea Cabezas Parra
Lena Kyu-in Caruso
Michael Chaplygin
Philippa Adjoa Eshun
Joseph Lee Galindo
Ria Gokarn
Justin Griffith
Katz William Kadlic
Obnetse Refilwe Kebadireng
Adam Dominic Klimek
Alexandra Jane Lazar
Khanyi Lim
Nadine Lundgren
Jackie Parrett
Nicola Siu
Yi Jie You

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Mason Lin

Degree awarded March 24, 2023
Nikhil Aggarwal
Chinmaya K. Araranwa
Theerut Amornkasemwong
Nicholas Armatas
Rohil Bahi
Nicholas T-Bone Baird
Kaitlin Marie Shaw
Grace Kay Shin

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Mai M. Berg

Degree awarded June 16, 2023
Abdel Malik Al-Muhsin
Ayman El Shafie
Nikhil Aggarwal

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Naythen Farr
Angel E. Hernandez
Jun Li
Mason Lin
Alejandro David Malavet
David Terpay

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Aldo A. Acosta
Javier F. Cuadra
John Ryan Heimovich
Mitchell Lai
Emily Makedon
Molly Longcore Pribble
Dishen Wang

Degree awarded March 24, 2023
Yahya Alemayehu Ayele
Natalie Griarte Brewer
Jordan Matthew Dillard
John Holtgreve
Caroline Aurelia Ruth Jennings
Ye June Kim
Tiffany Lau
Michael James Luvin
Olivia Darley Sackitey
Andy Xu
Charles Y. Zheng

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Kathryn Elizabeth Sobol
Nicholas Armatas
Rohil Bahi
Nicholas T-Bone Baird
Kaitlin Marie Shaw
Grace Kay Shin

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Katherine Xin Li

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Brian Solmos
Benjamin James Timmins

Degree awarded March 24, 2023
Samuel Kenneth Crites

Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Alexandra Marie Cindric
Jieping Guo
Daming Lin
Christopher Holden Sollenberger

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Violet Lucilla Bailey
Jeffrey Bante Blibo
José Bozovic
Katherine Alyssa Brown
William Buckbaum
Emily Chang
Irina Y. Cheng
Ingrid Cheung
Marcus Cisco
Chase E. Correia
Michael James Cosentino
Elana Maya Davies
Joshua Nathaniel Dean
Ria Desai
John Durtka
Kayla Marie Fortino
Nina Roberto Galvez
Grace K. Hulf
Sueyen Kim
Ugmonma Chizoba Korie
Anastasia Lantsova
Hannah Gabriela Marques Maduro
Mackenzie Juliet Mattone
Belise Mbabazi
Benjamin Cole Monroe
Jorge Neira
Mark Thomas Ogarek
Ria Nalin Patel
Abigail Jane Renaud
Lucas E. Sant’Anna
Julia Sheridan Schumwetzi
Malia J. Smith
Damian Stanley Staszell
Temitayo Oluwatoyin Thomas-Ailari
Breasta Williams
John Wu
Mingyu Zhou
MEDILL SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM, MEDIA, INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

Charles F. Whitaker, MSJ, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Journalism

Degree awarded July 28, 2022
Lina Draidia
Cindy Gikundiro

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Katherine Nicole Brussell
Delainey Jean Dow
Olivia Evans
Kristen Gerds
Soomin Kang1
Sharon Kleiman2
Jiaxin Lin1
Zoe Malin1
Gabrielle Celeste Rancifer
Samantha Rae Walters3
Gia Raquel Yetikel

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Bente Backers
Trent David Brown
Chloe Finette Coppe
Connie Yang Deng1
Bettina Bridges Huang1
Kirsten Huh1
Sabrina Frances Martin
Julia Sheila Moore
Karim Noorani
Adaeze Nkemdirim Ogbonna
Talia Paige Schuhlofs3
Jenna Maria Spray
Carlos Miguel Stinson-Maas1

Degree awarded January 5, 2023
Mohammed Hamad M. H. Al-Hawal
Nadege Mutima Bizimungu
Hongji Feng
Abdulmajeed Adam Muhammad Hadi
Kholoud Ibrahim M. Y. Kafoud
Jiwon Seo3
Beatrice Zemelye1

Degree awarded March 24, 2023
Rebecca Bella Aizin1
Christine Bae2
Carson S. Burton2
Jessie Claire Chait4
Hannah Elane Cheves
Olivia Joy Demetriades2
Trevor Duggins Jr.
Annie Fallon Epstein3
Eric Rockdahl Epstein1
Sophia Charlotte Haloulos
Daniel Junyi Hu
Logan Theresa Lillie
Elizabeth Markham1
Sarah Marie McGrath
Teresa Christine Nowakowski3
Jenna Grace Lily Piich2
Nicholas Justin Slater
Hannah Song
Maia Lucia Spoto3
Kyra Noreen Steck3
Mac Stone
Xue Li Sun2
Zihan Wang
Elbert Xie1
Olivia Rachel Jacqueline Yarvis

Degree awarded May 18, 2023
Reema Faisal AlHajri
Raghdan Albenawi
Nadia Mustafa Yaqoub Al Hinai
Lena Raed Nawaf Al-Homoud4
Moza Abdul A. H. Al-Kamali
Alireza Abdulla N. S. Al-Khalifa
Dana Hussameddin Alkhilyami
Fajar Salem Al-Kubaisi
Sara Mohammad F. A. Al-Mana
Fai Mohammad S. A. Al-Naimi
Sadeem Khalil M. M. Al-Qurashi
Noura A. S. AlShantti
Noora Abdulrahman Al-Thani
Noora Hamad Al-Thani
Makded Shimeles Araro5
Marianna Xavier Brito de Araujo
Leticia Mendes Da Costa Bila
Muhammad Shahen Ejaz
Monazza Asif Farooqui6
Nathanal Sassy Gmechuwu
Tatyana Imran10
Sida Lai11
Areesha Khan Lodhi3
William Gitta Luguloolobi9
Rea Singh Mishra1
Azma Hasina Mulundika
Asmae Naki1
Fatma Oueslati1
Antonella Sansalone
Sarah Shamimi
Ayah Amro Y. O. Shooudy
Paribesh Sitoula
Muhammad Abdurrahman Imran Tahir12
Yichen Tao
Haoyun Xue
Peiwen Zou

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Samantha Aguilar
Spencer Lowell Allan
Yasmeen Altajii
Maria Ximena Aragon
Allison Kirsten Arguezo
Ilana Arougethi
Isabelle Jordan Banin
Felix Bellini1
Victoria Benefield
Tomasz Benk
Sami Berisha1
Zachary David Blank
Samantha Boas
Helen Louise Bradshaw4
Taber Henry Brewerp
Elizabeth Anne Bulat2
Molly Frances Burke1
Jordan McKinley Butler
Maria Amalia Caamao Garcia
Arianna Isabella Carpati
Gabriela Libuise Carroll
Hannah C. Carroll1
Alonso Cervera-Pizana
Maria-Eleni Chalkia
Benjamin Lee Chasen
Samantha Eileen Cho
Alexander Paul Chun
Shannon Coan1
Delia Frances Corridon
Jude Cramer
Arianna Mone1 Crockett
Charlotte Lauren Cronister
Cooper Neil Daley
Darya Lara Daneshmand
Leila Nazih Darwiche
Erica Catherine Davis6
Grace Deng2
Hallie Grace DeVore
Hannah Abigail Feuer
Emily Claire Fischer
Sara McKenzie Frank1
Jacqueline Marcelle Germain3
Jane Emily Rocco Gerelee1
Jenna Brooke Greenza1
Mary Ann Ha
Carolyn Marie Hagner
Seyoung Hahn
Andrea Bailey Hancock
Alexander Cole Harrison
Tyler S. Haskins
Kacee Nikole Haslett
Mubarak Zahirul Hassan
Eva Helena Herscowitz2
Jordan Hickey
Linus Benjamin Holler
Ryley Reid Houglund
Erin W. Huang
Jenny Jin Hu
John Henry Izzo
Katherine Margaret Jahn5
Davis Mark Johnson
Sara Jo Kadoura3
William Oliver Karmin
Julia Paige Karten1
Zachary Ian Kessel
Eun Kim
Ryan Jaewon Kim1
Vanessa Kjeldsen9
Maren Leigh Krankling2
Ryan Kuttler
Jeffrey Harrison Larner
Kyle Gerard Leverone
Dajung Lim
Ellisia Marie Lindsey
Olivia K. Lloyd
Max Fletcher Lubbers3
Julia Chambers MacCarry2
Nicholas Evan Magas
Jordan Rose Mangi
Nadine Lorraine Manske
Adriana Nadira Martinez-Smile
Lunden Elizabeth Mason
Michael Gordon McDonough2
Sarah Meredith Meadow
Marcos Melendez
Kimberly Mendez
Julietta Anna Mktchyian
Angel Yola Muzi1
Gabrielle Tamar Nadler1
Delaney G. Nelson
Kaiya Yeimi Nichols
Catherine Carlise Odom
Daniel Machen Olinger
Jun Hyung Eddy Park
Ryann Paige Perlstein
Joshua David Perry
Viet Quan Pham
Kalina Sofia Pierga
Samantha Poy1
Juntang Qian1
Allison Jhiee Rhee1
Bailey Ray Richards
Julia Grace Richardson
Lidia Gemaunesh Rivers
Evan Robinson-Johnson
Andrew Jake Rowan2
Emily Ellen Sakai
Melissa Santoyo
Isaac Taylor Selz
Linda Meng Shi
Brandi Elizabeth Simpson

1. Cum Laude
2. Magna cum Laude
3. Summa cum Laude
4. Cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
5. Magna cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
6. Also Juris Doctor degree
7. Also Doctor of Medicine degree
8. Also Master of Public Administration degree
9. Also Doctor of Philosophy degree
10. Also Master of Science in Design Innovation degree
11. Also Master of Public Health degree
12. Also Master of Arts degree
HENRY AND LEIGH BIENEN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Toni-Marie Montgomery, DMA, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Music

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
David Minjae Cho
Kegan Leonard Atlano Grace
Chris R. Hou
SeEun Hyung
Annika Grace Larson
Natasha von Bartheld

Bachelor of Music

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Isaac James Henry
Katherine Xin Li
Olivia O'Brien
Darsan Swaroop Bellie

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Timothy Julius Grabow
Sophia Nicole Jean
Olivia Kim
Olivia Gail Knutsen
Samuel David Perlman

Degree awarded March 24, 2023
Joshua Kyu Lee
Yonjoo Sarah Seo

Bachelor of Science in Music

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Quinton Connor Nickum

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Aspen Buckingham
Russell Scott Sanders Jr.

Reserve Officers Training Corps

Captain Robert Klaszky,
USN, Commanding Officer,
Professor of Naval Science

Ensign, United States Navy

Candidate for commission,
June 13, 2023
Matthew D. Lindstrom

1. Cum Laude
2. Magna cum Laude
3. Summa cum Laude
4. Cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
5. Magna cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
6. Also Juris Doctor degree
7. Also Doctor of Medicine degree
8. Also Master of Business Administration degree
9. Also Doctor of Philosophy degree
10. Also Master of Science in Design Innovation degree
11. Also Master of Public Health degree
12. Also Master of Arts degree
GRADUATE DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL

Kelly E. Mayo, PhD, Dean

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Andrea Yaa Pinamang Adomako, African American Studies; Weinberg. “Because We Failed Her”: Black Fiction and Formative Friendships in the 1960s and 1970s; Jennifer Christine Nash, adviser.


Safa Hamood Mohammed Al-Saeda, Political Science; Weinberg. The Quest for Influence: Media Changes and Power in the Middle East; Habib Alkhalaf, adviser.

Mari Ruth Alshuter, Learning Sciences; Education and Social Policy. “I Think It’s Fun, and Sort of Challenging, but This Is Just Me—I Like Challenges”: Exploring Early Elementary School Students’ Emerging Mathematics Identities; Miriam G. Sherin, adviser.

Manuel Fernandez Arocha Muñoz, Music; Bienen. The Works of Walter Kitundu, Liza Lim, and Horacio Ocampo; Geraldo L. Cadava, adviser.

Allison Marie Arinaga, Chemistry; Weinberg. Learning-Based Intelligent Imaging; Emily Allyn Weiss, adviser.


Srutartshi Banerjee, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Learning-Based Intelligent Imaging; Aggelos K. Katsaggelos, adviser.

David Bar-El, Learning Sciences; Education and Social Policy. Teaching with a Digital Sandbox: Game: Teachers’ Experiences with Minecraft Education Edition; Marcelo Aaron Bonilla Worley, adviser.

Senth Barutcu, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Analytical Methods and Deep Priors on X-Ray Ptychography, Computed Tomography, and Computed Laminography; Aggelos K. Katsaggelos, adviser.

Anna Victoria Bay, Chemistry; Weinberg. Light-Driven Carbene Catalysis for the Synthesis of Carbonyl Compounds; Karl A. Scheidt, adviser.

Jamie Sarah Gorson Benario, Computer Science and Learning Sciences; Education and Social Policy; McCormick. Investigating Student Self-Perceptions during the Programming Process; Eleanor O’Rourke, adviser.

Alexandre Laurent Berr, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. The Role of the Vimentin Cytoskeleton in Lung Cancer, Platelet Mechanics, and Acute Lung Injury; Karen M. Ridge and Evan Alexander Scott, advisers.

Naomi Lee Blaushild, Human Development and Social Policy; Education and Social Policy. Investigating the Dynamics of Teacher Commitment in US Public Schools; James P. Spillane, adviser.


Malia Martha Bowers, Political Science; Weinberg. The Spaces Between: Rethinking Success and Failure in Contemporary Feminist Politics; Mary Ann Bucklin, adviser.

David Weston Burke, Chemistry; Weinberg. Covalent Organic Chemistry: Design and Structure; Christopher Cummings, adviser.


Qi Cai, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Provably Efficient Reinforcement Learning for Linear Programming; Eric Perreault, adviser.

Alec Mitchell Callisto, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Engineering Posttranslational Polymerase-Based Molecular Recording Systems; Keith Edward Jaggard Tyo, adviser.

Gabriel Joseph Cavin, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Aceontosomal Pole Stability and Maintenance in Caenorhabditis elegans; Zhaoran Wang, adviser.

Yu-Chin Chan, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Data-Driven and Diversity-Enhanced Design of Heterogeneous Multiscale Structures; Christopher Todd Eckdahl, adviser.

Woo Je Chang, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Doping Semiconductor Nanocrystals to Modify Their Electronic Properties; Emily Allyn Weiss, adviser.

Yusu Chen, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Directed Evolution of Protein-Based Biomaterials Enabled by Advances in High-Throughput Mechanical Testing and Protein Purification; Daniella Tullman-Erez, adviser.

Margaret Sarah Coats-Thomas, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Assessing Contributions of Muscular Imbalance to Shoulder Osteoarthritis; Eric Perreault, adviser.


Jay Carroll Daniels, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Weinberg. Genomic and Cellular Analyses Unravel Disease Heterogeneity in T Cell Cancers; Jaehyuk Choi, adviser.

Meive Grace De La Cruz Valdez, Performance Studies; Communication. The Political Economy of Arab Dance in the United States; Melissa Blanco, adviser.

Yu Deng, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Weinberg. Advancing Computational Methods to Derive Insights from Real-World Health Data; Abel N. Kho, adviser.

Ashley Dominique Dennis, African American Studies; Weinberg. “The Intellectual Emanicipation of the Negro”: Black Women Educators in the Mid-20th Century; Martha Biondi, adviser.

Carmen De Schryver, Philosophy; Weinberg. Decolonizing Phenomenology: Dialogical University in Golden Dawn, Fascism, and Hountoudji; Penelope Lisa Deutscher, adviser.


Sean Matthew Diamant, Political Science; Weinberg. Dividing the Poor: Congressional Representation during the New Deal Policymaking Process; Daniel J. Galvin, adviser.

Christopher Paul Dinkel, Political Science; Weinberg. The Law and Politics of Trade Secret; Stephen C. Nelson, adviser.

Ariel Janiece Dotts, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Weinberg. Exploring the Roles of Progesterone and Estrogen Receptors in Human Labor; Serdar E. Bulun, adviser.

Meghan Ward Dukes, Chemistry; Weinberg. Development of Delivery Vehicles and Three-Dimensional Cancer Models to Investigate Gli Inhibition in Basal Cell Carcinoma; Thomas J. Meade, adviser.


Gil Engelstein, History; Weinberg. Queer Europe: Gay Liberation between Market and Movement; Deborah Anne Cohen, adviser.

Laura Jeanne Ferdinand, Interdisciplinary Theatre and Drama; Communication. Ladies Made: Racialized Performances of Femininity in the Segregated South; Tracy C. Davis, adviser.

Zuyue Fu, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. On the Optimality and Complexity of Reinforcement Learning; Zhaoran Wang, adviser.

Kevin Daniel Gallagher, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. The Morphogenetic Origin of Pattern Formation in the Drosophila Compound Eye; Richard W. Carthew, adviser.

Michael Leamy Geis, Mathematics; Weinberg. Concentration of Quantum Integrable Eigenfunctions on Convex Surfaces of Revolution; Steven Morris Zelditch, adviser.

Haylee Jane Goldenthal, Clinical Psychology; Weinberg. The Need for and Development and Evaluation of a Model for the Integration of Trauma-Informed Care in Early Childhood Settings; Karen Gouze, adviser.
Stefan Xavier Greenfeld-Casas, Music; Bienen. Re:Play: On the Classical Arrangement and Construction of Video Game Music; Ryan Wayne Dohoney, adviser.

Hexia Guo, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Implanted Bioelectronics for Monitoring and Stimulation; Towards Biointegrated Electronics; John A. Rogers, adviser.

Aprajita Hajela, Astronomy; Weinberg. Demystifying Rare Cosmic Transients with Multimessenger Observations; Raffaella Margutti, adviser.

Emily Joaquina Van Der Zee, Sociology; Weinberg. The DEI Doctrine: How Suburban Schools Interpret Inequality; Mary E. Pattillo, adviser.


Patrick William Horton, Music; Bienen. Political Theory for the Age of Social Movement; Mary Golden Dietz, adviser.


Sunmeng Hu, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Sustainable Polyurethane and Polyurethane–Like Network Materials with Excellent Reprocessability and Stress Relaxation and High Efficiency in Acrylic Random Copolymer Films; John M. Torkelson, adviser.

Pannan Huang, Physics and Astronomy; Weinberg. Toward Large-Scale X-Ray Microscopy for Psychophysics and Fluorescence Tomography; Chris Jacobson, adviser.

Samantha Eryn Huddleston, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Body Heat–Activated Polymer-Mineral Composites for Vertebral Body Fractures; Guillermo Antonio Amor, adviser.

Andrew Tyler Hull, Philosophy; Weinberg. The Machines of Daedalus: Aristotle on the Truth and Potential of Political Science; Richard H. Kraut, adviser.

Andrew Colin Hunt, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. High-Throughput and Plate-Based Protein-Protein Interaction Screening Using Cell-Free Protein Synthesis; Michael Christopher Jewett, adviser.

Charikleia Iakovidou, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Distributed Optimization Methods in Large-Scale Systems with Realistic Constraints; Ermin Wei, adviser.

Krenst Igohłowski, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Determining How the Tunable Mechanics of Muscle and Tendon Change with Age and Task; Eric Perreault, adviser.

Hannah Marie Janssen, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. The Effects of Individual Whisker Geometry on Tactile Sensing; Mitra J. Hartmann, adviser.

Taylor Jefferson, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Cortical Cholinergic Modulation in Neuropathic Pain; Marco Martina, adviser.


Carolyn Wells Keller, Marketing; Kellogg. The Cute-Feminine Stereotype: A Social Role Theory Explanation of Sex Differences in Cute Consumption; Neal Roese, adviser.

Pax Kivimaa, Mathematics; Weinberg. Random Matrices, Gaussian Multispectral Chaos, and Complexity; Antonio Auffinger, adviser.

Ad Ake Kwok, Chemistry; Weinberg. Studies of Chemical Probes for the MEK Family; Karl A. Scheidt, adviser.

David Lam, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Nanobacteria: An Electrochemical Engineering Perspective of Post-Transition Metal Dichalcogenide Layered Materials; Mark Hersam, adviser.

Marie Lapierre, Sociology; Weinberg. Defining Struggles: Treatment Programs and the Limits of Domestic Violence Policy; Ann Shola Orloff, adviser.

Ilana Vine Larkin, English; Weinberg. Hostile Love: Rage, Race, and Gender in American Children's Literature; Julia Ann Stern, adviser.


Samuel Alexander Leach, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Expanding the Toolbox for Engineering High Titer Protein Secretion in Bacteria; Daniel Jacobson, adviser.

Aubrey Elizabeth Leaman, Music; Bienen. The Role of Empathic Identification in Virtual Musical Agency; Richard D. Ashley, adviser.

Deohyun Leem, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Learning Algorithms and Mechanics Analysis in Flexible Sheet Metal Forming Systems; Jian Cao, adviser.

Chamille Joanne Lescott, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Synthesis and Characterization of Self-Assembled Polymer Nanocomposites; Vinayak P. Dravid, adviser.

Xiang Li, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick. Modelling of Slow-Moving Landslide Dynamics Driven by Precipitation: From Stable Creep to Catastrophic Runaway Failure; Giuseppe Buscarnera, adviser.

Alyssa A. Lynne, Sociology; Weinberg. Transnationalization and Standardization: Gender-Affirming Healthcare in Thailand and the United States; Steven G. Epstein, adviser.

Jiachen Ma, Economics; Weinberg. Information Design and Asymmetric Auction; Jeffrey Ely, adviser.


Melisa Barbara Manopolou, Anthropology; Weinberg. Early-Life Determinants of the Infant Microbiome: Social Environmental Factors and the Skin; Katherine Ryan Amato, adviser.

Lily Mao, Chemistry; Weinberg. Modulating the Nanomechanical Properties of Graphene Oxide via Chemical Structure and Interfacial Interactions; SonBinh Nguyen, adviser.


John Philip McGee, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Expanding the Capabilities of Native Top-Down Mass Spectrometry; Neil L. Kelleher, adviser.

Kayva Mendi, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick. Multiscale Characterization of Nanomodified Cementitious Composites; David J. Corr, adviser.

Zizi Miao, Materials Engineering; McCormick. Controlling Nanoparticle Structure and Behavior Using Substrate- Templated Assembly with DNA; Chad A. Mirkin, adviser.

Anna Victoria Michelson, Sociology; Weinberg. Redeeming the Romance: Classification and Community in a Popular Fiction Genre; Wendy Grissold, adviser.


Caelin Cooke Monroe, History; Weinberg. Making History: Women's Knowledge and the Creation of a Historical Discipline in Western Australia; Jonathon P. Glassman, adviser.

Bradley Keck Moreno, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Dynamics of Biomineralization in the Oviductal Primary Mesenchyme Cells; Derk Joester, adviser.

Zachary Alan Nissen, Anthropology; Weinberg. Urban Commoners, Inequality, and the Longevity of an Ancient Maya City, Aventura, Belize; Cynthia Guzman, adviser.

Shaun Notkin, Political Science; Weinberg. Political Theory for the Age of Social Movement; Mary Golden Dietz, adviser.

Dwayne Keith Overton, Interdisciplinary Theatre and Drama; Communication. His Grotesque Swagger; or, Morgan Benson, the Black Joke, and the 19th-Century Target Parade; Susan A. Manning, adviser.

Robert M. Owuor, Anthropology; Weinberg. Dams and Displacements: Biosocial Impacts of the Thwake Multipurpose Dam in Makueni County, Kenya; Sera Lewise Young, adviser.


Robin Kathryn Pokorski, History; Weinberg. Reform Networks and Community among Dominican Nuns in Late Medieval Germany; Dany H. Elliott, adviser.

Alexandra Portnova-Fahreeva, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Dimensionality Reduction for Prosthetic Hand Control; Ferdinando Mussa-Ivaldi, adviser.


Miguel Angel Ramirez, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. An Investigation of the Molecular Mechanisms Underlying Hearing Sensitivity and Noise-Induced Hearing Loss; Jeffrey Nicholas Savas, adviser.

Rekha Ray, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick. Modeling the Behavior of Dry and Saturated Crushable Granular Media Subjected to Varying Loading Rates; Giuseppe Buscarnera, adviser.

Lea Kathryn Richardson, Plant Biology and Conservation; Weinberg. Investigating Impacts of Prescribed Fire on Flowering Phenology and Reproduction in Grassland Perennials; Stuart Wagenius, adviser.

Adovichi S. Rivera, Health Sciences Integrated PhD Program; Feinberg. Role of Social Determinants of Health in the Cardiovascular Health of People with HIV: An Analysis of Electronic Health Records from Two Health Systems in Chicago; Matthew J. Feinstein, adviser.

Makeda Austin Roberson-Vickeri, Psychology; Weinberg. A Mixed-Methods Approach to Understanding the Role of Social Support as a Source of Resilience for Physical Health and Well-Being among Individuals with Low SES and First-Generation College Students; Edith Chen, adviser.

Sebastian Rodriguez, Statistics; Weinberg. Spatial and Temporal Methods to Analyze the Malaria Borden Using Routine Health Facility Case Data in Burkina Faso; Noelle I. Samia, adviser.

Andrea Daniel Rosengarten, History; Weinberg. Remapping Namaqualand: Negotiating Ethnicity and Territoriality in a Southern Borderland; Jonathon P. Glassman, adviser.
Abigail Leesa Smith, Statistics; Weinberg. The Impact of Entity Resolution on Observed Social Network Structure; Bruce D. Spencer, adviser.

Victor Soares Bursztyn, Computer Science; McCormick. Reading Users: Using Language Models to Close the Pragmatic Gap in Task-Oriented Conversations; Lawrence A. Birnbaum, adviser.

David Isaiah Swigart, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Parallel Processing by Recognition Cell Types; Gregory William Schwartz, adviser.

Momoko Takahashi, Communication Sciences and Disorders; Communication. The Effects of Neurotoxins on the Potassium Currents in the First Nucleus of the Auditory Brainstem; Jason Tait Sanchez, adviser.

Chulin Wang, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Novel Transport Characterization of Memory Effects in Percolating Networks and Devices; Matthew A. Grayson, adviser.

Katherine Frances Warfel, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Enabling Robust Cell-Free Synthesis of Conjugate Vaccines for Decentralized Biomanufacturing; Michael Christopher Jewett, adviser.

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023.

Asha Sana Abdul Nour, Master's and Doctoral Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Investigation of the Initiation, Progression, and Treatment of Pediatric Glaucoma; Daniel Richard Foltz, adviser.

Vasundhara Agrawal, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Unraveling Higher-Order Chromatin Architecture and Its Role in Cell Engineering for Improved Regenerative Outcomes; Vadim Backman, adviser.


Munirah Alkhamis, Communication Sciences and Disorders; Communication. Diagnostic Validity of Clinical Observations for Detecting Physiologic Swallowing Impairment; Bonnie Martin-Harris, adviser.

Muaath Mohammed Al Malki, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Creep Deformation of Thermoelectric Materials; G. Jeffrey Snyder, adviser.

Brando Thomas Alston, Sociology; Weinberg. Policing the Margins: Race, Surveillance, and Resistance; Mary E. Pattillo, adviser.


Lexiaozi Fan, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Term Memory Reactivation, Reconsolidation, and Communication and McCormick. Furkan Mustafa Çetin; Jennifer A. Tackett, adviser.

Robin A. X. Bayes, Political Science; Weinberg. The Role of Moral Conviction in Shaping Public Attitudes towards the Environment; James N. Druckman, adviser.

Grace Catherine Bellingher, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Contributing Factors to Reaching Dysfunction in Individuals with Stroke; Michael D. Ellis, adviser.

Alexandra Jacqueline Berl, Chemistry; Weinberg. Photocontrolled Synthesis of N-Type Pi-Conjugated Dideoxy Aryl Grignard Polymers; Yoon Duk Jung, adviser.

Mohammed Abdulaziz Bin Rasuways, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Development of Sustainable and Recyclable Addition-Type Polymer Networks and Addressing Creep Limitations in Conjugate Adaptable Architectures; John T. Warkentin, adviser.

Joseph Blass, Computer Science; McCormick. Extracting and Applying Legal Rules from Precedent Cases; Kenneth D. Forbus, adviser.

Colin Bos, History; Weinberg. Conservators of the World: Relics, Archaeology, and the State in Southwestern Nigeria; Helen Tilley, adviser.

Cassandra Margaret Brandes, Psychology; Weinberg. Personality in a Hierarchical and Dimensional Model of Youth Psychopathology; Jennifer Tackett, adviser.

Madison Kendell Brod, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Chemical Trends in Complex Electronic Structures of Thermoelectric Materials; Matthew M. Graham, adviser.

Yong Cai, Economics; Weinberg. Essays on “Small” Sample Issues in “Large” Datasets; Ivan A. Canay, adviser.

Heather Ann Calcaterra, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Programming the Crystalization of Adaptive Single-Crystalline Colloidal Crystals; Chad A. Mirkin, adviser.

Santiago Camara, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in International Economics; Martin S. Eichenbaum, adviser.

Eduardo Campillo Betancourt, Economics; Weinberg. Essays on Culture, Citizenship, and Political Economy; Christopher R. Udry, adviser.

Mario Cannella, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Economic History and Political Economy; Joel Mokry, adviser.


Cristina Renee Ceja, Psychology; Weinberg. Limits for Binding Visual Information; Steven Franconeri, adviser.

Farkan Mustafa Çetin, Accounting Information and Management; Kellogg. The Real Effects of Accounting on Innovation; Andrew James Leon and Sugata Roychowdhury, advisers.


Sarah Chanski, Communication Studies; Communi-

Perfonction MRI for Assessment of Coronary Artery Disease; Nature; Laura B. Nielsen, adviser.

Morgan Rayon Clark, Sociology; Weinberg. “Skanks Need to Pay with Their Lives”: Online Harassment, Cyberstalking, and Violence Against Women Online; Laura B. Nielsen, adviser.

Amanda Marie Cook, Human Development and Social Policy; Education and Social Policy. Choices and Trade-Offs on the Path to a Bachelor's Degree: Essays on Academic Match, College Affordability, and Student Engagement; James Edward Rosenbaum, adviser.


Carl Channing Creason, History; Weinberg. “For the Bodies and Souls”: Catholic Women, Work of Mercy, and Institution Building in the Ohio River Valley, 1855–1880; Kate Masur, adviser.

Joao Miguel da Costa Monteiro, Finance; Kellogg. Essays in Trade and Finance; Efrem Benmelech and Dimitris Papanikolaou, advisers.


Micah Darrell, Mathematics; Weinberg. Topological Restriction Homology Is Locally Even in Characteristic p; Benjamin Antieau, adviser.

Lindsay DeMarchi, Astronomy; McCormick. A Multimessenger and Multiwavelength Approach to Uncovering the Transient Universe; Shane Larson, adviser.

Carmen Marina Diaz, Management and Organiza-

Cara Nash Dickason, Screen Cultures; Communi-
cation. Watching Women: Surveillance and Spectatorship in Women’s Television; Mimi White, adviser.


Julia Rocío Downing, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Scalable Manufacturing of Graphene Nanocomposites for Electronic Devices; Mark Hersam, adviser.

Michael Raymond Drumm, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Discovery of a Gene Family Central to Cellular Stress Response Signaling; Marc Laurence Mendillo, adviser.

Erika Arvay, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Metabolic Engineering and Scale-Up Strategies for the Commercialization of Lignocellulosic Feedstocks; John T. Warkentin, adviser.

Katherine Aveni, Communication Sciences and Disorders; Communication. Auditory Mathematical Learning in Parkinson’s Disease; Angela Roberts, adviser.


Band Jancy, Technology and Social Behavior; Communication and McCormick. Auditing Algorithmic Communication. Event-Based Language Processing in Parkinson’s Disease; Nicholas Alexander Diakopoulos, adviser.

Robert Bryce Baudo, Communication Sciences and Disorders; Communication. Anterograde Learning Impairment in Auditory Perceptual Learning: A Window into Memory Fate, Short-Term Memory Reactivation, Reconsolidation, and Representation; Beverly Ann Wright, adviser.

Morgan Rayon Clark, Sociology; Weinberg. “Skanks Need to Pay with Their Lives”: Online Harassment, Cyberstalking, and Violence Against Women Online; Laura B. Nielsen, adviser.

Amanda Marie Cook, Human Development and Social Policy; Education and Social Policy. Choices and Trade-Offs on the Path to a Bachelor's Degree: Essays on Academic Match, College Affordability, and Student Engagement; James Edward Rosenbaum, adviser.


Carl Channing Creason, History; Weinberg. “For the Bodies and Souls”: Catholic Women, Work of Mercy, and Institution Building in the Ohio River Valley, 1855–1880; Kate Masur, adviser.

Joao Miguel da Costa Monteiro, Finance; Kellogg. Essays in Trade and Finance; Efrem Benmelech and Dimitris Papanikolaou, advisers.


Micah Darrell, Mathematics; Weinberg. Topological Restriction Homology Is Locally Even in Characteristic p; Benjamin Antieau, adviser.
Jessica Allison Madeline Friedman, Interdisciplinary Theatre and Drama; Communication. Hiding in Plain Sight: Women Choreographers of 1940s American Modern Dance; Susan A. Manning, adviser.

Zachary Aaron Gaertner, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. A Molecular Subtype of Midbrain Dopaminergic Neurons and Their Roles in Parkinson's Disease; Rajeshwar Awatramani, adviser.

Molly Margaret Gallahan, Earth and Planetary Sciences; Weinberg. Exploring the Causes of the Discrepancy between Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Maps and Observed Shaking Data; Seth A. Stein, adviser.

Edith Geedles, Economics; Weinberg. Essays on Markets with Price Regulations; David Dranove, adviser.

Jonathan Tyler Gish, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Processing and Characterization of the Magneto-Electronic Properties in Two-Dimensional Metal Halides; Mark Hersam, adviser.


Rogan Aaron Grant, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. From Alveolar Infection to Microrgial Dysfunction: An Integrative Model of Central Nervous System Inflammation Resulting from SARS-CoV-2 Pneumonia; G. R. Scott Bullock, adviser.

Sean Darius Griesser, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. High-Throughput Computational Materials Discovery; Christopher M. Wolferton, adviser.

Galina A. Gritsina, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Atypical Chemokine Receptor CXCRT Signaling and Prostate Cancer Progression; Jindan Yu, adviser.

Joao Pedro Todorro Guerrezio, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Macroeconomics with Imperfect Expectations; Martin S. Eichenbaum, adviser.


Carl Clemens Hallmann, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Macroeconomic Aspects of Short-Time Work and Innovation; Matthias Doepke, adviser.

Menaka Vagesh Hampole, Finance; Kellogg. Essays in Household Finance; Dimitris Papanikolaou, adviser.

Lu Hao, History; Weinberg. Destined to Marry? Marriage Renunciation and Reform for Women in Republican China; Peter J. Carroll, adviser.


Hannah Elizabeth Horton, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Bivalve Evolution and Role in Aceantral Plasticity and Buttressing in Caenostomatoid elegans Oocyte Meiosis; Sadie Wignall, adviser.

Zhigeng Hou, Statistics; Weinberg. Reliable Accelerated Literature Screening in Systematic Reviews and Other Evidence Synthesis Methods; Elizabeth Tipton, adviser.


Jessica Ibrahim Puri, Health Sciences Integrated PhD Program; Feinberg. Examining Associations between Tinnitus, Other Health Conditions, and the Human Immunodeficiency Virus; Judith Teddie Moskowitz, adviser.

Colin Jackson, French and Francophone Studies; Weinberg. "Une qualité rare et précieuse": Musique, Affect, and Metaphor; Fabrice H. Du Puis, adviser.

Andrew Oh Jo, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Intersectional Genetic Dissection of Inner Retinal Circuits; Geoffrey T. Swanson, adviser.

Giancarlo Josuín Sanchez, Physics and Astronomy; Weinberg. Phenomenology of Light Sterile Neutrinos and Neutrino Dipole Moments; Andrea L. Laha, adviser.


Dalton Robert Kim, Chemistry; Weinberg. Synthesis and Development of Natural and Rationally Designed Chemical Probes for the Investigation and Perturbation of Biological Pathways; Karl A. Scheidt, adviser.

Hayana Kim, Interdisciplinary Theatre and Drama; Communication. Embodying Democracies: The Gwangju Uprising, Women, and the Politics of Mourning in South Korea; Elizabeth W. Son, adviser.


Daniel Carlini King, Psychology; Weinberg. Verb Metaphors as Analogies: Patterns of Meaning Change and the Role of Structure Mapping in Categorization; Dedre Gentner, adviser.

Jack Kollberg-Edelbrock, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Superbuilding of Peptide Amphiphiles Creates Hierarchical, Biomimetic Tissue Scaffolds; Samuel Stupp, adviser.

Grigori Kondyrev, Mathematics; Weinberg. Modules over Enriched (infinity,n)-Categories; John N. F. Kieudes, adviser.

Phoebe Hok Yee Lam, Psychology; Weinberg. Socioeconomic Disadvantage and Inflammatory Processes across the Life Course: Mega- and Meta-analytic Approaches; Greg Miller, adviser.

Daniel Taehun Lee, Slavic Languages and Literatures; Weinberg. The Role of Two Eurasian Empires: Modernization, Fall, and Troubled Identities of Russia and Turkey in Pelevin and Pamuk; Nina Gurianova, adviser.


Weihua Lei, Physics; Weinberg. Machine Learning in Data-Driven Research: Opportunities and Challenges; Luis A. Nunes Amaral, adviser.

Maya Danielle Lennon, Media, Technology, and Society; Communication. Young Black Children's Learning from and Awareness of Race and Gender Representation in Preschool STEM Television Shows; Ellen DeWartela, adviser.

Niko P. Letsos, History; Weinberg. Debt to Diplomacy: The Globalization of America in the Late 20th Century; Daniel Immerwahr, adviser.

Jeremy Supperberg Levin, Sociology; Weinberg. Contested Destinations: Tourism and Memory in the Former Yugoslavia; Gary A. Fine, adviser.

Wenyuan Li, Mathematics; Weinberg. Some Functionality Results of Microsalvo Sheaves over Legendrians and Lagrangians; Eric Zaslow, adviser.

Julie Ming Liang, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Elucidating the Roles of Genomic and Environmental Factors in Salmonella Pathogenicity Island 1 Type Three Secretion System Expression, Assembly, and Secretion; Danielle Fulluman-Ercik, adviser.

Shuheng Liao, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Toward a Digital Twin of Metal Additive Manufacturing: Process Optimization and Control Enabled by Physics-Based and Data-Driven Models; Jian Cao, adviser.

Millicent Lin, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Multifunctional Nanoscale Surfaces for Biological Applications; Chad A. Mirkin, adviser.


Xianggao Liu, Computer Engineering; McCormick. Soft and Secure Design of Connected and Autonomous Vehicles; Qi Zha, adviser.

Jennifer Anne Lupu, Anthropology; Weinberg. Consuming Care: Household Medicine Use in Washington, DC, 1840–1920; Mark William Hauser, adviser.

Norman Sean Liu, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Graphene-Mediated Cathode Interfaces for Lithium-Ion Batteries; Mark Hersam, adviser.


Emily S. Ma, Chemistry; Weinberg. Characterizing Structure and Electrostatics at Aquous Interfaces; Franz M. Geiger, adviser.

Christian John Reis Machado, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Nonuniform Material Deposition on Multiscale Textured Surfaces; Kyoo-Chul Kenneth Park, adviser.

Kensuke Maeba, Economics; Weinberg. Essays on Education Policies in Developing Countries; Lori A. Beamann, adviser.

Ankansha Sanjay Mahajan, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Antiglial Activity of Bimodal eGAS-Agonistic and STAT3-Inhibitory Spherical Nucleic Acids; Alexander H. Stegh, adviser.

Grant Thomas Marsden, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Insights into Complex Reaction Processes Governing Hydrocarbon Conversion through Microinetic Modeling; Linda J. Broadbelt, adviser.

Gervais Allan Joseph Marsh, Performance Studies; Communication. Envisioning Otherwise: Difficult Intricacies and Black Queer Creative Possibility; E. Patrick Johnson, adviser.

Andrew Maxbauer, Music; Bienen. Untitled (March) and Surrounding Compositional Practice; Hans Christian Thomas, adviser.

Anthony Ryan McCormick, Mathematics; Weinberg. Spectral Theory and Index Theorems for Stationary Space-Times; Aaron Charles Naber, adviser.


Noran Mohamed, French and Francophone Studies; Weinberg. Corporeal Memory and Writing in the Maghrebi Novel in French and Arabic; Nasrin Qader, adviser.

1. Cum Laude
2. Magna cum Laude
3. Summa cum Laude
4. Summa cum Laude
5. Magna cum Laude
6. Also Master of Science degree
7. Also Doctor of Medicine degree
8. Also Master of Public Health degree
9. Also Master of Science degree
10. Also Master of Design Innovation degree
11. Also Master of Arts degree
12. Also Master of Fine Arts degree
Miranda Jeanne Munoz, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick. The Beneficial and Detrimental Effects of Antiparkinson Medication and Subthalamic Nucleus Deep Brain Stimulation on Eye and Reaching Movements; Daniel Montie Corcos, adviser.


Brandon Christopher Ohl, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Design of Tunable Free, Li2-Strengthened Cobalt-Based Superalloys; David C. Dunand, adviser.

Kenneth Juston Osborne, Psychology; Weinberg. Neural Mechanisms of Psychomotor Slowing in Individuals at High Risk for Developing psychosis; Vijay Anand Mittal, adviser.

Alessandra Joana Palusznyska, Economics; Weinberg. Frictions to Treatment Decisions at the End of Life; David Dranove, adviser.

Grigory Papayanov, Mathematics; Weinberg. Two Applications of the Homotopy Transfer Theorem for Infinity-Algebras; Boris L. Tsiganov, adviser.

Ilanuk Pezczak, Chemistry; Weinberg. Syntheses of Platinum Catalysts on Strontium Titanate Nanocuboids for Selective Polyolefin Hydrogenolysis; Kenneth Poepelmeier, adviser.

Thomas Louis Pellet, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Macroeconomics, Production Networks, and Monetary History; Martin S. Eichenbaum, adviser.

Caleb Pitscairn, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Genes and Brain Function in Parkinson's Disease and Related Synucleinopathies; Joe Mazzulli, adviser.

Naomi Joy Polinsky, Psychology; Weinberg. Digital Blocks to Diagrammatic Reasoning; The Role of Cognitive Skills and App and Toy Design in Children's Digital STEM Play Experiences; David H. Uttal, adviser.

Tanvi Polliuri, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Estrogen Signaling and Skeletal Muscle Fibrosis: A Novel Mechanism in Inguinal Hernias; Serdar E. Bulun, adviser.

Federico Puglisi, Economics; Weinberg. Essays on Monetary Policy and Financial Intermediation; Martin S. Eichenbaum, adviser.

Sabina Satriyani Puspita, Political Science; Weinberg. The Butterfly Effect: Stealth Politics by the Reformist Women's Movement in Indonesia in the 1960s and 1970s; Joshua S. Aizenstat, adviser.


Radhika Rawat, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg, Mechanics Mediating the Rapid and Sustained Antidepressant Effects of Ketamine; John Kessler, adviser.

Stephanie Megan Ribet, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. The Beneficial and Detrimental Effects of Antiparkinson Medication and Subthalamic Nucleus Deep Brain Stimulation on Eye and Reaching Movements; Daniel Montie Corcos, adviser.


Lauren Elizabeth Ryliaards, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Developing Disease Mechanisms of PAGCS Syndrome ASD Using iPSC-Derived Models; Alicia Dione Guernex Gamboa, adviser.

Vivek Sagar, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. A Social Psychological Perspective on Cultural Appropriation: Examining Lab Theories and Psychological Consequences; Sylvia Patrice Perry, adviser.

Niloofar Siravi, Earth and Planetary Sciences; Weinberg. Towards an Understanding of Ca and Sr Isotopes in Neoperozoic Carbonates; Matthew T. Hurtgen, adviser.

Emily Anne Swalke, Anthropology; Weinberg. Navigating Space: An Archaeological Examination of Movement on Low-Country Waterways; Mark William Hauser, adviser.

Samuel Robert Scartano, Music; Bienen. Found Objects and Assemblage in The Health; Milan Alex Mineck, adviser.


Sinan Seymen, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Application of Constrained Optimization Models to Rendezvous in Space; Jared Stavros, adviser.

Owen Adio Shleton, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Spasm Intensity and My Melation by Serotonin across Injury Severities; C. J. Heckman, adviser.


John Arthur Snadden, Mathematics; Weinberg. Sheaves, Waves, and Canoes (Enumerative Invariants for a Class of Legendrian Surfaces); Eric Zaslav, adviser.

Florence Angela Son, Chemistry; Weinberg. Derivation of Structure-Property Relationships and Design Rules for the Application of Metal-Organic Frameworks against Chemical Warfare Agents; David H. Uttal, adviser.


Kelly Gall Stahlberg, Essays in Economic History and Labor Economics; Joseph P. Ferrie, adviser.

Pattara Sukprasert, Computer Science; McCormick. Fantastic Subgraphs and How to Find Them; Brett R. Gordon, adviser.

Talley Wang, Economics; Weinberg. Essays on E-commerce and Consumer Demand; Robert H. Porter, adviser.

*Nicolas Edward Watkins, Chemistry; Weinberg. Examination of Photophysics in Semiconductor Nanoparticles; Richard Schaller, adviser.

Kristen Sachiko Wek, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Control of Hierarchical Ordering of Metal-Organic Materials with Advanced Manufacturing for Regenerative Medicine; Samuel Stupp, adviser.

Cinnamon Kiosha Williams, African American Studies; Weinberg, Slave of a Slave No More: Gender, Domestic Labor, and Black Feminist Theories of Domestic Life; Martha Biondi, adviser.

Andreza Zenobia Wright, Political Science; Weinberg, When They Enter Black Women's Politics in US Urban Centers; Alvin Bernard Tillery, adviser.


Bingjie Xu, Computer Science; McCormick. Computational Imaging for Accurate 3D Modeling in Diverse Fields; Jack Tumblein, adviser.

Boli Xu, Financial Economics; Kellogg. Essays in Microeconomic Theory; Alessandro Pavan, adviser.

Shihao Xu, Computer Science; McCormick. Learning from Limited or Imperfect Data in Cyber-Physical Systems; Qi Zhu, adviser.

Enme Enes Yavuz, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Macroeconomics and Economic History; Matthias Doepke, adviser.

Jiancheng Ye, Health Sciences Integrated PhD Program; Feinberg. Leveraging Data Science and Implementation Research to Improve Hypertension Management; Mark D. Huffman, adviser.


Pengbo Zhao, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Towards More Robust Local and Global Visual Localization; Yixing Wu, adviser.

Teresa Gisely Vargas, Psychology; Weinberg. Systemic Environmental Factors, Neural Correlates, and Psychosis Vulnerability; Vijay Anand Mittal, adviser.

Karthik Vasan, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg, Utilizing CRISPR Screens to Target Mitochondrial Metabolism for Cancer Therapy; Navdeep Chandel, adviser.

Enzo Enrique Vasquez Toral, Performance Studies; Communication. Car Devoion: Folklore, Indigeneity, and Performance in the Andes; Rob D. Ramirez, adviser.

Nadia Vinogradova, Slavic Languages and Literature; Weinberg, Disruptive Humor: Fragmentation and Transformation in the Poetry of Nikolai Zabolotsky, Aleksandr Vvedensky, and Osip Mandelstam (1925–1937); Clare A. Cavanagh, adviser.

Jeremy Wang, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Polyelectrolyte Complexes of Statistical Copolymers and Their Applications in Environmental Remediation; M. Olivera de la Cruz, adviser.

Louis Shen Wang, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Reimagining Solid Acid Fuel Cells: From Electrolyte Discovery to Cathode Design; Sossina M. Haile, adviser.

Rui Wang, Chemistry; Weinberg. Molecular Transport and Diffusion through Zr-Based Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) for Chemical Warfare Agents Detoxification; Joseph T. Hupp, adviser.

Ruoyu Wang, Mathematics; Weinberg. Microlocal Analysis of Damped Waves on Noncompact Manifolds; Jared Stavros, adviser.

Ting Wang, Economics; Weinberg. Essays on E-commerce and Consumer Demand; Robert H. Porter, adviser.

*Nicolas Edward Watkins, Chemistry; Weinberg. Examination of Photophysics in Semiconductor Nanoparticles; Richard Schaller, adviser.

Kristen Sachiko Wek, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Control of Hierarchical Ordering of Metal-Organic Materials with Advanced Manufacturing for Regenerative Medicine; Samuel Stupp, adviser.

Cinnamon Kiosha Williams, African American Studies; Weinberg, Slave of a Slave No More: Gender, Domestic Labor, and Black Feminist Theories of Domestic Life; Martha Biondi, adviser.

Andrenze Zenobia Wright, Political Science; Weinberg, When They Enter Black Women's Politics in US Urban Centers; Alvin Bernard Tillery, adviser.


Bingjie Xu, Computer Science; McCormick. Computational Imaging for Accurate 3D Modeling in Diverse Fields; Jack Tumblein, adviser.

Boli Xu, Financial Economics; Kellogg. Essays in Microeconomic Theory; Alessandro Pavan, adviser.

Shihao Xu, Computer Science; McCormick. Learning from Limited or Imperfect Data in Cyber-Physical Systems; Qi Zhu, adviser.

Emre Enes Yavuz, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Macroeconomics and Economic History; Matthias Doepke, adviser.

Jiancheng Ye, Health Sciences Integrated PhD Program; Feinberg. Leveraging Data Science and Implementation Research to Improve Hypertension Management; Mark D. Huffman, adviser.


Pengbo Zhao, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Towards More Robust Local and Global Visual Localization; Yixing Wu, adviser.
Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023

Vanessa L. Jacobs, Counseling, Family Institute
Julia Brooke Jacobson, Counseling, Family Institute
Vanessa Rose Johnson, Counseling, Family Institute
Rebecca Kahane, Counseling, Family Institute
Alice Kang, Sociology, Weinberg
Karen Elizabeth Kessler, Counseling, Family Institute
Jacqueline Christine Killion, Counseling, Family Institute
Karyn Kemunto Kiziili, Counseling, Family Institute
Alisa Joy Klett, Counseling, Family Institute
Renee Anne Lacy, Counseling, Family Institute
Aaron Leonard, Counseling, Family Institute
Louise Cady Lumia, Counseling, Family Institute
Isabelle Mackell, Counseling, Family Institute
Rachel Martin, Counseling, Family Institute
Martha Laurel McCamy, Counseling, Family Institute
Niccole McCullough, Counseling, Family Institute
Brian McLaughlin, French and Francophone Studies
Lydia D. Melland, Counseling, Family Institute
Rebecca Lynn Mitchell, Counseling, Family Institute
Trumaine Mitchell, History, Weinberg
Shelby Ann Mohrs, Anthropology, Weinberg
Keely Mariah Mollory, Counseling, Family Institute
Arturo Alonso Munoz, Learning Sciences, Education and Social Policy
Evan Philip Newman, Counseling, Family Institute
Annabel Catherine Nielsen, Counseling, Family Institute
Elizabeth Ester Orogo Torres, Political Science, Weinberg
Cedric James Paige II, Counseling, Family Institute
Katlin Jeanne Pilcher, Counseling, Family Institute
Kelsey Jordan Philippi, Counseling, Family Institute
Irina N. Prokopovich, Counseling, Family Institute
Philip Joshua Quinn, Counseling, Family Institute
Courtney Lee Anne Rabada, Religious Studies, Weinberg
Reese Flynn Reed, Counseling, Family Institute
Jordan Marisa Roe, Counseling, Family Institute
Zara Roth, Counseling, Family Institute
Grace Rose Saliba, Counseling, Family Institute
Nicholas Sayers, Counseling, Family Institute
Sarah Schneider, Counseling, Family Institute
Raven Ariel Schwam-Curtis, African American Studies, Weinberg
Caitlin Rose Sepulveda, Counseling, Family Institute
Abby Kate Singleton, Counseling, Family Institute
Lindsay Smith, Counseling, Family Institute
Thomas Sostarics, Linguistics, Weinberg
Emma Spira, Counseling, Family Institute
Rachel Stinnett, Counseling, Family Institute
Stephanie Striplin, Counseling, Family Institute
Daniel Suffolletta, Counseling, Family Institute
Christine Regina Turturro, Counseling, Family Institute
Bentley Renee Vandeveer, Counseling, Family Institute
Roberto Andre Vazquez Salas, Counseling, Family Institute
Martha Steenber Verrill, Counseling, Family Institute
Daniel Westheimer, Counseling, Family Institute
Julia Brooke Jacobson, Counseling, Family Institute
Karly Danielle Worth, Counseling, Family Institute
Hilary Young, Counseling, Family Institute

Graduates for degree, June 16, 2023

Kalea Yun Abernathy, Counseling, Family Institute
Madison Allford, Counseling, Family Institute
Giavanna Alkire, Counseling, Family Institute
Kachen Petal June Alsopp, Counseling, Family Institute
Karli Blaoc Altenbern, Counseling, Family Institute
Madeleine Alexandra Applegate-Gross, Counseling, Family Institute
Anelia Elise Arroyo, Counseling, Family Institute
Faith Naomi Austin, Counseling, Family Institute
Alex John Baines, Interdisciplinary Theatre and Drama, Communication
Johanna Levenston Bell II, Counseling, Family Institute
Lisa Michelle Bell, Counseling, Family Institute
Sarah Bennett, Counseling, Family Institute
Karli Marie Bigler, Counseling, Family Institute
Kedric Allen Bostic, Counseling, Family Institute
Bonton Gabrielle Boydston, Counseling, Family Institute
Madeleine Grace Brett, Counseling, Family Institute
William Jamel Brown, Counseling, Family Institute
Emily Joan Burke, Counseling, Family Institute
Neha Nissa Chandani, Counseling, Family Institute
Michael Alexander Chapman, Counseling, Family Institute
Alison Shelby Chot, History, Weinberg
Gina Elizabeth Church, Counseling, Family Institute
Bruce Thomas Clovis, Counseling, Family Institute
Briana Clennon, Counseling, Family Institute
Stormy Cloud, Counseling, Family Institute
Tanisha Cruz, Counseling, Family Institute
Caroline Maria Czarneczki, Counseling, Family Institute
Yojota Dhar, Counseling, Family Institute
Annika Divakar, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg
Danielle Riley Dorn, Counseling, Family Institute
Christopher Dubois, Counseling, Family Institute
Matthew James Dynneson, Counseling, Family Institute
Nir Elion, Counseling, Family Institute
Sino Vazbakastan Esthappan, Sociology, Weinberg
Emily Fenton, Counseling, Family Institute
Rivka Tzipora Fleischman, Counseling, Family Institute
Shannon Forbes, Counseling, Family Institute
Monica Eva Foster, Counseling, Family Institute
Jose Galvan Mora, History, Weinberg
Samantha L. Giedris, Counseling, Family Institute
Kayla Jean Gilgling, Counseling, Family Institute
Syd Gonzalez, Anthropology, Weinberg
Denis Gribinec, Economics, Weinberg
Rebecca Whitney Gronceski, Counseling, Family Institute
Belén V. Guasch, Counseling, Family Institute
Jill Dolfot Gualtiz, Counseling, Family Institute
Olivia Paige Hanover, Counseling, Family Institute
Monica Kerstin Hershman, Counseling, Family Institute
Hannah Scott Holstein, Counseling, Family Institute
Donna Louise Hughes, Counseling, Family Institute
Tenni Idler, Counseling, Family Institute
Sana Lateef Imam, Counseling, Family Institute
Shea Brenda Jimoh, Performance Studies, Communication
Sarah A. Johnson, Counseling, Family Institute
Bryan Delois Jones, African American Studies, Weinberg
Bethany Kapellen, Counseling, Family Institute
Yelena Kart, Counseling, Family Institute
Maria Rosario Katsulos, History, Weinberg
Lisa Nicole Kinnie-Neal, Counseling, Family Institute
Matthew Calvin Korbon, Counseling, Family Institute
Keegan Carey Krause, Anthropology, Weinberg
Toni Kunst, Performance Studies, Communication
Mili Elizabeth Kuriaiokse, Counseling, Family Institute
Michael Francis Landez, Performance Studies, Communication
Wajeeha Latif Kathleen, Counseling, Family Institute
Sabrina Faye Levitas, Counseling, Family Institute
Grace Alexandra Lindahl, Counseling, Family Institute
Nadia London, Counseling, Family Institute
Luisa Vanessa Lopez, Counseling, Family Institute
Daniel T. Luo, Economics, Weinberg
Derek James MacLeod, Counseling, Family Institute
Victoria Patience Ling Mao, Counseling, Family Institute
Grace Elizabeth Martinez, Counseling, Family Institute
Matias Martinez, Human Development and Social Policy, Education and Social Policy
Chloe Noelle Matovina, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg
Diamond Ashley Melendez, Counseling, Family Institute
Danielle Melnick, Counseling, Family Institute
Johanna Amaris Middleton, Performance Studies, Communication
Johanna Amaris Middleton, Performance Studies, Communication
John Ivory Montgomery, Counseling, Family Institute
Madison Paige Morley, Counseling, Family Institute
Mackenzie Emme Muller, Counseling, Family Institute
Rebecca Murphy, Counseling, Family Institute
Rachel Taylor Mass, Counseling, Family Institute
Reema Noor, Counseling, Family Institute
Yurina Ostuka, Counseling, Family Institute
Randall James King Oxford, Counseling, Family Institute
Deepa Paudel, Counseling, Family Institute
Catherine Marie Perez, History, Weinberg
Olivia Nicole Perry, Counseling, Family Institute
Victor de Carvalho Pinto, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg
Josie Behe, Counseling, Family Institute
Zhane Ki’ara Richardson, Counseling, Family Institute
Julie Ann Roberts, Counseling, Family Institute
Jef C. Rockwell, Counseling, Family Institute
Cristina Rodas-Mejia, Counseling, Family Institute
Heather Rodriguez, Counseling, Family Institute
Olivia Starbrook Rose, Counseling, Family Institute
Sierra Nicole Rosenzweg, Counseling, Family Institute
Sarah Sachar, Screen Cultures, Communication
Jackie Hope Sarager, Counseling, Family Institute
David Francis Saxon, Counseling, Family Institute
Natalia Schlesinger Baranek, Counseling, Family Institute
Nicole Dominique Schullo, Counseling, Family Institute
Alison J. Segal, Counseling, Family Institute
Merve Senalan, Counseling, Family Institute
Carey Ann Sentman, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg
Dana Shinkoski, Counseling, Family Institute
Maulikraj Vasudev Shrimlali, Performance Studies, Communication
Anum Siddiqui, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg
Ria Singla, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg
Alyssa Marie Spada, Counseling, Family Institute
Holly Michelle Sparling, Counseling, Family Institute
Brennan Isaac Specter, Counseling, Family Institute
Murielle Standley, Nonclinical Communication Sciences, Communication
Jared Marcio Stromer, Counseling, Family Institute
Anne Rachel Sturtewagen, Counseling, Family Institute
Yohana Teclech, Counseling, Family Institute
Tina Henry Rvirag, Human Development and Social Policy, Education and Social Policy
Leigh Ware, Counseling, Family Institute
Brittany Louise Weaver, Counseling, Family Institute
Nancy Williams, Counseling, Family Institute
Monica G. Wood, Counseling, Family Institute
Jeremy L. Wu, Counseling, Family Institute
Sierra Dawn Yaple, Counseling, Family Institute
Smith William Yarberry, English, Weinberg
Fonda Ruishi Yeh, Counseling, Family Institute
Jodie Yorg, Counseling, Family Institute
Xin Zhu Yu, Counseling, Family Institute
Natalie Zuker, Counseling, Family Institute

**Master of Fine Arts**

*Degree awarded September 2, 2022*

Maya Abram, Acting, Communication
Jazzlyn Luckett Adele, Acting, Communication
Alexandria Marie Crawford, Acting, Communication
Hamid Dehghani, Directing, Communication
Whitney Grace Johnson, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Mi Kang, Acting, Communication
Scott Kemp, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Emily Kiser, Acting, Communication
Travis Morehouse, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Meeka Naomi Postman, Stage Design, Communication
Concetta Scissilla Russo, Acting, Communication
Savannah Carol Southern-Smith, Acting, Communication

**Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023**

Zak Abidullah, Documentary Media, Communication
Robert Stephen Apatagon, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Layan Attar, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Kallan Rose Dana, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Sophie Fleur De Bruijn, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
José De Sanchistobal Higareda, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Nijas J’meri Draine, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Laura Melanie Gede, Documentary Media, Communication
Theophis Gika, Acting, Communication
Sarah Grace Merriweather Goldman, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Maximo Francisco Grano De Oro, Stage Design, Communication
Eleanor Jayne Harmon, Documentary Media, Communication
Michelle Houle, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Jeffrey Hunter, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Ji Won Jeon, Directing, Communication
Ian Robert Kelly, Documentary Media, Communication
Jacob Franklin Kessler, Documentary Media, Communication
Zemin Li, Documentary Media, Communication
Yun Lin, Stage Design, Communication
Salwa Fatema Mehjee, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Cory D. Perry, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Rasheed Peters, Documentary Media, Communication
Eshan Rafi, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Katia Patricia Revilla, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Daryn Susan Robinson, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Elliott Marvin Sims, Acting, Communication
Isaac Vaquez, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Maya Ruth Han Wanner, Documentary Media, Communication
Justin Wei, Documentary Media, Communication
Meghan Marina Wells, Documentary Media, Communication
Xi Ye, Documentary Media, Communication
Naomi Gudopwa Zidon, Documentary Media, Communication

**Master of Fine Arts and Master of Arts**

*Degree awarded September 2, 2022*

Michelle Goun Lee, Creative Writing and English, Weinberg
Daryn Susan Robinson, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication

**Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023**

Christopher Robert Lombardo, Creative Writing and English, Weinberg
Zoeleyn Byrne Scalon, Creative Writing and English, Weinberg
Katana Elizabeth Smith, Creative Writing and English, Weinberg

**Master of Public Health**

*Degree awarded September 2, 2022*

Emma Anselin, Feinberg
Aliyah Zainab Jamaluddin, Feinberg

---

1. Cum Laude
2. Magna cum Laude
3. Summa cum Laude
4. Cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
5. Magna cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
6. Also Juris Doctor degree
7. Also Doctor of Medicine degree
8. Also Master of Business Administration degree
9. Also Doctor of Philosophy degree
10. Also Master of Science in Design Innovation degree
11. Also Master of Public Health degree
12. Also Master of Arts degree
Master of Science in Artificial Intelligence  
Degree awarded September 2, 2022  
Harkirat Singh Gill  
Qingwei Lan  

Degree awarded December 16, 2022  
Kaleem Sohail Ahmed  
Donald Barcakay  
Keshav Bhandari  
Clarissa Hui Ying Cheam  
Ana Maria Cheyere Edwards  
Deyvani Gauri  
Sai Srikanth Gorthi  
Kavya Jaganathan  
Vikram Krishna Kharvi  
Akhay Kumar  
Shreyas Jayendra Lele  
Tianchang Li  
Xingbang Liu  
Lijian Ma  
Bodhisattva Maiti  
Dimitrios Mavrofidis  
Azzakhan Mirsaidova  
Ayushi Mishra  
Dhruv Narayan  
Chukwueloaka Obi  
Tejuj Manayka Pandit  
Preetam Krishna Reddy Pareddy  
Anberyen Kirtikumar Patel  
Hualiang Qin  
Shubham Shahi  
Shivangi Sharma  
Vishvesh Shawaran  
Aleksandrs Simonyan  
Saumya Singh  
Vinit Mahendra Todai  
Geethanjali Vasudevan  
James Timothy Wilkinson  
Wentao Yao  

Degree awarded March 24, 2023  
Shriradha Laxmikant Bangad  
Shalin Sandip Parikh  

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023  
Hardik Doshi  
Hee Youn Kwon  
Tom X. Liu  
Praneet Mylavarapu  

Master of Science in Biotechnology  
Degree awarded December 16, 2022  
Yvette Leslie Calvillo  
Esther Nehmad Karasik  
Robert William Reichert  
Isaiah David Richardson  
Zhiyuan Wang  

Degree awarded March 24, 2023  
Natalia Deszcz  
Mbolle Ekane  
Kevin Thomas Lerner  
Yashavi Matam  
Ruixiao Song  
Yaning Xi  
Yejun Yang  

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023  
Ashleigh J. Acker  
Andrew James Benintende  
Yang Cheng  
Stanley Chen  
Qi Chu  
Megan Cunningham  
Sean Flannery  
Emily Gamero  
Anjali Brijesh Gondalia  
Songlin Guo  
Irene Mariam Jacob  
Anusha Prasad Kamath  
Nilesh Asgar Khanbhai  
Ziyian Liang  
Minghui Lu  
Aakaanksha Maddineni  
Micaela Paula Naibry  
Ruxuan Qiu  
Anuragini Rastogi  
Kelechi Nneoma Shere  
Mahima Amar Shirotri  
Caylee Silver  
Isaac Patrick Svebakken  
Calliope Vaselopulos  
Yeshasvi P. Vempati  
Deeptali Venkatesh Prasanna  
Hanzhang Wang  
Lerry Wang  
Yushi Wang  
Rongzhen Yu  

Master of Science in Design Innovation  
Degree awarded March 24, 2023  
Ethan Michaela  

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023  
Jeriel Acosta  
Aku Afanwi Acquaye  
Ashlyn Rezan Adelman  
Sarana Arora  
Emily Collett Arraj  
Biruk Asrat Bekele  
Ashna Vijay Bhatia  
Maria Alexandria Garcia Buccoli  
Aydin Osman Celebi  
Luis Eduardo Cerro Chiang  
Alston Tyler Cobb  
Daniela Cotero Letayf  
Sahil Daxesh Desai  
Jacob Henry Erickson  
Daniel Epstein  
Regan Marie Fiascone  
Pietro Giuseppe Franzero  
Jaye Stewart Gamble IV  
Joydeep Ganguly  
Xin Er Gao  
Nehal Garg  
Terrance Raymond Goguen  
Maria Carlotta Gorossbel  
Gabrielle Kay Hanlon  
Noelle Harasym  
Julia Elise Heyman  
Paul Richard Heyse  
Ryan John Jacobs  
Weining Liao  
Peter Wei-Hao Lin  
Yongqiu Lin  
Vanessa Liu  
Camila Maria Luciano  
Aditya Mahajan  
Avery Paige Marcus  
Cameron Eva Merten  
MacKenzie Christine Miller  
Anam Milhani  
Deanna Nayyer Mostowf  
Kahlil Naidoo  
Allison Newell  
Brent Thomas O'Reilly  
Paul Been Park  
Maya Sonal Patel  
Rajan Dhavalkumar Patel  
José Angel Purón Mijares  
Kathryn Ashley Reis  
Sarah Thompson Rogers  
Olufedimahunsi Oluseyi Rosanwo  
Mayukh Sen  
Aabhas Sharma  
Yesuto Richard Shaw  
Apurva Ranjan Shukla  
Matthew Robert Steggeman  

Master of Science in Energy and Sustainability  
Degree awarded December 16, 2022  
Nicholas Lee Strann  
Takaya Sugino  
Michiko Sugiyama  
Katherine Elaine Theis  
Santiago Andres Valdes Gonzalez  
Richard Victor Vargio  
Tobias Wyler  
Cheuk Ting Yau  

Master of Science in Executive Management for Design and Construction  
Degree awarded December 16, 2022  
John Jaime Gil Corredor  
Jose Gabriel Rosas  

Degree awarded March 24, 2023  
Mohamed A. Mustafa Yousif  

1. Cum Laude  
2. Magna cum Laude  
3. Summa cum Laude  
4. Cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis  
5. Magna cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis  
6. Also Juris Doctor degree  
7. Also Doctor of Medicine degree  
8. Also Master of Business Administration degree  
9. Also Doctor of Philosophy degree  
10. Also Master of Science in Design Innovation degree  
11. Also Master of Public Health degree  
12. Also Master of Arts degree
Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Daniel Joseph Anderson
Lillian Bailey
Robert Keith Churchill
Ashlee Taylor-Wells Cohen
Thomas K. Jarvis
Derrick McCanless
Nagham Obaid
Craig Adam Stranathan

Master of Science in Information Technology

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Xiaoyuan Deng
Letong Yang

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Abhishek Anand
Mrinal Bhandari
Lingxiao Gao
Shih Jung Huang
Qing Lin
Anindita Malakar
Abhishek Mote
Somi Poorey
Kanika Singh
Anurag Yadav
Zhiyun Yan

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Chunzhi Ni
Jie Miao
Chunzhi Ni
Chaoxin Zhuang

Master of Science in Project Management

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Jie Miao
Chunzhi Ni
Chaoxin Zhuang

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Yikai Chen
Yin Chen
Yuqi Chen
Zhiwei Chen
Jia Gao
Lincheng Huang
Liangwen Huang
Xiaohui Huang
Rui Jin
Ziyi Jin
Yerbolat Kuanyshev
Tian Lan
Haoran Li
Huiyiing Li
Ninghao Li
Zhiyong Li
Haoran Liu
Qu Liu
Jiaqi Ma
Dastan Ormanov
Sigi Qin
Wanru Shen
Ming Sheng
Zhenhua Shi
Chuanpu Sun
Kening Sun
Yitai Tao
Xi Wang
Xudong Wang
Tianqi Wu
Weiting Wu
Qi Xu
Tianyi Xu
Dongying Yao
Menghan Yue
Boyan Zhang
Jingyi Zhang
Wanxin Zhang
Yixin Zhang
Shiqui Zhao
Xinzhan Yuan Zheng

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Thomas Bergman
Chahat Bhanot
Patrick Callahan
Jingyu He
Patrick Callahan
Chahat Bhanot
Thomas Bergman

MEDILL SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM, MEDIA, INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

Charles Whitaker, MSJ, Dean

Master of Science in Integrated Marketing Communications

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Edith-Ariana Anaya
Bridget Symone Cato
Benjamin James Cook
Ryan Dillon
Matthew Constantine Domínguez
Jill Ellen Feldman
Sarah Margaret Filby
Lauren Olivia Gilbert
Noor Abdullah Jassmi
Mackenzie Marie Keegan
Kaitlin Elizabeth Wood

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Koushank Harinder Singh Ahuja
Maha Hassan Al Marzoqi
Vishrutha Aravamudan
Yunzi Felicity Bai
Traci Adriana Blue
Brandyn E. Brown
Youjing Cao
Jen Chen
Ruisen Chen
Yahan Chen
Danielle Kathleen Clasing
Kathryn Clelland
Isabel Larmon Cross
Alice Da Nobrega Garcia
Xinxiao Dai
Rina Ong Dakay
Deven Divyesh Damji
Sixie Deng
Nikith Deo
Aastra Sunil Desai
Jingwen Fang
Michael Farinelli
Jayin Feng
Lingyu Feng
Jia Gao
Gonzalo Garcia Calderón Vidal
Allison R. Goldberg
Jason A. Goldberg
Ruby Victoria Guinther
Hang Guo
Yijing Guo
Yujuing Gu
Mary Kathleen Hager
Jiangxue Han
Zixinx He
Scott Jason Hendrickson
Scott J. Hrdlicka
Jialun Huang
Jiajing Zhang
Huiyuan Zhang
Tianyi Zhang
Jinghan Zhang
Sarah Quyui Zhang
Sicong Zhang
Tianyi Zhang
Ziyuan Zhang
Qipei Zhang
Yujia Zhang
Yicheng Zhi
Peizi Zhou
Ranli Zhou
Ningxin Elaine Zhu
Angela Yangfan Zou

Degree awarded March 24, 2023
Christopher DeSanctis
Michael Robert Etzel
Noelle Catherine Hewitt
Emilie Marie Moreland
Brigid Sandack
Joanna Sowa
Amanda Meagan Yager
Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Ryan Barrar
Marie Tosi Berube
Nicholas Robert Block
Chad Alan Boler
Lee Rollin Boshe
Abigail Susan Crandall
Angel Joshua Martinez
Rudy Alexander Novak
Michael C. Rice
Kara Lynn Schafer
Kathleen Rose Winther
Leslie M. Zimmerman

Master of Science in Journalism

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Almaz Ashenafi Abdeje
Max Louis Abrams
Joseph Patrick Acosta
Jonathan Aguilar
Katerina Ann Alexopoulos
Zinya Alsalifi
Emily Anderson
Jelah Anderson
Hannah Catherine Baggenstoss
Hannah Beir
Sarah Ivanova Berman
Manan Roop Chand Bhavnani
Julia McNelly Binswanger
Andi Mora Breitowich
Julia McNeilly Binswanger
Manan Roop Chand Bhavnani
Sarah Evanna Berman
Hannah Beir
Hannah Catherine Baggenstoss
Emily Anderson
Zinya Alsalifi

Degree awarded June 16, 2023
Kimsey Marie Crowley
Zoe Malin

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Rashida Sherie Anderson
Jennifer Bamberg
Hassan Bin Sabir
Srishti Bose
Lilac Burrell
Hanzhi Chen
Hyewon Choi
Kelliann Duan
Grace Marie Finnell-Gudwien
Margaret Glenwood Fleming
Haley Elizabeth Fuller
Rahi Gilder
Jenna Brooke Greenzaid
Alexander Cole Harrison
Isabel Rosen Hochman
Jenna Brooke Greenzaid
Haley Elizabeth Fuller
Grace Marie Finnell-Gudwien
Margaret Glenwood Fleming
Haley Elizabeth Fuller
Rahi Gilder

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Renato de Arruda Filho
Lucas Degrossi
Andres de Iruarrizaga
Lishan Deng
Wanting Ding
Siwen Du
Jiaqi Duan
Laura Ducati Dabronzo
Laura Katharina Dürer
Stefanie Engmann Martin Errazuriz Thais Feijó Malacarne
Pablo Galvan Lopez
Hanxinen Gao
Jiayi Gao
Miroslava Godoy Soto
Moises Gonzalez Arroyo
Xinye Gu
Xufeng Han
Yu-Chi Hong
Ya Chu Hu
Yiliao Huang
Yu-Syuan Huang
Karime Jassen
Qianhui Jin
Franco Jofre Ricignuolo
Vanessa Kershonobich Jaet
Javier Lavalle Albarran
Mengxuan Li
Yeqi Li
Yan Li
Yuzhuo Li
Yanfeng Li
Zihao Liu
Jianjun Li
Zuojun Liu
Zhengxiang Liu
Xiaoyi Liu
Zhihong Liu
Zhiqiang Liu
Zhiyong Liu
Zhixiong Liu
Zhiyuan Liu
Ziwei Liu
Ziyue Liu
Ziyu Liu
Ziyu Liu
Zizhen Liu
Zou Yan
Zhongqing Liu

Christian Precipe
Jiang Qi
Tianyi Qi
Chuxin Qin
Pedro Rafael Villamar
Nicolas Agustín Ramos
Daniela Roca
Maria Camila Salazar Arias
Anumita Sanjeev Sangli
Stefio Sguanci
Sagar Sharma
Yiwei Shen
Zijian Shen
Lingyu Sheng
Yuchen Shi
Vincent Mitchel N. Sierra
Smiti Singrodia
Xiju Song
Chang Su
Meiyun Su
Aexit Daniel Emmanuel Susini
Jieman Tan
Lennart Tenshembrek
Yu Huaiuan Tang
Jennifer Chiamaka ThankGod
Jiranan Thipsamritkul Antonio Toca Gallego
Diana Gabriela Torres Miranda
Azaia Esmaeel A. Tourkly
Tassy Tu
Catalina Ucros Tellez
Mateo Vasquez
Bowen Wang
Jiuqiao Wang
Yanni Wang
Yunqing Wang
Yubo Wang
Zichun Wang
Zijian Wang
Yunwu Wu
Zedong Wu
Xuejiao Xiang
Shiqi Xu
Jihua Xu
Mengling Xu
Maika Yamaguchi
Zehui Yan
Yuxi Yao
Shihtong Yu
Zhewei Yu
Yitao Yuan
Junjie Yue
Bingran Zhang
Bohan Zhang
Jian Zhang
Rongji Zhang
Xiaojing Zhang
Xiaoyu Zhang
Yiling Zhang
Yinjing Zhang
Zhiye Zhang
Zhouya Zhang
Erdong Zhao
Zichen Zhao
Yiyi Zheng
Wenxuan Zhou
Guanan Zhu
Mingyi Zhu

4. Cum Laude
7. Also Doctor of Medicine degree
9. Also Doctor of Philosophy degree
6. Also Juris Doctor degree
12. Also Master of Arts degree

PRITZKER SCHOOL OF LAW

Hari M. Osofsky, JD, PhD, Dean

Master of Laws

Degree awarded January 26, 2023
Hanting Zhou

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Zulfiia Abdulmanova
Jerónimo Amenábar Vial
Paulina Arango Aspuru
Samara Azevedo Fagundes
Yilan Ba
Rodmel L. Bautista
Viola Bosisio
Mauro Soledad Cabañas Blesa
Shengjie Cai
Rodrigo Carmona Herrán
Mauricio Tadeo Castillo Lozano
Wanlin Che
Hongfan Chen
Yiming Chen
Yuxiong Chen
Ming Yi Chiang
Jose Eduardo Coronado Castro
Fabio Pacileo Costa
Zhicheng Cui
Renato de Arruda Filho
Lucas Degrossi
Andres de Iruarrizaga
Lishan Deng
Wanting Ding
Siwen Du
Jiaqi Duan
Laura Ducati Dabronzo
Laura Katharina Dürer
Stefanie Engmann
Martin Errazuriz Thais Feijó Malacarne
Pablo Galvan Lopez
Hanxichen Gao
Jiayi Gao
Miroslava Godoy Soto
Moises Gonzalez Arroyo
Xinye Gu
Xufeng Han
Yu-Chi Hong
Ya Chu Hu
Yiliao Huang
Yu-Syuan Huang
Karime Jassen
Qianhui Jin
Franco Jofre Ricignuolo
Vanessa Kershonobich Jaet
Javier Lavalle Albarran
Mengxuan Li
Yeqi Li
Yanfeng Li
Zihao Liu
Jianjun Li
Zuojun Liu
Zhengxiang Liu
Xiaoyi Liu
Zhihong Liu
Zhiyong Liu
Zizhen Liu
Zou Yan
Zhongqing Liu

1. Cum Laude
2. Magna cum Laude
3. Summa cum Laude
4. Cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
5. Magna cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
6. Also Juris Doctor degree
7. Also Doctor of Medicine degree
8. Also Master of Business Administration degree
9. Also Doctor of Philosophy degree
10. Also Master of Science in Design Innovation degree
11. Also Master of Public Health degree
12. Also Master of Arts degree
Master of Laws in International Human Rights
Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Daniel Caballero
Caitlin Fernandez Zamora
Anusha Kharal
Iryna Rekrut
Beenish Zia

Master of Laws in International Executive Master’s Program
Northwestern Pritzker School of Law—Instituto de Empresa (IE) Business School, Spain
Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Wafic Ahmad Al Naboulsi
Estefania Arciniegas Carvajal
María José Asis Iragorri
Leonardo Berrio Chamorro
Luisa Fernanda Cardona Oatalora
Gerardo de Jesus Cañedá Montañez
Maïla Tâila Chau Rivera
Fabian Correa Díaz Brites
Adriana de la Piedra Chávez
Natalie Denkowska
Edmundo Elías-Loyola
Marianna González Hernández
Nicolas Larrea Fradejas
Jaime Israel Moreno Treviso

Northwestern Pritzker School of Law—Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) Graduate School of Management, South Korea
Degree awarded January 26, 2023
Jae Woon Baek
Hanna Cho
Paul Joon Chung
Jeonggyun Go
Jungah Lee
Hwangyoung Na
Dongyoung Seo
Jae Hong Shim
Seok Chun Shin
Eojin Yi

Juris Doctor
Degree awarded January 26, 2023
Michele Carignan Roa Frecha1
Hannah Ruth Friedle2
Julia Helen Gabriel3
Chloë C. Galaviz Lizarra
Eva Gao4
Gregory García
Elizabeth Anita Gaskins
Jordan Thibodeau Gerlach5
Samuel Gerlasky6
Brendan Gilligan7
Li Ann Kim Giordano
Grant Limbert Glazebrook
Hayden Ross Goleman
Amarantha Gomez8
Tessa Wel Greenberg
Luke Charles Groom9
Daniel Grossberg10
Connor James Guillfoyle11
Lucas Jeffery Hale12
Samyung Han13
Geer de Leeuw14
Andrew Hartford
John Daniel Hayes15
Patrick Hecker16
Peter Hillary
Emma Catherine Hlavín17
Jacob L. Hoeflich
Sung Kyu Hong18
Yingning Hu19
Erin Hughes20
Arnold Minku Kwang
Rachel Katherine Ivanovskaya
Sarah Jameel21
Joanna Janica22
Maxwell Johnson23
Maggie Elizabeth Jokinen24
Alexander Kaloš
Jashan Kashyap25
Luma Khabbaz26
Tahirul Khadiemi
Anthony M. Khilkov27
Martha Kiel1
Jenny Kim2
Joong Hyun Kim3
Min Kyung Kim4
Chris King5
Jessica Kettlberger6
Lilah Wren Kleban
David Kohlman-Ghadous28
Nicole Julia Koshevatskiy29
Jordan Ti Krieger30
David A. Kruger
Jackson Turner Lane31
Andrew Christopher Lang-Reyes
Allison Lee32
Joo Hyeon Jane Lee
Adam Louie Lefkowitz33
Valentina Lemez34
Niko P. Letsos35
Zoe Levine36
Alexandra Li37
Sabrina Lieberman38
Caleb Linton39
Baolong Liu40
SiJia Liu
Joshua Lustig41
Ke Ma
Meegan Elizabeth Mayer42
Lauren Elizabeth McBride43
Deidra McClain
Thomas J. McDonough
Bradford McGann44
Bradley McGuie45
Olivia Miller46
Tiffany Miller46

46
Daniel Augusto Solano Munoz
Maxim Soloshchanskiy
Samuel Aaron Solidow
Batuhan Sonmez
Jahnani Sonthi
Samantha Sosa
Troy Austin Southwell
Sean Orion Spath
Taylor Kim Spellings
Abigail Marie Spellman
Smrithi Sridhar
Pallavi Srivastava
Justin Tyler Stacy
Zachary Miles Stander
Matthew Robert Steggeman
Danyelle Patrice Steichen
Connor Ivan Steiner
Alexander Lee Stocksdale
Brett Thomas Stoehr
John Blalock Stone
Nicholas Lee Strann
John David Strayer
Jack William Struthers
Ellen Hines Stucky
Haley Collins Stutts Carney
Suraj Subrahamanyan
Anant Vaidyanathan Subramaniam
Sidharth Ganesh Subramanyam
Takaya Sugino
Catherine Carey Sullivan
Osman Can Sulu
Wei Sun
Yusi Sun
Prabhu Suresh
Lauren Elizabeth Swanstrom
Ambika Swaroop
Nicole Tara Sweet
Michelle Suy
Tasmina Tabassami
Hiroto Takeuchi
Abhinav Talwar
Katia Tamer
Brian David Tang
Jessica Sarah Tennanbaum
Haider Sulaiman Tarar
Mani Tayebi
Keith Edward Taylor Jr.
Ryan Christian Taylor
Rebecca Jane Teper
Katherine Elaine Theiss
Walker Howard Tiller
Ellen Marie Tippow
Joshua Sam Tolskazy
Maxwell Phillip Torbinder
Eduardo Rene Torres
Matthew Courtney Treuth Jr.
Alejandra Isabel Treviño
John David Trump
Theodore Yu-Wah Tsang
Han-Chuan Tsao
Ines Tzolov
LakshmiPriya Uppalapati
Victoria Leigh Valadez
Santiago Andres Valdes Gonzalez
Stephan Esteban Valencia
Sasha Elizabeth Vancura
Richard Victor Vargo
Jonathan Maurice Vaux
Rohit Venugopal
Leticia Vieira Salvador
Alex James Lori Vietmetti
Mario Alejandra Villamil Ariza
Carlos Villanueva
Juan Camilo Villegas
Adam Vishny
Andrew Brooks Wald
Brett Ian Wallace
Aidan James Walsh
Ethan Thomas Walz
Dandy Wang
Michelle Manfei Wang
Weiqi Wang
Zhiye Wang
Joshua Mitchell Wasserman
Tina Murphy Watkins
Kevin Bruce Wedge
Michael Christopher Welton
Jennifer Ann Westlund
Jacob Charles Whitacre
Sean Michael Whitney
Walker Charles Wiese
Daniel Wilches Giraldo
Lincoln Reed Wilkomm Wilcox
Jennifer Macgregor Will
Emily Ruth Williams
Grant Farrar Williams
Kayla Gabrielle Williams
Kelly Marie Williams
Megan Renee Williams
Julia Suzanne Witten
Sally Wong
Taylor Woodward
Monica Ann Worsley
Christopher Thomas Wozniak
JASON AllIn Wright
Weiyi Wu
Anthony James Wunder
Adrian Boisvert Wyland
Tobias Wyler
Nicholas Xu Ke
Xin Xu
Yuying Xu
Aditya Pratap Yadav
Elise Nicole Tancey
Hae Soyang Kang
Xu Yang
Claire Zhang Yao
Samantha Michelle Yarnis
Cheuk Ting Lui
Jun Yeop Yeo
Phoebe Ming-Ee Yeo
Zoe Yeros
Ziqiao Yin
Mark Nelson Yingling
Yang You
Jiuhui Yu
Chen Yue
Sunyoung Yun
Arif Zaman
Alfredo Augusto Zanatti III
Jiaxin Zang
Richard Christopher Zarnoch
Ellen Grein Zdravkovic
Margaret Rose Zero
Mario Roberto Zeron Hernandez
Reena Zhan
Ruohao Derek Zhang
Shuqiang Zhang
Yameng Leslie Zhang
Yongjia Zhang
Tianjian Zhao
Wenrui Zheng
Jerry Dale Arteaga
Tomas Ignacio Ayala Grandi
Nic Brian Belgrave
Alyssa Michelle Beltran
Ashesh Bhat
Arvind Boda
Matt Spencer Brooker
Donna Lynn Bumpass
Declan Byrne-Enoch
Nicolas Calderon
Ben Carpel
Matthew Harris Certner
Andy Chana
Guillermo Chavez Aguilar
Suman Shankar Chitemella
Tim Charles Christenson
Nick Christian
Tina Chung
Chelsea Katherine Cook
Paul Thomas Cronin
Dan Mario D’Addario
Michael Anglo Daor
Lenton Kenneth Davies
Joshua S. Davis
Tom Michael Doers
Lisa Sara Drew
Brendan Joseph Dunne
Daniel Felipe Duran Gonzalez
Hernan Espinosa
Brent Richard Estevez
Samantha Evers Mundicz
Cristina Fernandez Frankenfeld
Perry Leon Flemming
Sylvia Alexandra Franco
Mike Friedman
Deepika Reddy Gaddam
Gigi Gadhia
Bryan Ginsberg
Zack Goldstein
Denise Odessa Lynn Greathouse
Deirdre Elena Greco

1. Cum Laude
2. Magna cum Laude
3. Summa cum Laude
4. Cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
5. Magna cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
6. Also Juris Doctor degree
7. Also Doctor of Medicine degree
8. Also Master of Business Administration degree
9. Also Doctor of Philosophy degree
10. Also Master of Science in Design degree
11. Also Master of Public Health degree
12. Also Master of Arts degree
FEINBERG SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Eric G. Neilson, MD, Dean

Doctor of Medicine

Degree awarded May 15, 2023
Raveena Aggarwal
Saketh Agrawal1
Sonia Vikas Ahiwalia
Precious Nosorhina Winebo Akinyi1,11
Siddhant S. Ambulkar
Maria Aristova
Cayla Bales
Ashir Bansal
Frank Barrows
Sasha Becker3
Elana Tori Benishay
Henry Scott Bion
Michael Jacob Doctor
Madelyn Bollig
Katherine Bolten
Riley M. Boyd
Jannis Raye Brea
John Michael Bryan
Caroline Canning
Allison Carroll1
Slaton Case
Michelle Asami Chapman
Chen Chen
John Lee Chen
Stanley Chu
Lauren Marie Ciulla
Jeffrey Clark
Anne Davidson Ward
Julie Robin Dean
Sergei De Hoyos
Adam De Jesus
Karishma Desai
Mia DiCara
James Malcolm Dickson
Annika Divakar1,12
Agnes Anne Donnelly
Samantha Elaine Duarte
Blackberrie Emily Eddins
Averyhaim Eisenstein
Hannah Annalise Enyart
Jessica Song

Degree awarded October 28, 2022
Umesh Batra
Juliaa Moroczko
Steffen Marius Poeck
Bernadette Quiriconi
Oliver Schmitt
Robit Shankar
Vybav Sinha
Andrea Tosi

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Christian Abold
Yingxiao An
Bernhard Dahlkotter
Brooke Ditzler
Kulshreshtha Bhosian Dwivedi
Nermeen Farouk
Steffen Henoch
Mykola Kazadayev
Parveen Kharb
Jeya Kulnayagam
Levie Lensun
Lukas Liming
Witold Mierzejewski
David Pecher
Theo Reuther
Johannes Josef Ruberg
Marcel Schmidt
Faran Syed
Ishan Vaishnavi
Stefan Van Geyt

Master of Science in Management Studies

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023
Simen Suade Bratholm
Min Kwan Chang
Zhongkang Chen
Shannon Rae Daley
Thomas Edward D'Alise
Andrew Wade Davison
Lucas John Davison
Steven Edward Forman
Alejandro Graber
Hannah Elizabeth Hall
Parker B. Hanks
Tatyana Marques Hardwick
Connor Mason Hooley
Michael Anthony Indelicato
Alex S. Jacobs
Emma Lynn Jaques
Chandreshree Karnani
Isabelle Regine Kenagy
Siyang Liang
Jennifer Yueh Chi Lo
Jingwen Lu
Charlie Ryan Mangieri
Connor Scott McCabe
Fiannan Patrick Murphy
Ethan Blake Rosen
Zoei Choi Sarrazin
Charles Russell Schmidt
Yifei Nelson Shao
Zheng Shen
Hana Masako Takemoto
Gary Yojay Tsai
Manshu Mandy Wang
Xinran Wei
Lewen Wu
Yunzi Xu
Zhengqing Yuan
Hao Zhang
Xinyang Zhang
Duanyi Zhou

1. Cum Laude
2. Magna cum Laude
3. Summa cum Laude
4. Cum Laude in Scientia Experimentali
5. Magna cum Laude in Scientia Experimentali
6. Also Doctor of Medicine degree
7. Also Master of Science in Design Innovation degree
8. Also Master of Business Administration degree
9. Also Doctor of Philosophy degree
10. Also Master of Science in Design degree
11. Also Master of Public Health degree
12. Also Master of Arts degree
Doctor of Physical Therapy

Degree awarded April 14, 2023

Francesca Abusi
Noah M. Alexander
Madeline Marie Anderson
Mikaela Rae Arredondo
Karina Beird
Logan Ben-Ezra
Brianna Leigh Berceau
Irene Zhu
Brennan Kyle Wood
Katherine Vestakis
Sydney Rae Tobis
Carlos Rodrigo Sian
Sara Alise Sanchez
Alyssa Iris Rios
Cassandra Novak
Sophie Alyse Nadler
Arely Hernandez
Emma Elise Friedman
Alexandra Felemovicius
Aidan Marie Ex-Willey
Nicolette Jules Eckert
Lauren Doh
Kurt Davis Cox
Yu-En Hsieh
Kasey Douglas Nahlovsky
Qianshan Yun

Doctor of Medical Science

Degree awarded May 6, 2023

Diego Alejandro Arenas
Ayanna S. Banks
Kristin Roth Brennan
Sarah Brennan
Ashlyn Nicole Czapiga
Alberto de Miguel Garrido
Kazanadelina Diaz
Lauren Doh
Nicolette Jules Eckert
Aidan Marie Ex-Willey
Alexandra Felemovicius
Emma Elise Friedman
Arely Hernandez
Suzanne Marie Hiltz
Mickayla Lee Hinkle
Cecilia Kattan
Angela Kim
Cyrus Ma
Sara R. Marquis
Julia Masia
Argentina Morales
Sophie Alyse Nadler
Cassandra Novak
Meredith Richards
Alyssa Iris Rios
Sara Alise Sanchez
Carlos Rodrigo Sian
Sydney Rae Tobis
Katherine Vestakis
Brennan Kyle Wood
Irene Zhu
Chloe Roseta Zito

Master of Prosthetics and Orthotics

Degree awarded April 14, 2023

Barry Bait
Ross Whitney Barker
Grace Marie Berrios
Caleb Breese
Cameron Caswell
Ethan Michael Cestaro
Sidney Chemini
Sarah Clinton
Annaliese Cleaver
Bailey Colli
Leila Crosson
Emma Domek
Jessica Wray Donaldson
Katelyn Joyce Edel
Althea A. Fordyce
Hannah Thornburg Gensch
Charles Gulewicz
Rebecca Gordon
Miranda Joa Isacs
Kristen John
Matthew Parker Jones
ROSS Alexander Kelly
Samuel Khuamphith Keomanivane
Courtney Morgan Klapka
Kayla Kumiega
Leslie Gabriela Martinez
Jacob Michael McCleary
Colin Daniel Melick
Rachel Million
Jamie Moser
Madison Nastruz
Amanda J. On
Olivia Mia Palino
Julia Lauren Pines
Devon Kristine Plata
Samuel Ray
Jessica Nicole Satosek
Victoria Nicole Schatzler
Robert Louis Smith IV
Zachary Reid Srour
Robert Louis Smith IV
Victoria Nicole Schatzer
Robert Louis Smith IV
Zachary Reid Srour

Master of Music

Degree awarded September 2, 2022

Bianca Celine Santiago Pratte

Degree awarded December 16, 2022

Philip B. Drembus
Ruixue Zhang

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023

Eitan Z. Adams
Mikey J. Ahearn
Mohamad Shahrizal Bin Ahmad
Kamal
Ashlee Nicole Allaire
Isobel Katherine Anthony
Kathryn Helen Berger
Rachel Ann Campagna
Yun-Hua Chang
Alexander Li Chen
Su Rin Cho
Iwown Chun
Abram Kennedy Collier
Nicholas G. Collins
Timothy Wayne Cook Jr.
Rachel Kessler Cotte
Kurt Davis Cox
Yuxin Dai
John Riley Dawson
Ryan Lavelle Deacon
Bradyn Michael Fenwick Debsyng
Nicholas Daniel DeLaurentis
Santiago Del Castillo Aréchiga
Marisola Sophia De Napoli
Austin Michael Doubl
Kyle Jordan Dudley
Caleb Anthony Edwards
Jennifer Huang
Thomas Grant Hubel
Jakyoung Huh
Lisa Leong
Natalie R. Johnson
Minsoo Kang
Robert Kellar
Nathan Vilhena Kock
Doyun Kook
Samuel F. Krausz

HENRY AND LEIGH BIENEN SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Toni-Marie Montgomery,
DMA, Dean

Doctor of Musical Arts

Degree awarded September 2, 2022
Corey Steven Everly

Degree awarded December 16, 2022
Eric Joseph Scott
Ruixue Zhang

Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023

Ehattan Z. Adams
Mikey J. Ahearn
Mphamad Shahrizal Bin Ahmad
Kamal
Ashlee Nicole Allaire
Isobel Katherine Anthony
Kathryn Helen Berger
Rachel Ann Campagna
Yun-Hua Chang
Alexander Li Chen
Su Rin Cho
Iwown Chun
Abram Kennedy Collier
Nicholas G. Collins
Timothy Wayne Cook Jr.
Rachel Kessler Cotte
Kurt Davis Cox
Yuxin Dai
John Riley Dawson
Ryan Lavelle Deacon
Bradyn Michael Fenwick Debsyng
Nicholas Daniel DeLaurentis
Santiago Del Castillo Aréchiga
Marisola Sophia De Napoli
Austin Michael Doubl
Kyle Jordan Dudley
Caleb Anthony Edwards
Jennifer Huang
Thomas Grant Hubel
Jakyoung Huh
Lisa Leong
Natalie R. Johnson
Minsoo Kang
Robert Kellar
Nathan Vilhena Kock
Doyun Kook
Samuel F. Krausz
Master of Science in Global Health

*Degree awarded September 2, 2022*

Danny Antonio Colombo
Lauren Kiesling Daurizio
Lynn Holt
Monty S. Jacobs
Lori Anne Luera
Abigail Stoetzel

*Degree awarded December 16, 2022*

Chikadili Iffoma Anikamadu
Robbie Harriford
Erin Marie Horetski
Samantha Paige Krause
Carolyn Leonard
Tracy Lee Pocock
Raquel Tiyaga
Cassidy Alison Wiley

*Degree awarded March 24, 2023*

Anissa Reina Hajaree

*Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023*

Kristin Anderson
Maria Solomia Bandrewsky
Marvella Mari Marion Bowen
Rose Walakerwon Kargbo
Whitney Macdonald
Melissa Montemoyer
Jamie Tram Phan
Elisabeth Weiss Roberts
Giselle Caroline Striedinger

Master of Science in Health Analytics

*Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023*

Caroline Heather Foster
Elan Gada
Zachary Miles Laurente
Francis Ejang Magaji
Emuobor Aghoghor Odeghe

*Degree awarded September 2, 2022*

Bowen Pan
Leah Alexander Dina Postilnik
Octavia Marie Reese

*Degree awarded December 16, 2022*

Noah Cameron
Veronika Elisabeth Grote
Nazarin Salehitezangi
Hiba Shaikh
Tiffany Soukhaseum
Naija Commanech Thomas
Sharlin Usman

*Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023*

Sara Allasam
Jessica Anne Angerman
Shanmik Bhatt
Airecel Brady
Ian Timothy Clark
Jeffrey W. Degen
Heather Jorna
Zara Mir
Ayan Nasir
Aparna Padiyar
Dana D. A. Schinasi
Andrew James Weirauch
Renee Willett
Vivian Kawai Yung

Master of Science in Information Design and Strategy

*Degree awarded September 2, 2022*

Sai Allena
Paniz Almamasiri
Tina Chawla
Laura Cay Critz
Alyssa Gustafson
Karim A. Kabbaj
Jennifer Elizabeth Mathew
Theresea S. McNulty
Amanda G. Mosbog
Allison Patricia Palermo
Barkha Aaroh Patel
John Partick Ruocco
Catherine Steegmueller
Maria L. Velasquez
Sheila Waksda
David Wang

*Degree awarded December 16, 2022*

Zikiria Chaudhary
Emily Kathleen Penn
Lillie Grisko
Jacqueline Lois Keller
Lauran Keown Beyer
Jordan Pohlman
Jo Jo Winkelmann

*Degree awarded March 24, 2023*

Mohamed Al Murtadha Abdel Karim
Jason Aaron Bell
Volha Birulia
Jenna Callahan
Jenefer Cervantes
Sherie Costa
Culton J. Cox
Jennifer Desmarais
Matthew Franck
Abigail Gwydr
Simone Nicole Hopp
Boris Koyfman
Allison Levinsky
Jiaxin Li
Emma Cecelia Murphy
Nicole E. Rodriguez
Saihai Salied
John Alan Stevens
Melinda Thorpe
Qian Fang Zheng

*Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023*

George Harold Allen III
Jessica Arena
Beth Ellen Bogdewic
Madiysn Olivia Bozarth
Luis Eduardo Girón Yuja
Eashan Iyengar
Hannah Shaw Klapper
Michelle L. Pixley
Juan Pablo Salem Hajj
Megan Smith
Rachel Soeder
Natalia R. Zaldivar

Master of Science in Information Systems

*Degree awarded September 2, 2022*

George Farsedakis
Terence J. Rice
Nathan Single
Xiaoyi Zhu

*Degree awarded December 16, 2022*

Carolina Arias
Chetan Audipudy
George Cole Buehler
Catherine Fryland Cameron
George Edward Collins Jr.
Kristina Eric
Benjamin Goldberg
Holly Hart
Ireti Kayode
Pranav Satyal
Elaine Yihui Yang

*Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023*

Mensud Basic
Michael Robert Brosnan
Rebecca S. Derezinski
Jung Tang Feng
Alaadin Hajat
Bailey Hartley
Faahd Islam
Nathaniel James Jameson
Kevin Luu
Stephanie Martoccio-Serocki
Donald W. McKiness
David K. Morin
Jasmine Navar
Nkechi Uzoamaka Onuekwusi
Srilaekshmi Swetha Popuri
Taryn Rodman
Cameron John Roland
Mateusz Rycek
Brian Serocki
Chern-Han Sun
Catherine Tan
Ali Tariq
Devanshi Wadhwa
Walker Wedsorp
Charmaine Victoria Delapena
Yang-Atian
Matthew Soomin Yoo

Master of Science in Predictive Analytics

*Degree awarded September 2, 2022*

Kim La

*Degree awarded December 16, 2022*

Richard E. Green III
Charles Robb MacDonald

Master of Science in Regulatory Compliance

*Degree awarded September 2, 2022*

Erin Leigh Ekblad
Andi J. Ferrell
Lauren Olson
Katarzyna Czajkowska Pituch
Elizabeth A. Salley

*Degree awarded December 16, 2022*

Rehan Ahmed
Rashad Carrera
Vanessa Garcia
Kristine Lipowski
Nicole Alicia Nembhard

*Degree awarded March 24, 2023*

Bin Yin

*Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023*

Patrick Owen Galvin

Joint Degree Program

J. L. Kellogg School of Management

Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science

Master of Business Administration/Artificial Intelligence

*Degree awarded December 16, 2022*

Taylor Michael Baker
Waris-Sara Buajeb
Andrew Chang-Gu
Md Raisul Chowdhury
Tiffany Nina Dsouza
Jorge Elizagaray Montero
Jih Jason Feng
Benjamin Garnham Léniz
Matthew Lawrence Goedke
Kunnaal Prakash Goel
Hände Gülçin Kaymakcan
Guy Gutfarb
Nolan Gregory Hartwick
Tanvi He
Joseph Gabriel Hernandez
Lincoln Holt
Andrew James Horton
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Karan Singh Sandhu
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Bin Yin

*Candidates for degree, June 16, 2023*

Patrick Owen Galvin
PRIZES AND HONORS

EXTERNAL HONORS

Alumnae of Northwestern University Graduate Fellowship
Rwan Hashim Ibrahim (2022)
Julia Marie Odden (2022)

Alumnae of Northwestern University STEM Scholars
Ingrid Cheung (2021)
Alice Daemun Lee (2020)
David Alexander Meza (2021)

Alumnae of Northwestern University Summer Internship Grant
Yonjoo Sarah Seo (2020)

Alumnae of Northwestern University Undergraduate Research Scholars
Isabel Aprixor Martin (2021)
Tanya Anjali Bhargava (2020)
Polina Cherepanova (2020)
Jennifer Chiang (2021)
Habrin Choi (2022)
Delaney Mae Levin Glassner (2020)
Elizabeth Eunjung Han (2021)
Laya Bena Hartman (2022)
Giorgio Matteo Laudati (2021)
Madalena Martins (2021)
Sydney Matricisciano (2021)
Ahlaam Fatema Moledina (2020)
Amelia Mylvaganam (2021)
Emaad Razzak (2022)
Bengi Norah Rwbubuembba (2021)
Dana Maureen Small (2022)
Sarah Elizabeth Sobol (2021)
Xander Bowen Struyk (2021)
Audrianna Jane Wu (2022)
Kaua’i Wu (2021)

American Association for the Advancement of Science Mass Media Science and Engineering Fellowship
Brittany Bac-An Trang (2021)

American Association of University Women American Dissertation Fellowship
Addie Cherice Shrodes (2021)

American Association of University Women International Fellowships Dissertation Fellowship
Aditi Sharma (2022)

American Bar Foundation–Northwestern University Doctoral Fellowship in Law and Social Science
Brandon Thomas Alston (2021)
Oscar Ruben Cornejo Casares (2022)

American Heart Association Predoctoral Fellowship
Ninghe Cai (2019)
Lexiaozzi Fan (2022)
Julie Anne Fischer (2020)
Vatsala Goyal (2021)
Adovich Rivera (2022)
Huili Yang (2021)

American Heart Association Student Scholarships in Cardiovascular Disease and Stroke
Jiancheng Ye (2021)
Sabina Satriyani Puspita (2019)

American Physical Society Group on Precision Measurement and Fundamental Constants Student Poster Competition
Nia Burrell (2021)

American Political Science Association Diversity Fellowship Program
Monique Newton (2019)

American Political Science Association Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Grant
Safa Hamood Mohammed Al Saeedi (2021)
Amanda Sahar D’Urso (2022)

American Political Science Association First Generation Scholars in the Profession
Justin Michael Zimmerman (2021)

American Political Science Association Minority Fellowship
Andrene Zenobia Wright (2018)

American Political Science Association Prestige- Fenno Fund
Justin Michael Zimmerman (2018)

American Research Institute in Turkey Summer Fellowship for Intensive Advanced Turkish Language Study
Abigail R. Everding (2020)

American Society of Biomechanics Graduate Student Grant-in-Aid Program
Margaret Sarah Coats-Thomas (2021)
Zoe Villamar (2022)

American Society of Plant Taxonomists Graduate Student Research Award
Susan Malia Deans (2019)

American Trombone Workshop Bass Trombone Solo Competition Winner
Alexander R. Mullins (2022)

American Trombone Workshop National Trombone Quartet Competition
William Charles Fowler, first prize
Nicholas Lee Mihalich, first prize

Anatolia College Postgraduate Fellowship
Tanisha Samir Tekriwal (2021)

Benthos Ecology and Human Ecology Fellowship
Delaney Mae Laudati (2021)

Carolina Débora Stutz (2021)

ARCUS Scholars
Victoria Mae Cooley (2019)

Artist Presentation Society Audition Winner
Chenxing Huang (2019)

Association for Asian Studies China and Inner Asia Council Grant
Lu Hao (2019)

Association for Asian Studies China and Inner Asia Council Research Fellowship
Youjia Li (2017)

Association of Polish Artists and Musicians in France, President's Award for Best Chopin Performance
Chenxing Huang (2019)

Leo Baecck Fellowship Program
Savoy Curry (2022)

Lucius Barker Award
Amanda Sahar D’Urso (2022)

Base Oils and Lubes Connect Women in Focus Award, Future Star
Jannat Ahmed (2022)

Beckman Center for the History of Chemistry Short-Term Fellowship
Jennifer Anne Lupu (2020)

Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library Visiting Graduate Student Fellowship
Jayne Elizabeth Collins (2019)

Berlin Program for Advanced German and European Studies Dissertation Fellowship
Gil Engelstein (2018)

Big Ten Academic Alliance Smithsonian Institution Predoctoral Fellow
Jennifer Anne Lupu (2020)

Black Metropolis Research Consortium Summer Short-Term Fellowship
Ashley Dominique Dennis (2019)

Botanical Society of America Graduate Student Research Awards
Olivia Grace Murrell (2022)

Roger Boye Oxbridge Bursary
Kendall Brooks Clark (2022)

British Institute in Eastern Africa Thematic Research Grant
Patrick Mbullo Owuor (2018)

Gerd Bucerius History Scholarship
Carolina Débora Stutz (2022)

Tom Carey Scholar
Amanda Sahar D’Urso (2019)

Center for American Women and Politics Research Grant
Andrene Zenobia Wright (2022)

Center for Arabic Study Abroad II Fellowship
Allison Yvonne Gibeily (2022)

Chambliss Astronomy Achievement Award
Nabeel Rehemtulla (2021)

Chateaubriand Fellowship
Nabeel Rehemtulla (2021)

Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship for Research
Lantian Li (2020)

Chicago Cancer Health Equity Collaborative Fellows Program
Kenny Cantave (2022)

Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events Cultural Grant
An Tian Tran (2022)

Benjamin Bartels Zucker (2022)
China Times Cultural Foundation Young Scholar Award
Lantian Li (2020)

David L. Clark National Graduate Student Research Seminar
Naomi Lee Blauschild (2020)
Claire Mackevicius (2022)

Classics Alive Young Artists Auditions
An Tran, grand prize (2017)

Clearway Community Solar Essay Contest Scholarship
Sadie Antonette Bernstein, second place (2021)

Combat Capabilities Development Command Army Research Laboratory Research Associateship Program Journeyman Fellowship
Jennifer Anne Glern (2019)

Concert Artists Guild
Victor Elmaleh Competition Winner
Luiz Fernando Moita Ventura de Souza (2022)

Concours Ile-de-France International Piano Competition
Chenxing Huang, first prize (2021)
Chenxing Huang, grand prize (2019)

Council of Academic Programs in Communication Sciences and Disorders PhD Scholarship
Jiayin Xing

Council on Library and Information Resources Mellon Fellowship for Dissertation Research in Original Sources
Colin Bos (2019)
Antawan I. Byrd (2015)
Andrea Daniel Rosengarten (2018)

Critical Language Scholarship
Abigail R. Everding (2019)

Curriculum Inquiry Writing Fellowship
Addie Cherice Shrodes (2021)

Cashew Center for the Study of American Catholicism Research Travel Grant
Carl Channing Creason (2021)

Dallas Jewish Community Foundation College Scholarship
Maayan Abouzaglo (2022)

DeGaetano Composition Institute Composer
Liza Sobel Crane (2019)

Department of Defense SMART Scholarship
Kevin Schmidt (2018)

Department of Energy Computational Science Graduate Fellowship
Amril V. Dravid

Department of Energy National Nuclear Security Administration Stewardship Science Graduate Fellowship
Sylvia Hanna (2017)

Department of Energy Office of Science Graduate Student Research Program Timothy Coetjen (2021)
Stephanie Megan Ribet (2022)

Department of Energy Science Undergraduate Laboratory Internship
Sean Patrick Edblom Dougherty
Jesse Ji
Nicholas Kalamaris
Kevin Sangyoon Kim
Abdul-Rahman Y. Smari
David James Venator (2021)
Kelsey Lauren Yao

Detroit Jazz Festival Collegiate Combo Competition
Jesse Andrew Lear, first prize (2020)

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Intensive Language Course Grant
Benjamin Cleveland Ricciardi (2015)
Liza Sobel Crane (2017)

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Research Grant
Serrel Dunn (2020)
Thomas Witschonke Love (2018)
Moriceo Maluf Masi
Robin Kathryn Pokorski (2018)

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Research Internship in Science and Engineering
Griffin Kirk Berse (2022)
Carina Grace Biar (2022)
Delaney Marie Bongoc (2022)
Eleanor Till Colligan (2022)
Raymonde E. Council (2021)
Delaney Mac Levine Glassner (2022)
The Trung Ha (2020)
Caroline Frances Harms (2022)
Lillian Claire Jirousek (2022)
Kade Joseph Kelley (2022)
Gustavo Adolpho Lucas De Carvalho (2022)
Roman Svititskyy (2022)
Kelly Hoikwan Tam (2022)
Jay Si Yang Zou (2022)

Digital Archaeological Archive of Comparative Slavery
Emily Ann Schwabé (2020)

Diversifying Higher Education Faculty in Illinois Fellows
Karla Campos (2022)

Frederick Douglass Global Fellowship
Shira Anita-Lena Nash (2022)

Frederick Douglass Institute for African and African-American Studies Predoctoral Fellowship at the University of Rochester
Antawan I. Byrd (2017)

DownBeat Student Music Awards Undergraduate College Original Composition Award, Large Ensemble
Darsan Swaroop Bellie (2022)

James Dunn Fellowship
Anahi Marquez

Judith Ehm Foundation Fellowship
Jordan Mary Hickey

Eighth Blackbird Creative Lab Scholarship
Liza Sobel Crane (2018)

Elsevier/Vision Research Travel Awards
Cristina Renee Ceja (2021)

Environmental Justice Summer Scholars Program
Anahi Marquez

Erasmus Mundus Joint Masters Scholarship (IMLEX)
Maxwell Jongyoon Paik

Expanding Diversity in Economics Summer Institute
Saúl Galvez Leanos (2021)
Cinyu Gajin Lee (2021)
Tyra Lyn Kehinde Smith (2021)

Cameron and Amy Findlay Fellowship
Madeline Grace Brown

Ford Foundation Predoctoral Fellowship
Brandon Thomas Alston (2018)
Raudel Oswaldo Avila (2018)
Teresa Giselly Vargas (2019)

Foreign Language and Area Studies Summer Scholarship
Vanessa Kathleen Watters Opalo (2016)
Andrea Daniel Rosengarten (2016)

Barbara Feurer Friese Memorial Scholarship
Lakshmi Nanduri (2022)

Gabriela Lena Frank Creative Academy of Music Bahlest Eblee Readings Fellowship
Liza Sobel Crane

Ludo Frevel Crystallography Scholarship
Peter Henry Winegar (2021)

Fullbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad Grant
Andrea Daniel Rosengarten (2019)

Fullbright US Student Program
Mayaan Abouzaglo (2018)
Precious Akanyirigbe (2021)
Regan Caroline Andringa-Seed
Cameron L. Barnes
Natalie Anne Bartolomei
Ella Amelia Bartt
Ji Hye Choi
Anna Cohen
Nicholas H. Corvino
Anna Salinas Denniston
Amina Tarek Elmasry
Bright Gyamfi (2020)
Alina T. Junejo (2022)
Thomas Witschonke Love (2018)
Nihbya R. Mahakala
Juliana Iris Mendoza
Caitlin Cooke Moore (2018)
Shira Anita-Lena Nash
Michael William Palaskas
Sophia Catherine Pennex
Sonja Tripathi Peters
Robin Kathryn Pokorski (2018)
Jayson Maurice Porter (2019)
Darcie Marilyn Price-Wallace (2017)
Pavani Satti Reddy (2017)
Andrea Daniel Rosengarten (2021)
Samuel Harrison Rosner
Cameron King Wu
Eliaa Beraan Zuckernik

Gates Cambridge Scholarship
Laura Isabel Sastoque Pabon

GEM Associate Fellow
Emanuel Aquiles Azcona (2017)
Katya Ivelisse Borgos-Rodriguez (2017)
Adrian Hernandez (2021)
Bon Chinaka Bwagwvu (2016)
Millicent Lin (2018)
David Bruce Pickens (2014)
Carolyn Enelda Ramirez (2018)
Jacoya Chantel Thompson (2016)

GEM Employer Fellow
Shalom A. Alarape
Joseph Auston Ferrarer (2022)
Laura Gutierrez (2022)
Sharon Obiefuna (2022)
GEM Full Fellow
Julia Rocic Downing (2019)
Jacoya Chantel Thompson (2021)
Izahal Hakim Wallace (2014)

Geo-Institute Scholarship
Dawa Seo (2021)

Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship
Brenda G. Aceves (2020)
Shoshana Bar-Meir
Katherine Castillo (2015)
Lilliana Mystique Castillo (2022)
Ingrid Cheung (2019)
Sia Cho (2022)
Rowan Faye Cusack Miller (2019)
Sierra R. Erdman-Luntz (2022)
Evelyn L. Espinoza (2022)
Abigail R. Everding (2020)
Andrew Jimin Kim (2022)
Adhya Kumar (2020)
Layna Ruotong Lu (2022)
Thomas Jaehyun Moh (2022)
Catherine Marie Lui Moore (2021)
Libby Jo Nelson (2022)
Shreya Pugalia (2022)
Mikenzie R. Roberts (2020)
Rafael Enrique Rodriguez (2020)
Melissa Santoyo (2020)
Amina Haley Scalletty (2020)
NaKaya K. Short (2022)
Christina Ka Ling Wang (2020)
Charlotte Loc-Heng Wong (2022)
Mako Sato Yamamoto (2021)
Zoe Bm Zhang (2022)

Global Religion Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship
Vanessa Kathleen Watters Opalo (2019)

Goldie Scholars
Michelle Cruz Kilgallon (2022)

Goldwater Scholarship
Carina Grace Biar (2022)
Thomas Lloyd Douglas (2022)
Amil V. Dravid (2021)
Andrew Steven Laeuger (2021)
Sarah Elizabeth Sobol (2022)

Great Composers Competition
Best Shostakovich Performance
Audrianna Jane Wu, first prize (2020)

Great Composers Competition
Masters of Piano Concerto
Audrianna Jane Wu, first prize (2022)

Great Composers Competition
Music of America
Audrianna Jane Wu, first prize (2021)

Robert and Winifred Connelly Green Award
Michelle Mariel Mariposa (2022)

Hargrett Library Signature Research Stipend
Laura Jeanne Ferdinard (2019)

Hearst Journalism Award
Katherine Dempsey (2015)

Kathleen Foeney Hiemstra Scholarship
Cassandra Francisco (2021)

Howard Hughes Medical Institute International Student Research Fellowship
Nicolas Pelaiz Restrepo (2012)

Humane Studies Fellowship
Safa Hamood Mohammed Al Saeedi (2020)

Humanities at Hertog Fellow
Tomer Moshe Cherkii (2022)

IBLA Foundation International Piano Competition
Debussy Special Prize and Outstanding Musician Award
Chenxing Huang (2018)

IEEE VIS Inclusivity and Diversity Scholarship
Cristina Renee Ceja (2021)

Illinois Arts Council Agency Individual Artist Support Grant
Mathew Arrellin (2022)

Illinois Space Grant Consortium
Graduate Scholarship
Nabeel Rehemtulla (2022)

Institute for Citizens and Scholars
WW Dissertation Fellowship in Women's Studies
Jannat Ahmed (2022)

Intelligence Community Postdoctoral Research Fellowship
Emma Rosa Zajdela (2019)

International Society of Psychoneuroendocrinology Travel Award
Sarah Elizabeth Collier (2019)

International Trombone Association Trombone Quartet Competition
William Fowler, first prize (2022)
Nicholas Lee Mihalich, first prize (2022)

Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
Ubakum Ojinnika Josephina Mere (2022)

Japan Foundation Research Fellowship
Youjia Li (2017)

Japan Student Services Organization Scholarship
Kensuke Maeba (2021)

Max Kade Berlin Fellowship
Thomas Witschonke Love (2021)

Alexander Kastalsky Fourth International Competition of Choral Writing
Benjamin Bartels Zucker (2021)

James T. and Ella Rather Kirk Fellowship in History
Lu Hao (2020)

Koning Education Foundation Scholarship
Woo Je Chang (2018)

Korean-American Scientists and Engineers Association Korea-US Science Cooperation Center Scholarship
Dawa Seo (2020)

La Caixa Foundation Fellowship
Cristina Carrillo Canas (2015)

Latin American Studies Association
Nineteenth-Century Section Best Thesis
Catalina Rodriguez (2021)

Don Lavoie Fellowship
Aaron Thomas Banks (2022)

LeadNext Fellows Ambassador for a Global Future
Samantha Ruth Powell (2021)

Lewis and Clark Fund for Exploration and Field Research
Susan Malia Deans (2021)

Literacy Research Association Best Paper Award in Literacy, Technology, and Media
Addie Cheriche Shrodes (2021)

Los Alamos National Laboratory Director's Postdoctoral Fellows
Frank Patrick Barrows (2022)

Henry Luce Foundation–American Council of Learned Societies Program in China Studies Predissertation–Summer Travel Grant
Guangshuo Yang (2018)

Luminarts Cultural Foundation
Classical Music Fellowship
Zachary Lewis Good (2021)

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Diversity Predoctoral Fellowship
Safa Hamood Mohammed Al Saeedi (2021)

McCall MacBain Scholarship Finalist Award
Raghdan Alhennawi (2022)

Megaopolis Saxophone Orchestra
Composer in Residence
Niki Charlati (2018)

Mellon–American Council of Learned Societies Dissertation Completion Fellowship
Ashley Dominique Dennis (2021)
Hayana Kim (2021)
Andrea Daniel Rosengarten (2021)
Azadeh Safaeian (2021)

Andrew W. Mellon Fellowship for Art Historical Research
Sandra F. Racek (2019)

Mellon Foundation Chicago Objects Study Initiative Fellow in European Painting and Sculpture
Sandra F. Racek (2021)

Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship Travel and Research Grant
Brandon Thomas Alston (2022)

Metropolitan Opera Laffont Competition, Indiana District Winner
Samuel F. Krauss (2022)

Metropolitan Opera Laffont Competition, Los Angeles District Winner
Isobel Katherine Anthony (2022)

Metropolitan Opera Laffont Competition, Upper Midwest Region Winner
David Robert Wolfe (2022)

Middle East Initiative Fellowship Program
Safa Hamood Mohammed Al Saeedi (2021)

Raleigh and Clara Miller Memorial Scholarship Award
Stephanie Megan Ribe (2021)

Mitacs Globalink Research Internship
Alexander Paul Chun (2022)

Montana Arts Council Strategic Investment Grant
Andrew John Major (2021)

Montana Arts Council Strategic Investment Grant
Andrew John Major (2021)

Music Teachers National Association Piano Competition Young Artist Division Winner
Audrianna Jane Wu (2022)
NLGJA Association of LGBTQ+ Journalists Excellence in International Coverage Xuandi Wang


Northeast Modern Language Association CAIYY Travel Award Kelly Coyne (2019)

North Park University Distinguished Young Alumni Award An Tuan Tran (2019)

Onassis Foundation Commissioned Artist Niki Charlafti

OneBeat Virtual 2 Fellow Benjamin Bartels Zucker (2021)


Preparing Future Faculty—Faculty Diversity Postdoctoral Fellowship Thomas Witschonke Love

President's Postdoctoral Fellowship Program Jayson Maurice Porter (2022)

Princeton in Asia Fellowship Sophia Catherine Pennes

Project Horseshoe Farm Community Health Fellowship Ryley Lee Boddeker-O'Connor Cindy Xinyu Shou

Pulitzer Center Postgraduate Reporting Fellow Samantha Magda Dier

Quad Fellowship Jun Yamasaki

Quantum Computing Graduate Research Fellowship Daniel Kamrath Weiss (2019)

Rapoport Family Foundation Doctoral Dissertation Grant Robin Alexandra Bayes (2022) Amanda Sahar D'Urso (2022)


Rhodes Scholarship William Gitta Lugolooib Irena Stephanie Petryk

Cody Renard Richard Scholarship Program Sarah Grace Merritweather Goldman

Rizing Tide Crest Scholarship Ruth Morales-Flores (2022)

Rockefeller Archive Center Research Stipend Omri Tubi (2019)

Stuart A. Rose Manuscript, Archives, and Rare Book Short-Term Fellowship Laura Jeanne Ferdinand (2019)

Rubenianum Fellowship Sandra F. Racek (2019)

San Francisco Fellows Kathryn Sophia Bowman Neva Celeste Legallet Matthew Patricio Norambuena

Sarnoff Cardiovascular Research Foundation Fellowship Saaket Agrawal (2020)

Schizophrenia International Research Society Early Career Award Teresa Giselly Vargas (2022)

Schmidt Science Fellows Andrew Colin Hunt

Seismological Society of America Eastern Section Student Presentation Award James Scott Neely (2020)


Sigma Alpha Iota Dorothy E. Morris Memorial Award Emily Adelia Stone (2022)


Social Science Research Council Mellon Mays Predoctoral Research Grant Oscar Ruben Cornejo Casares (2019)


Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council Religion, Spirituality, and Democratic Renewal Program Elizabeth Ester Orrego Torres

Society of Tribologists and Lubrication Engineers Chicago Section Scholarship David Bruce Pickens (2019)

Spatial Archaeology Residential and Online Institute Jennifer Anne Lupu (2022) Arlen Specter Center for Public Service Research Fellowship Charlotte Emily Rosen (2019)

State Key Laboratory Scientific Research Award Xingzhi Wang

Student Research Experience Network Data Archive for Interdisciplinary Research on Learning Grant Amanda Marie Cook (2021)

Stephen L. Suckle Israeli Scholarship Maayan Abouzaglo (2021)


Symposium on the Theory of Computing Student Travel Grant Aravind Reddy Talla (2019)

Teaching Assistant Program in France Mili Shah

Team Rehab Scholarship Nicole Gilbert (2022)

Texas State Symphony Orchestra Composers’ Competition Winner Liza Sobel Crane (2022)


3M Graduate Fellowship Sonal Vinay Rangnekar (2019) Stephanie Megan Ribet (2022)

Truman Scholarship Ji Hye Choi (2022) Irena Stephanie Petryk

University of Rhode Island Guitar Festival Competition An Tuan Tran, first prize (2018)

University of Virginia Renate Voris Fellowship Jessica Allison Madeline Friedman (2021)

US Teaching Assistantship at Austrian Secondary Schools Sofia Rebeca Stutz

Venezuelan Association in Missouri Scholarship Diana Barbara Vasquez (2022)

Victory Congressional Internship Dori-Taylor Goyena Carter (2022)

Vietnam Education Foundation Fellowship Hoang Thai Nguyen (2015)

Voss Postdoctoral Research Associate in Environment and Society Jayson Maurice Porter (2023)

Voyager Scholarship Irena Stephanie Petryk

Wenner-Gren Foundation Dissertation Fieldwork Grant Melissa Barbara Manus (2021)

Lyndon Woodside Oratorio-Solo Competition Robert and Winifred Connelly Green Award Michelle Mariel Chua Mariposa

Mark and Randi Ravitts Woodworth Award for Young Conductors Andrew John Major

Yenching Scholars Nicholas H. Corvino David Jining Wang

Zodiac Music Academy and Festival Chamber Music Award Joshua Kyu Lee (2019)
GRADUATE SCHOOL

Dr. John H. Nicholson Fellowship
Grace Catherine Bellinger (2018)
Jacqueline Rose Patterson (2019)
Lea Kathryn Richardson (2018)

Presidential Fellowship
Andrea Yaa Pinamang Adomako (2021)
Luís Fernando Amaya Muñoz (2019)
Laura Jeanne Ferdinand (2020)
Bright Gyanñ (2022)
Sarah May Lloyd (2020)
Lea Kathryn Richardson (2019)
Catalina Rodriguez (2020)
Charlotte Emily Rosen (2021)

Ryan Fellowship
Chase Austyn Brisbois (2016)
David Weston Burke (2017)
Heather Ann Calcaterra (2018)
Max E. Distler (2020)
Sylvia Lorraine Hanna (2017)
Bon Chinaka Ikwuagwu (2016)
Joanna Korpanty (2021)
Chamille Joanne Lescott (2019)
Akanksha Sanjay Mahajan (2020)
Bradley Keck Moreno (2016)
Kelly Ann Parker (2019)
Justin Alexander Peruzzi (2020)
Stephanie Megan Ribet (2021)
Zoﬁa Elzi bieta Siwicka (2021)
Florence Angela Son (2021)
Aaron Edward Benjamin Stratton Stone (2018)
Matthew Kuo Vasher (2019)
Peter Henry Winegar (2020)
Wenjie Zhou (2018)

Family Institute Awards

Master of Arts in Counseling
with Academic Distinction
Kalea Yun Abernathy
Majida Sai’da Al-Husaa m
Karli Blalock Altenbern
Lauren Bachkosky
Lee Taylor Balkin
Natalia Schlesinger Baranek
Brenda Belohoubek
Jessica Lee Ann Blackwell
Rachel Lauren Blauner
Audrey Bloom
Megan Brandt
Jared Paul Brown
Allison E. Cho
Erin Elizabeth Clifford
Jordan Elizabeth Cronbaugh
Jyotsna Dhar
Kelley Dunn
Nir Elion
Catherine Haley Epstein
Rivka Tzipora Fleischman
Caroline Victoria Friedman
Kayla Jean Gilding
Monica Kerstin Hershman
Leslie Wells Holling
Sarah A. Johnson
Vanessa Rose Johnson
Bethany Kapellen
Regan Rose Kasprak
Katarina Elizabeth Kiseli
Natasha Krol
Sabrina Fay Levitas
Grace Alexandra Lindahl
Louise Cady Lumia
Daniel Jacob MacCombie
Isabelle Mackell
Rachel Martin
Nicolle McCullough
Daniel Tyler McFeely
Julie Lynne Miller
Candace S. Mizaur
Reema Noor
Taylor Nicole Nunley
Randall James King Oxford
Chiara Pepino
Kaitlin Jennifer Phelps
Josie Rhee
Jessica Riker
Yolanda B. Sanders
Alison J. Segal
Dana Shimkoski
Rachel Stinnett
Amy Stump
Anne Rachel Sturtewagen
Daniel Su l f o l e t t a
Britany Louise Weaver
Trysta Nichole Wedding
James Gregory Weitzer
Elizabeth Yeonas

Master of Science in Marriage and Family Therapy with Academic Distinction
Sara Grossman
Nia Mkela Henderson
Yu Sharon Li
Brigid Grace Miller

JUDD A. AND MARJORIE WEINBERG COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Daniel Bonbright Scholars in the Humanities
Benjamin Maxwell Gherman (2022)

Franklin N. and Lee L. Corbin Prize
Dori Taylor Goyena Carter
Polina Cherepanova
Radoslaw Tomasz Chrzanski
Ramzy Peter Issa
Sangjun Samuel Lee
Garrett Kendall Louie
Bengi Norah Rwabuhemba
Carolina Débora Stutz

African American Studies Department Awards

Lerone Bennett Jr. Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Asta Ceesay

Community Service and Leadership in African American Studies
Alicia Marie Webb

African Studies Program Award

African Research Leadership Award
Molly Gwyneth Jones (2022)
Bengi Norah Rwabuhemba (2022)

American Studies Program Award

Carl Smith Prize for Outstanding Senior Essay in American Studies
Madeleine Grace Brown
Dori Taylor Goyena Carter

Anthropology Department Awards

Elizabeth M. Brumfiel Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis in Environmental Anthropology
Annalise Catherine Biesterfield

Friends of Anthropology Award for Distinguished Honors Thesis in Public Anthropology
Bengi Norah Rwabuhemba

Friends of Anthropology Undergraduate Research Award
Molly Gwyneth Jones (2022)
Bengi Norah Rwabuhemba (2022)
Rebecca Cailing Wu (2022)

Oswald Werner Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis in Anthropology
Rebecca Cailing Wu

Art History Department Awards

David Van Zanten Prize in Advanced Art Historical Writing
Sadie Antonette Meleo Bernstein

Warnock Prize for Art Historical Writing
Ethan Chen (2020)
Sean Kai-Xu Liu
Grace A. Wu (2022)

Warnock Prize for Outstanding Junior Art History Major
Vitoria Monteiro de Carvalho Faria (2022)

J. Carson Webster Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis
Grace A. Wu
Art Theory and Practice Department Award

Fawcett Award for Creative Achievements in the Arts
Connie Yang Deng (2022)
Victoria Gomez Gil
Catherine Marie Lui Moore
Eleanor Jane Darbin Odom
Ashley Diana Schultz
Moyan Wang (2022)

Asian American Studies Program Awards
Asian American Summer Community Fellowship
Hahrim Choi (2021)
Kristy Bomi Park (2022)

Distinguished Undergraduate Essay
Grace Deng
Joshua Sanford
Safiya Hanako Toy Ha Suliman

Good Citizenship in Asian American Studies
Maggie Mei Yin Wong

Outstanding Achievement Award
Hahrim Choi
Joshua Sanford
Maggie Mei Yin Wong

Asian Languages and Cultures Department Awards
Hsu-Wigmore Senior Honors Thesis Award
Grace A. Wu

Outstanding Achievement in Chinese Language and Culture
Obenesele Refilwe Kebadireng

Outstanding Achievement in Japanese Language and Culture
Peining Jia
Ubakum Ojinika Josefina Mere

Outstanding Achievement in Korean Language and Culture
Jordan Hickey

Biological Sciences Program Awards
Constance Campbell Prize for Basic Research
Anna Valentine Yamazaki

Irving M. Klotz Prize for Basic Research
Troy David Fisher

Emanuel Margoliash Prize for Basic Research
Cecilia Helen Stumpf

David Shemin Prize for Basic Research
Alexander Carlos Solivan

Neil Welker Undergraduate Teaching Assistant Award
Eleanor Grace Pope

Brady Scholars Program in Ethics and Civic Life Award

Brady Senior Outstanding Service Award
Valeria Lira-Ruelas

Business Institutions Program Award

Kapnick Prize
Jessie Claire Chalet
Arela Dawn Flur
Luis Angel Lopez (2022)
Giselle Montoya
Dayna Lauren Rapkin

Chemistry Department Awards
American Chemical Society Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry
Alejandro Nicolas Medina (2022)

American Chemical Society Undergraduate Award in Inorganic Chemistry
Imra S. Tajuddin

American Chemical Society Undergraduate Award in Organic Chemistry
Radoslaw TomaszChrzanowski
Maria Daniela Guererro

American Chemical Society Undergraduate Award in Physical Chemistry
Radoslaw Tomasz Chrzanowski (2022)

Basolo-Oesper Award for Departmental Citizenship
Chun Nam Li (2022)
Jonic Zehao Zhu (2021)

Chemistry Department Scholar Award
Delaney Marie Bondoc
Emelia Jean Farmam
Maria Daniela Guererro
Kevin Sangyoon Kim
Alejandro Nicolas Medina
Jasper Lin Montgomery
Hasan Munshi
Zhuyang Ren
Imra S. Tajuddin
Kelly Hoikwan Tam
Lucius Gabriel Yeiga
Suhao Wang
Haley Lauren Wellman (2022)
Audrianna Jane Wu

CRC Press Chemistry Achievement Award
Hasan Munshi (2020)

Marple-Schweitzer Memorial Award
Radoslaw Tomasz Chrzanowski

Merk Index Award
Radoslaw Tomasz Chrzanowski (2020)

Lewis H. Sarrett Scholarship Award
Radoslaw Tomasz Chrzanowski (2022)

R. K. Summerbell Memorial Fund Award
Chun Nam Li (2022)
Zhuyang Ren (2022)

Classics Department Awards

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Excellence in First-Year Greek
Grace Lawler DeAngelis (2021)
Jordan Anne Vaughan (2020)

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Excellence in Second-Year Greek
Garrett Kendall Louie (2022)
Jordan Anne Vaughan (2021)

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Excellence in Greek and Latin
Grace Lawler DeAngelis (2022)
Garrett Kendall Louie

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Excellence in First-Year Latin
Monica Catherine Lund (2021)

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Excellence in Second-Year Latin
Monica Catherine Lund (2022)

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Undergraduate Achievement by a Classics Major
Grace Lawler DeAngelis (2022)

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Undergraduate Research in Classical Literature and Culture
Grace Lawler DeAngelis (2021)
Justin Celiz Jasperse (2019)

Cognitive Science Program Awards
Cognitive Science Summer Research Fellowship
Kylie Ro-Lan Lin (2021)

Robert J. Glushko Prize for Undergraduate Excellence in Cognitive Science
Julia Heilberg (2022)
Lingxiao Shi

Comparative Literary Studies Program Awards
Best Honors Thesis
Inbo Gottlieb-Ferres

Highest Achievement in Undergraduate Research
Ruoxuan Liu

Outstanding Achievement Award for Best Paper in a 300-Level Class
Madison McClellan

Translation Award
Tomer Moshe Cherkhi

Computer Science Department Award
Outstanding Computer Science Senior
Amy Guo
Avery Kay Keare
Li Kang Tan

Critical Theory Program Awards
Best Critical Theory Essay
Justin Celiz Jasperse (2022)

Critical Theory Cluster Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Leadership
Nicholas Hwang Corvino (2021, 2022)

Earth and Planetary Sciences Department Awards
Earth and Planetary Sciences Junior Research Achievement Award
Zoe Gambrill Vincent (2022)

Seymour Schlanger Memorial Award
Mia Lixing Thompson
Zoe Gambrill Vincent

Economics Department Awards
Robert M. Coen Award for Distinguished Honors Thesis
Denis Gribincea
Benjamin Crann Lualdi
Elena F. Maberry
Rica Sehgal
Mili Shah
Henry Giovanni McGinnis van der Goes
Melinda Deng Xu

Frederick S. Deibler Award for Excellence in Economics
Tristen Joshua Allgaier
Alyssa Michele Conner
Haoyu Hu
Daniel T. Luo
Austina Zhiyuan Mao
Academy of American Poets Jean Meyer Aloe Poetry Prize
Natalie Nicole Jarrett (2022)
Noah Rabinovitch (2022)

Faricy Award for Poetry
Isabella Gabrielle Brown (2022)

Mary Kinzie Prize for Creative Nonfiction Essay
Blake Croft (2022)
Laura Isabel Sastoque Pabon (2021)

Mary Kinzie Prize for Poetry
Ahlaam Fatema Moledina (2021)

Robert Mayo Prize for Best English 300 Paper
Eva Helena Herscowitz (2021)
Allison Macdonald (2021)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay on American Literature
Laura Isabel Sastoque Pabon (2022)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Creative Writing in Fiction
Tessa Belle Seifried (2021)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Creative Writing in Nonfiction
Olivia Putnam (2022)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Creative Writing in Poetry
Natalie Nicole Jarrett (2022)
Noah Rabinovitch (2022)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Digital Media
Eva Helena Herscowitz (2022)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Writing Excellence in Creative Writing
Julia Rose Catrambone (2021)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Best Honors Thesis in Creative Writing
Tanisha Samir Tekriwal (2021)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Best Honors Thesis in Literature
Jack Sutter Benson (2021)
Devony Hof (2021)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Outstanding Junior in Literature
Seunghye Chang (2022)
Joy Yun Hui Zhao (2022)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Outstanding Senior in Creative Writing
Olivia Catherine Behr (2021)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Outstanding Senior in Literature
Joy Yun Hui Zhao (2022)

Edwin L. Shuman Essay Award
Tomer Moshe Cherki (2016)
Lucia G. London (2021)

Edwin L. Shuman Fiction Award
Nadira Pranatia (2021)

Environmental Policy and Culture Program Awards
Certificate of Honor
Sadie Antonette Meleo Bernstein (2021)
Alexia Weintrob (2021)

H. Paul Friessen Award
Lucia G. London (2022)
Matthew Patricio Norambuena (2022)

Environmental Sciences Program Awards
Best Senior Thesis
Minjee Jung (2022)
Maxime A. Visa (2022)
Albert Wang (2022)

Outstanding Achievement in Environmental Sciences
Isaiah Tolbert (2022)
Catherine Eloise Updegraff (2022)

French and Italian Department Awards
American Association of Teachers of French Award for Outstanding Senior in French
Madeline Clare Malueg (2021)

Distinguished Essay in English on a French Subject
Bintou Sonko (2022)

Outstanding Achievement in Italian 101
Cameron Barnes (2020)

Outstanding Achievement in Italian 101 and 103
Rodolpho Alex Martinez (2017)

Outstanding Achievement in 200-Level Italian, in Italian
Cameron Barnes (2021)
Molly Claire McCarthy (2019)
William John Tanski IV (2021)

Outstanding Achievement in 300-Level Italian, in Italian
Madeline Clare Malueg (2021)

Outstanding Achievement in French, Third-Year Language
Evelyn Marie Perfall (2022)
Bengi Norah Rwabuhemba (2020)

Outstanding Achievement in French, Third-Year Literature
Pablo David Griswold Morales (2020)
Grayson Coliton Welo (2021)

Tilde Sankovitch Distinguished Essay in French
Madeline Clare Malueg (2021)

Gender and Sexuality Studies Program Awards
George C. Casey Essay Prize
Max Fletcher Rubbers (also 2022)

Betty Jo Dobbs Outstanding Senior Thesis Prize
Lucy Margaret Harrington (2021)
Max Fletcher Rubbers (2022)

Rae Arlene Moses Leadership Award
Harriet Jane Fardon (2021)

Alice Kaplan Institute for the Humanities Awards

Frieda Kaplan-Kline Family Foundation Fellowship
Audrey Chisholm (2019)
Lia Jeanette Davis (2019)
Daniel Vesanui (2021)
Hongyi Zhou (2021)

Max Kade Travel Award
Lia Jeanette Davis (2019)

Outstanding Achievement in First-Year German
Xiangheng Chen (2020)
Kendall Brooks Clark (2020)
Olivia Rachel Jacqueline Yarvis (2020)

Outstanding Achievement in Second-Year German
Audrey Chisholm (2022)
Denis Gribinca (2020)
Anastasia Lantsova (2020)
Samuel Harrison Rosner (2021)
Sofia Rebeca Stutz (2021)

Geza von Molnar Essay Award, in English
Bianca Marie Varlesi (2021)

Geza von Molnar German Achievement Award
Kendall Brooks Clark (2021)
Sofia Rebeca Stutz (2021)

History Department Awards

Josef Barton Prize for Best 395 Research Seminar Essay
Hannah Elane Cheves (2021)
Lauren Averill Collins (2022)

Best First-Year Seminar Essay
Eman Kasha Akhtar (2020)
Shanth Desai Gopalswamy (2021)

Grace Douglas Johnston Prize for Best Honors Thesis
Griffin O’Hanlon Harris (2021)
Carolina Débora Stutz, honorable mention (2021)

Alice Berline Kaplan Writing Prize
Sadie Antnette Meleo Bernstein (2021)

Dolores Kohl Kaplan Project Prize
Alec Abramson (2020)

Integrated Science Program Awards

Community Service Award
Samuel Jacob Frank (2020)
Nikhil Sunil Kalghatgi (2020)
Christopher Holden Sollenberger (2021)
Kelly Hoikwan Tam (2021)

Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis
Jay S. Zou (2021)
**International Studies Program Awards**

Certificate of Distinction in a Foreign Language
- Logan Paige Aku A Fou (2020)
- Julia Sheila Moore (2021)
- Shiran Anita-Nisa Nash (2022)
- Tessa Madeira Paul (2019)
- Evelyn Marie Perfall (2021)
- Kaitlyn Elizabeth Seese (2022)

**Harold Guetzkow Prize**
- Anna Chessen Cork (2022)
- Kaitlyn Elizabeth Seese (2022)

**Jeff Rice Prize for Original Thinking in International Studies**
- Meng D. B. Kur (2022)

**Frank Safford Award for Best Honors Thesis**
- Nicholas Hwang Corvino (2022)
- Sophia Catherine Pennex (2022)

**Jewish Studies Program Award**
- Jill Stacey Harris Prize for Best Essay
- Toner Moshe Cherki (2022)
- Lauren Averill Collins (2021)

**Legal Studies Program Awards**

**Advanced Research Seminar Thesis of Distinction**
- Akhil Kalghatgi (2021, 2022)
- Andrew S. Laeuger (2020)
- Akhil Kalghatgi (2020)
- Anxin Guo (2020)
- Alyssa Michele Connor (2020)
- Andrew Charles Johnston (2019, 2022)
- Alicia Marie Webb (2022)
- Anna Arden Craver (2022)
- Anna Chessen Cork (2022)
- Yizhou Rosalind Wang (2020)

**William Reilly Cichowski Award**
- William A. Hunt Award for Academic Achievement
- Joshua David Ezrol (2022)

**Jeanette M. Dacey Award for Best Performance in Required Coursework**
- Xiangheng Chen (2022)
- Jeanette M. Dacey Award for Best Performance
- Toner Moshe Cherki (2022)
- Lauren Averill Collins (2021)

**Michael E. Dacey Award for Most Outstanding Senior Thesis**
- William Reilly Cichowski (2022)

**Best Advanced Research Seminar Thesis**
- Natalie Anne Bartolomei (2022)

**Mathematical Methods in the Social Sciences Program Awards**

**Jeannette M. Dacey Award for Best Performance in Required Coursework**
- Xiangheng Chen (2022)
- Meghna Jain (2022)

**Michael E. Dacey Award for Most Outstanding Senior Thesis**
- William Reilly Cichowski (2022)

**Mathematics Department Awards**

**Excellence as an Undergraduate Teaching Assistant**
- Kirsten Nicole Kash, honorable mention (2022)

**Excellence in Mathematics by a First-Year Student**
- John Jia Cao (2019)
- Alyssa Michele Connor (2020)
- Gwen Cooke (2020)
- Anxin Guo (2020)
- Akhil Kalghatgi (2020)
- Nikhil Sunil Kalghatgi (2020)
- Andrew S. Laeuger (2020)
- Yixin Liu (2020)
- Daniel T. Luo (2020)
- Zening Luo (2020)
- Xander Bowen Struyk (2020)
- Zhuoran Su (2020)
- Yizhou Rosalind Wang (2020)

**High Achievement on the William Lowell Putnam Examination**
- Akhil Kalghatgi (2021, 2022)

**Junior Career Award in Mathematics**
- Gabriel Bogdan Augustynowicz (2022)
- Anxin Guo (2022)

**Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics by a First-Year Student**
- Nicholas Aksat Dora (2021)

**Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics by a Junior**
- Gwen Cooke, honorable mention (2022)

**Outstanding Contribution to Undergraduate Mathematical Life**
- Jingwei Li (2022)
- Daniel T. Luo (2022)

**Senior Career Award in Mathematics**
- Gwen Cooke
- Inbo Gottlieb-Fenves
- Daniel T. Luo

**Undergraduate Teaching Assistant Service Award**
- Kirsten Nicole Kash
- Daniel T. Luo
- Yizhou Rosalind Wang

**Robert R. Welland Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics by a Graduating Senior**
- Jingwei Li (2022)

**Middle East and North African Languages Program Awards**

**Outstanding Achievement in First-Year Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, or Turkish**
- Lauren Averill Collins (2019)
- Abigail Ruth Everding (2019)
- Priya Sai Moothy (2021)
- Abdul-Rahman Y. Smari (2022)
- Maya Waldman (2020)

**Outstanding Achievement in Second-Year Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, or Turkish**
- Lauren Averill Collins (2020)
- Jackson E. Miller (2020)

**Neurobiology Department Awards**

**Rita Balice-Gordon Prize in Neuroscience**
- Carina Grace Biar (2022)

**Christina Enroth-Cugell Prize in Neuroscience**
- Sarah Hsu (2022)

**Aryeh Routtenberg Prize in Neuroscience**
- Lingxiao Shi (2022)

**Philosophy Department Awards**

**Honors with Distinction**
- Tomer Moshe Cherki
- Nicholas Hwang Corvino (2020)
- Justin Celiz Jasperse (2022)
- Sofia Rebeca Stutz (2022)

**David Hull Prize for Best Senior Thesis**
- Sofia Rebeca Stutz (2022)

**Ruth Barcan Marcus Tutor in Logic Prize**
- Amelia Mylvaganam (2021, 2022)
- Yizhou Rosalind Wang (2022)

**Stephen Toulmin Prize for Best Philosophy GPA of the Year for a Graduating Philosophy Major**
- Tomer Moshe Cherki
- Justin Celiz Jasperse (2022)

**Stephen J. White Prize for the Best Paper in the First Two Years in Philosophy**
- Olivia Putnam (2020)

**Physics and Astronomy Department Awards**

**Outstanding Sophomore in Physics and Astronomy**
- Andrew S. Laeuger (2021)

**Outstanding Junior in Physics and Astronomy**
- Gabriel Bogdan Augustynowicz (2022)
- Andrew S. Laeuger (2022)

**Outstanding Undergraduate Achievement in Graduate Coursework**
- Jay S. Zou (2022)

**Outstanding Undergraduate Thesis Research in Physics and Astronomy**
- Garrett Kendall Louie (2022)

**Political Science Department Awards**

**Barry Farrell Prize for Academic Achievement**
- Joshua David Ezrol (2022)

**Kenneth F. Janda Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis**
- Zoe Rose Golub (2022)
- Naomi Peters Kostman, honorable mention
- Matthew Patricio Norambuena, honorable mention
- Peter Charles Spoor, honorable mention
- Kaitlyn Elizabeth Seese, honorable mention
- Ruotong Tian (2022)

**William M. McGovern Award for Academic Excellence, Leadership, and Citizenship**
- Anna Salinas Denniston (2022)

**Psychology Department Awards**

**Winfred Hill Award for Best Papers in Research Methods**
- Tanner Anthony Ortega-Santopietro (2022)

**William A. Hunt Award for Outstanding Senior Thesis**
- Claire Mason (2022)
- Malena Otero (2022)

**Psychology Department Travel Award**
- Hope Ariana Salvador (2020)

**Religious Studies Department Awards**

**Charisma Award**
- Victoria Faith Pawbush Grisanti (2022)

**Edmund Perry Award for Best Essay**
- Andrew Charles Johnston (2022)

**Science in Human Culture Program Awards**

**Certificate of Honor**
- Irene Li Quan (2022)

**Essay Prize**
- Emily Lauren Lam (2022)
- Rebecca Cailing Wu (2022)

**Slavic Languages and Literatures Department Awards**

**Kultura i Lingvistika Honor in Russian: Intermediate**
- Ryan Michael Hillyer (2022)
Phi Beta Kappa
Elected as Juniors
Carina Grace Biar
Madeline Grace Brown
Dori-Taylor Goyena Carter
Tomer Moshe Cherkii
Rachel Yuhe Chiou
Grace Lawler DeAngelis
Julia Danielle Greenberg
Julia Heilberg
Annika Narendra Hiresdai
Abby E. Hsiao
Ramzy Peter Isa
Andrew S. Laeuger
Garrett Kendall Louie
Daniel T. Luo
Sydney Matrisciano (2021)
Hasan Munshi
Zhuyang Ren
Samuel Harrison Roosner
Bengi Norah Rwabuhemba
Joshua Sanford
Laura Isabel Sastoque Pabon
Joy Yun Hui Zhao

Elected as Seniors
Cyrus Walter Gustafson Abrahamson
Regan Caroline Andringa-Seed
Gabriel Bogdan Augustynowicz
Michael Anthony Bianco
Lily Bess Boyd
Daisy Gizelle Brockhouse
Isabelle Gould Carlisle
Alexander Whitfield Carroll
Elena Charlson
Ronrong Chen
Zihan Chen
Audrey Chisholm (2022)
Radoslaw Tomasz Chrzanowski
Kendall Brooks Clark
Hannah Noelle Dembosky
Anna Salinas Denniston
Joshua David Drol
Samuel Harrison Roosner
Peyton Halsey
Nathan Thomas Heyen
Connor William Hopkins
Sarah Hsu
Meghna Jain
Justin Celiz Jasperse (2022)
Lyra Sperling Johnson
Minjee Jung
Andrew Owen Kearney
Clare Frances Kelley
Lizzie Jebarias Kiptui
Maryarita Kobotis
Kara Jeanette Kowalski
Emily Lauren Lam
Cheyanne Kayla Lawrence
Sangjun Lin
Chun Nam Li
Jingwei Li
Kye Elizabeth Shu-Liang Lin (2022)
Layna Mu
Greta Rose Lunder
Siyang Luo
Elena F. Maberry
Allison Macdonald
Hamza Mahmood
Madison McClellan
Shira Anita-Lena Nash
Matthew Patricio Norambuena
Santiago Patrick Oskandy
Malena Otero
Maxwell Jonyoon Paik
Michael W. Palaskas
Jay Patel
Irena Stephanie Petryk
Sean Michael Ray
Sabrina Yau Scheinberg

Elizabeth Schwalbach
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Seese
Tessa Belle Seifried
Sahil Seth
Lingxiao Shi
Cindy Xinyu Shou
Carolina Deborah Stutz
Sophia Rebecca Stutz
Li Kang Tan
Ruo Tong Tian
Teresa Truong
Jordan Anne Vaughn
Zoe Gambrill Vincent
Maxime A. Vidal
Yizhou Rosalind Wang
Alicia Marie Webb
Maggie Mei Yin Wong
Jiajing Yang
Xiangrong Yu
Sophia Britton Zimpfer
Jay S. Zou

Department and Program Honors
African American Studies
Jessica Vernice Portia Hunter
American Studies
Madeline Grace Brown
Dori-Taylor Goyena Carter
Alexander Paul Chun
Sunnie Alexandra Eraso
Eva Helena Herscowitz
Anthropology
Annalise Catherine Biesterfeld
Bengi Norah Rwabuhemba
Stephanie Grace Torelli
Rebecca Cainting Wu
Art History
Vitoria Monteiro de Carvalho Faria
Sloan Elizabeth Warner
Grace A. Wu
Art Theory and Practice
Connie Yang Deng (2022)
Catherine Marie Lui Moore
Nathanial Tomás Ortiz (2022)
Moyan Wang (2022)
Biological Sciences
Polina Cherepanova
Nicholas DiStefano
Troy David Fisher
Julia Isabelle Greenwood
Trevor Berg Hintz
Eleanor Grace Pope
Sumit Sen
Alexander Carlos Solivan
Nikola Stanic
Cecilia Helen Stumpf
Anna Valentine Yamazaki
Chemistry
Delaney Marie Bondoc
Radoslaw Tomasz Chrzanowski
Emelie Jean Farnam
Maria Daniela Guerrero
Kevin Sangoon Kim
Alejandro Nicolas Medina
Jasper Lin Montgomery
Hasan Munshi
Zhuyang Ren
Imra S. Tajuddin
Kelly Hoikwan Tam
Lucius Gabriel Veiga
Suhao Wang
Haley Lauren Wellman (2022)
Audianna Jane Wu

Classics
Audrey Chisholm
Grace Lawler DeAngelis
Greta Rose Lunder
Cognitive Science
Kylie Ro-Lan Lin

Comparative Literary Studies
Inbo Gottlieb-Fenves (also Mathematics)
Ruoxuan Liu

Earth and Planetary Sciences
Abby E. Hisao
Dana Maureen Small
Mia Lixing Thompson
Zoe Gambrill Vincent

Economics
Georgia Assanuma Dutra
Aaron Thomas Banks
Isabelle Gould Carlisle
Asterios Dougali
Hannah Abigail Feuer
Denis Gribincea
Matthew David Lindstrom
Benjamin Cram Lualdi
Elena F. Maberry
Hamza Mahmood
Irena Stephanie Petryk
Marielena Ramnath
Richa Sehgal
Henry Giovanni McGinnis van der Goes
Peir-Jye Wang
Isabella P. Wu
Melinda Deng Xu
Xiangnong Yu
Yaqin Zhou

English (Literature)
Jack Sutter Benson
Hadley E. Delany
Amelia Mey Haag
Devony Hof
Cheyanne Kayla Lawrence
Sonja Tripathi Peters
Joy Yun Hui Zhao

English (Writing)
Isabella Gabrielle Brown
Manqi Chen
Natalie Nicole Jarrett
Omar Salameh
Noah B. Rabinovitch
Laura Isabel Sastoque Pabon (also History)
Tanisha Samir Tekriwal

Environmental Sciences
Minjee Jung
Maxine A. Visa (2022)
Albert Wang

Gender and Sexuality Studies
Lucy Margaret Harrington
Max Fletcher Luberber

Geography
Max Joseph Marks

History
James Miguel Esperne
Sara Elaine Gronich
Griffin O’Hanlon Harris
Valeria Lira-Ruelas
Samuel Harrison Rosner
Laura Isabel Sastoque Pabon (also English Writing)
Carolina Débora Stutz
Hayley E. Wallenfeldt

Integrated Science
Samuel Jacob Frank
Andrew S. Laeuger
Chun Nam Li
Jay S. Zou

Interdisciplinary
Michael Fuyuan Chen (Economics and MMSS)
Xiangheng Chen (Economics and MMSS)
Tomer Moshe Cherki (Comparative Literary Studies and Jewish Studies, also Philosophy)
Hahrin Choi (Asian American Studies and Psychology)
Alyssa Michele Connor (Economics and MMSS)
Rebecca Huang (Economics and MMSS)
Yixin Liu (Economics and MMSS)
Daniel T. Luo (Economics and MMSS, 2022; also Mathematics)
John Anthony Perales Jr. (Philosophy and Political Science)
Zhuoran Su (Computer Science and MMSS)
Dorothy A. Tarasul (Economics and MMSS)
Alicia Marie Webb (African American Studies and Legal Studies)
Yujia Xie (Computer Science and MMSS)

International Studies
Nicholas Hwang Corvino (2022; also Philosophy, 2022)
Sophia Catherine Pennex

Latina and Latino Studies
Eivin Herrera-Valdez

Legal Studies
Natalie Anne Bartolomei
Zachary Louis Chorny
Anna Arden Craver (2022)
Freedom Gobel
Chelsea Guzman
Jenna Maria Spray (2022)
Brian A. Vogel (2022)

Mathematical Methods in the Social Sciences
Naomi Birov Aisen
John Jia Cao
Meghana Jain
Charis Younghee Lee (2022)
Sean Kai-Xu Liu
Andrew Russell Miller

Mathematics
Mohammed Alzergani
Gunnar Thomas Anderson (2022)
Gwen Cooke
Inbo Gottlieb-Fenves (also Comparative Literary Studies)
Jingwei Li

Neuroscience
Carina Grace Biar
Gabriel Ahuizechukwu Dara
Olivia Ann DeGulis
Sarah Hsu
Yasmeen Nahas
Lingxiao Shi
George Shum
Arushi Tiwari
Natalie Ann Turner
Yizhou Rosalind Wang
Hana Yoon

Philosophy
Tomer Moshe Cherki (also Interdisciplinary)
Nicholas Hwang Corvino (2022; also International Studies, 2022)
Yuechen Gao
Justin Celiz Jasparse (2022)
Sofia Rebeca Stutz
Roslyn Jean Valdespino (2022)

Physics and Astronomy
Gabriel Bogdan Augustynowicz
Carly Elizabeth Galvin
Garrett Kendall Louie
Ari J. Sloss

Political Science
Felix Beilin (2022)
Anna Salinas Denniston
Zoe Rose Golub
David Amado Grow
Naomi Peters Kostman
Matthew Patricio Norambuena
Peter Charles Spoerri
Ruotong Tian

Psychology
Arianna Isabella Carpati
Phoebe E. Chapnick-Sorokin
Elana Charlson
Rachel Yuhei Chiu
Amy Fan
Alexandra Maria Feigin
Joshua Francis Kennedy (2022)
Angel Janie Lee
Sangjun Samuel Lee
Isaiah Jose Lopez
Claire Mason
Gabriel Minchev
Malena Otero
Olivia Putnam (2022)
Emmanuel-David O. Tadese

Sociology
Zihan Chen
Lucas da Valle Bezerra
Sierra Rose Erdman-Luntz
Katie Feldstein
José Trinidad Medina
Samantha Ruth Powell
Mychael Israel Torres

Spanish and Portuguese
Ella Amelia Bartt
Sophia Britton Zimpfer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Name and Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>George M. Sargent Award</td>
<td>Hannah Hachamovitch (also 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kate Xintong Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hannah Chu Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Studies Department Awards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Studies Departmental Book Award</td>
<td>Sarah Yong Lee (also 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lucia G. London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elyse Prim Yun (also 2020, 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank J. Galati Prize for Undergraduate Essays in Performance Studies</td>
<td>Zachary Evan Forbes (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Talia Paige Schuholf (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Lavey Prize</td>
<td>Lucia G. London (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio/Television/Film Department Awards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award</td>
<td>Xanthe Moon Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eugene Brye III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seunghoo Chang (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dusty Mae Coen (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Aron Garcia-Bryce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audrey F. Henry (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tanya Hayley Herrmann (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adala Nyanmoita Makhulo (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ahlaam Fatema Moledina (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sawyer Sadd (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anna Misook-Lucille Skilлом (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sierra Thoulouis (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nathaniel Louis Unger (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bindley Film Production Award</td>
<td>Tanisha Samir Tekriwal (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Saines Award</td>
<td>Jila Lynae Carey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joann Torretta Award</td>
<td>Catherine Marie Lui Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNUR Willis L. Butler Leadership Award</td>
<td>Edwin Junior Chalas Caivas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abigail Ruth Everding (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catherine Marie Lui Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre Department Awards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance Program Excellence Award</td>
<td>Dana Maureen Small (also 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre Departmental Award for Excellence in Leadership and Service</td>
<td>Gabriela Furtado Coutinho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arella Dawn Flur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre Departmental Excellence Award</td>
<td>Gabriela Furtado Coutinho (2020, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samantha DeVries (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunnie Alexandra Eraso (2020, 2021, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mikaela Elise-Stephenson Fens (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arella Dawn Flur (2021, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anelga Nora Hajjar (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Louis Hartman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruoyin Jiao (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harrison McCall Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madalena Martins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Molly Elizabeth McDermott (also 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natalie Rarick (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sean Cole Zuckerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurand Harris Award</td>
<td>Samantha DeVries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Theatre Certificate</td>
<td>Gabrielle Bieder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wesley Nicholas D'Alelio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natalie Sarah Daninisch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rachael Ann Dec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samantha DeVries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunnie Alexandra Eraso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dani Goldberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexandra Grace Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruoyin Jiao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelly Marie Killorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nicholas Ford Kinney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harrison McCall Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Danielle Juliet Llevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilke Daniel Macariola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edward Jae Warren Maday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alejandro David Malavet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catherine Caitlin Maldonado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Molly Elizabeth McDermott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>August Blanco Rosenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jared Son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kara Marie Bisselle Toll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gray Turner Watson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allana Chung Yoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sean Cole Zuckerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnes Nixon Playwriting Award</td>
<td>Anelga Nora Hajjar (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mitchell Louis Huntley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norrenbrock Design Award</td>
<td>Hayley E. Wallenfeld (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Rae Anderson Vetrano and Clarke J. Vetrano Scholarship</td>
<td>Madeline Grace Oberle (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natalie Rarick (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winifred Ward Award</td>
<td>Natalie Rarick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern University in Qatar Awards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Award</td>
<td>Zeeest Marriam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deann's Award</td>
<td>Xingyu Qin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deann's Scholastic Highest Honors</td>
<td>Khadija Ahmad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dana Mohamed Maher Said Al-Hayek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maya Amjad M. Aliissis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sahar Rabih Bou Hamdan Ghanem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farouk Essalhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoi Leng Lam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abdullah Imran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Ann Kuriyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xingyu Qin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deann's Scholastic High Honors</td>
<td>Ali Umair Almar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jehad Nael Alfallaq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maryam Khalid N. I. Al-Hail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lama Mohammad Al-Qatami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Princess Jannah Sisman Collado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Majd Basim Nasr Allah Heikel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yara Amr Abdelhamid Mahrous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zeeest Marriam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dean's Scholastic Honors
Hend Ahmad M. I. Al-Derbasti
Hakem Al Meqdad
Malek Abdullah El Bini
Theethe Gwiza Ngalula
Sara Yousef A. M. Mufthah
Neeha Rashid
Mary Jessy Milena Uwikuzo Kaligirwa

Liberal Arts Award
Khadiah Ahmad

Student Leadership Award
Jehad Nael AlHallaq

Lambda Pi Eta
Undergraduate
Dhriti Ramachandran Arun
Eugene Brye III
Alyssa Robin Burton
Asta Ceesay
Seunghuee Chang
Manqi Chen
Amber Elly Cohon
Isaac Britt Conner
Gabriela Furtado Coutinho
Elizabeth J. Craan
Blake Croft
Briana Cara Crowley
Karen Yuije Cui
Elizabeth Frances Davis
Victoria Deng
Sunnie Alexandra Eraso
Miakela Elise-Stephenson Penn
Arella Dawn Flur
Zachary Evan Forbes
Zachary Evan Fox
Elizabeth Malsbary Freiburger
Natalie Anne Friedman
Amy Guo
Anelga Nora Hajjar
Lucy Margaret Harrington
Georgia Marie Harris
Andrew Louis Hartman
Sydney Nicole Hastings-Smith
John Ryan Hecimovich
Mary Rachel Hilbert
Mitchell Louis Huntley
Samuel Barnett Jenkins
Ruoqin Jiao
Andrew Charles Johnston
Lucy C. Jung
Lauren C. Kelly
Jared Frederick Kimmel
Edward Noah Ko
Katherine Koonsup
Julia Shulanmit Kruger
Sarina Sze-Yiu Ku
Ginny Gajin Lee
Sarah Yong Lee
Margaret Rose Lezcano
Kylie Ro-Lan Lin
Ruoquan Liu
Danielle Juliet Llevada
Ryan Michael Magrisi
Adala Nymoita Makhulo
Noah Manalo
Rachel Tall Mandelker
Madalena Martins
Zachary Adam McCravy
Tyler Jacob Husted Medvec
Ahlam Fatema Moledina
Samantha Isabel Noeth Lewis
Madeline Grace Oberle
Olivia O’Brien
Eitan Lavi Pessah
Margot Britman Present
Xinyuan Pu
Grace Elizabeth Reininger
Joshua Dylan Ryan
Nicholas Karl Schoenbrodt
Ceara Schreibstein
Ranna Shababi
Amanda Rae Sobel
Christina Francesca Stearns
Alexa Morgan Takeuchi
Tansha Samir Tekriwal
Sydney Marie Tennill
Sierra Thoulouis
Anh Vinh Vo
Hayley E. Wallenfeldt
Christiana Ka-Ling Wang
Gray Turner Watson
Benjamin Eric Weiss
Kendall Morgan Wieland
Kennedy Leigh Williams
Hannah Chu Yang
Allana Chung Yoo
Da Eun Yoon
Elyse Prim Yun
Leah Carina Zeuss

Graduate
Mussirah Totah Abdelkader
Carmella Denise Baldwin
Natalie Barbich
Kelvin Boddie
Melissa Lynn Bruckman
Anna Louise Champion
Lingzi Lunar Chen
Xiaoqi Chen
Jeanette Dominguez
Veronica M. Dunlay
Nate Andrea Estela Borja
Georgia Haseltine Evans
Kelly Elizabeth Figley
Maria Gerges-Rodriguez
Khushi Goenka
Natalie Rose Goldman
Kathryn A. Hoffmann
Michelle Houle
Ian Robert Kelly
Katherine Jeanne Kemmer
Claire Marie Krupela
Kellan Kryak
Jocelyn Mantakul
Jonathan Victor Mayo
Theresa Claire G. Millare
Regina Onuma Martinez
Cynthia Padilla
Jasmine Pickett
Elizabeth Anne Reeves
Gracie Reyes
Daryn Susan Robinson
Brooke Alessandra Romansky
Rafael Salazar
Ann Sedgwick
Ella Rose Silverman
Katelyn Pamela Smith
Heidi Svejda
Natalie Rose Teichman
Paige Marie Valente
Xavier Vilar-Brasser
Kristin Claire Voltare
Megan Wang
Maya Ruth Han Wanner
Paulina Wersocki
Hoi Ying Yuen

Debate Awards
Milton S. Florshcin Prize
Wasim Irshad Rahaman (2020, 2021)
Timothy Paul Wegener III (also 2020, 2021, 2022)

John B. Kirk Awards
Wasim Irshad Rahaman (2020, 2021)
Timothy Paul Wegener III (also 2020, 2021, 2022)

Department Honors
Distinction in Communication Sciences and Disorders
Keely Pickett
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Hons Program
Keely Pickett
Kennedy Leigh Williams

Distinction in Communication Studies
Hannah Hachamovitch
Kyle Ro-Lan Lin
Hannah Chu Yang

Distinction in Performance Studies
Elyse Prim Yun

Distinction in Performance Studies Honors Program
Lucia G. London

Distinction in Radio/Television/Film
Arjun Shivraj Kumar
Elizabeth Malsbary Freiburger
Nicholas Karl Schoenbrodt

Distinction in Theatre
Natalie Anne Friedman
Andrew Louis Hartman
Devony Hof
Harrison McCall Lewis
Dana Maureen Small

Theatre Honors Program
Madeline Grace Oberle
Xinyuan Pu
Sydney Marie Tennill
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL POLICY

School of Education and Social Policy Honors
Maayan Abouzaglo
Ryley Boddeker-O’Connor
Julia Grace Ellis
Owen Powell Elton
Jacob Charles Geil
Jackson Hugill
Natalie Lillian Sliskovich
Joanna Lynne Tasch
Jiarui Yu

Alumni Leadership Award
Eman Kasha Akhtar
Christopher James Cvikota

Certificate in Civic Engagement
Tanya Anjali Bhargava
Nala Marie Bishop
Lauren Michele Black
Ryley Boddeker-O’Connor
Erica Catherine Davis
Grace Deng
Jasmin Nalley Flores
Logan Paige Akua Fosu
Sydney Erin Goldstein
Han Sol Lee
Anne Li
Kwan Yi Chloe Lim
Kenzie Berryman Misso
Shira Anita-Lena Nash
Byann Paige Perlestein
Freskida Sejdiu
Madison L. Smith
Sydney Marie Tennill
Haley Hope Wanner

SESP Leadership Institute
Nala Marie Bishop
Citlalli Cazales
Gift Obarinee Chujor
Trinity Ann Collins
Yun Lee
Anahi Marquez
Melissa Shawky Megala
Djamila Sidikou Oumarou
Grace M. Park
Milkenie Ray Roberts
Gerardo E. Rodriguez
Valeria Janeth Rodriguez
Bryan Enrique Sanchez Caceres
Freskida Sejdiu
Kaitlin Marie Shaw
Crystal Tang
Mychal Israel Torres
Derex Cai Wangmang

ROBERT R. MCCORMICK SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Ovid W. Eshbach Award
Bill She-Nan Yan

Harold B. Goitas Undergraduate Research Award
Justin Griffith

McCormick School Alumni Award
Grace Audrey Hochberg

Applied Mathematics Award
Outstanding Senior in Applied Mathematics
Samuel Y. Jung

Biomedical Engineering Awards
Biomedical Engineering Award for Research
Jingxuan Gong
Mingyu Zhou

Lyle F. Mockros Outstanding Senior Award
Nina Roberto Galvez
Anastasia Lantsova
Lucas E. Sant’Anna

Outstanding Academic Achievement Award
Lucas E. Sant’Anna
Mingyu Zhou

Robert B. Taggart Best Design Award
Eliana Maya Davis
Benjamin Cole Monroe
Lucas E. Sant’Anna

Chemical Engineering Awards
Department Service and Leadership Award
Ria Gokarn

Harry McCormack Award
Justin Griffith

Omega Chi Epsilon Award
Sarah Elizabeth Sobol

Civil Engineering Awards
Distinguished Civil Engineering Senior Award
Katherine S. Lev
Robert Lukasz Szymczyk Jr.

Wallis S. Hamilton Award for Civil and Environmental Engineering
Lian Gasko
Victoria Pirozzi
Innovative Design Award
Avinash Pei-Heng Chung
Robert J. Hickmott

Jimmy Quon Memorial Award for Environmental Engineering Senior
Cynthia Xueyu Cheng

Industrial Engineering Awards
Arthur P. Hurter Academic Excellence Award
Abigail Claire Brandt

Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences Department Award
Jing Ming Li
Marlena Jadwiga Noeth

Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences Senior Leadership Award
Emily M. Hull

Materials Science and Engineering Awards
Hilliard Award for Undergraduate Leadership, Scholarship, and Service
Davy Zeng

Hilliard Award for Undergraduate Research and Design
Jazmyn Lu

Mechanical Engineering Awards
Mechanical Engineering Chair’s Special Recognition
Kayla Louise Blas

Undergraduate Academic Achievement Award
Adam Harrison Pelberg

Undergraduate Leadership and Service Award
Jun Yamasaki

Undergraduate Research and Innovation Award
Dingcheng Huang

Computer Science Award
Outstanding Senior in Computer Science
Maya Blumovitz
Amil Dravid
Grace X. Liu
Julian Liam O’Carroll
Antonio Alexis Rocha

Electrical Engineering Awards
Outstanding Electrical and Computer Engineering Undergraduate Research/Design Award
Thomas L. Douglas

Outstanding Senior in Electrical Engineering
Theerut Amornkasemwong
Haolan Tong Zhan

Environmental Engineering Awards
Distinguished Environmental Engineering Senior Award
Katherine S. Lev
Wallis S. Hamilton Award for Civil and Environmental Engineering
Lian Gasko
Victoria Pirozzi

Industrial Engineering Awards
Arthur P. Hurter Academic Excellence Award
Abigail Claire Brandt

Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences Department Award
Jing Ming Li
Marlena Jadwiga Noeth

Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences Senior Leadership Award
Emily M. Hull

Materials Science and Engineering Awards
Hilliard Award for Undergraduate Leadership, Scholarship, and Service
Davy Zeng

Hilliard Award for Undergraduate Research and Design
Jazmyn Lu

Mechanical Engineering Awards
Mechanical Engineering Chair’s Special Recognition
Kayla Louise Blas

Undergraduate Academic Achievement Award
Adam Harrison Pelberg

Undergraduate Leadership and Service Award
Jun Yamasaki

Undergraduate Research and Innovation Award
Dingcheng Huang
Segal Design Institute Awards

Director’s Award for Manufacturing and Design Engineering
Callista Sukohardjo
Anchen Tong
Quynh-Nhi Gabriella Tran

Eta Kappa Nu
Theerat Amornkasemwong
Bum Joon Cho
Isabelle Luise Johnson
Zachary Allyn Kofford
Slobodanka Smilkova
Zoe Katherine Snead
Jakub J. Wolsza
Ruiqi Xu
Haolan Tong Zhan
Peter Zhou

Omega Chi Epsilon
Evan Paul Bergen Epstein
Ethan Boardman
Nicholas Francis Byrne
Lena Kyu-in Caruso
Joseph Lee Galindo
Justin Griffith
Kat Zell William Kadlic
Obonete Rehlwe Kebadireng
Graham Nordquist
Natan Spear

Pi Tau Sigma
Connor Philip Alcock
Nathaniel Boomer Arnold
Diogo Castro Nogueira da Costa
Lindsey Shinyoung Hahm
Hannah I-en Huang
Justin M. Lautenberg
Adam Harrison Pelberg
Peter Brown Tuchler
Corey Julian Wang
Jun Yamasaki

Tau Beta Pi
Aino Alkio
Katrina Ambler Baniak
Evan Paul Bergen Epstein
Maya Blumovitz
Abigail Claire Brandt
Minwoo Chang
Alex Chao
Cynthia Xueyu Cheng
Wing Chow
Yvan Chu
Eliana Maya Davis
Amil Dravid
Emma Hope Estberg
Benjamin Robert Fisk
Sophie Alex Furlow
Joseph Lee Galindo
Sahar Ganti-Agrawal
Justin Griffith
Lydia Shinyoung Hahm
Haoyu Hu

Chemical Engineering
Joseph Lee Galindo
Daniel E. Soto
Natan Spear
Jake Wilde Turner
Kaua’i Wu

Computer Science
Amil Dravid
Peizhi Liu
Ruiqi Xu

Environmental Engineering
Cynthia Xueyu Cheng
Robert Hickmott
Kelsey L. Yao

Materials Science and Engineering
Jaime Alon Berkovich
Raymonde Elizabeth Council
Jazmyn Ia
André Matthew Ricarte Tayamen

Mechanical Engineering
Dashiel Hillemann Slanowitz
Jun Yamasaki

Hodge EXCEL Scholars
Jeffrey Bante Blibo
Natalie Griarte Brewster
Katherine Alyssa Brown
Dana Michelle Corbin
Raymonde Elizabeth Council
Jared L. Custer
Francine Lenna Kibwana
Joshua Kim
Edward Kimble
David Alexander Meza
Antonio Alexis Rocha
Olivia Darley Sackley
Michael Anthony Vega

Murphy Institute Scholars
Ria Desai
Samuel R. Griswold
Niraj Shah
Sarah Elizabeth Sobol
Callista Sukohardjo

Undergraduate Honors Program

Applied Mathematics
Sahar Ganti-Agrawal
William He
Jun Yamasaki

Biomedical Engineering
Irina Y. Cheng
Eliana Maya Davis
Joshua Nathaniel Dean
Nina Roberto Galvez
Jingxuan Gong
Suyeon Kim
Anastasia Lantsova
Benjamin Cole Monroe
Lucas E. Sant’Anna
MEDILL SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM, MEDIA, INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

Gary Cummings Memorial Award
Andrew Jake Rowan
Olivia Rachel Jacqueline Yarvis

William C. Fyffe Award
Andrew Jake Rowan

Harry Franklin Harrington Awards
Health, Environment and Science
Ilana Wolchinsky

Media Innovation and Content Strategy
Haley Elizabeth Fuller

Politics, Policy, and Foreign Affairs
Pingping Yin

Health, Environment and Science
Ilana Wolchinsky

Investigative
Alexander Cole Harrison

Social Justice and Solutions Journalism
Kinsey Marie Crowley

Sports Media
Alyssa Jade Haduck

Kappa Tau Alpha
Undergraduate
Jude Cramer
Grace Deng
Monazza Asif Farooqi
Jacqueline Marcelle Germain
Eva Helena Herscowitz
Bettina Bridges Huang
Sara Jo Kadoura
Vanessa Kjeldsen
Maren Leigh Kranking
Sida Lai
Areesha Khan Lodhi
Max Fletcher Lubbers
Julia Chambers MacCary
Michael Gordon McDonough
Angel Yola Mizizi
Teresa Christine Nowakowski
Fatma Oueslati
Andrew Jake Rowan
Talia Paige Schulhof
Maia Lucia Spoto
Kya Noreen Steck
Kexin Wang
Olivia Rachel Jacqueline Yarvis
Beatrice Zemelyte

Graduate
Zinya Alsaliti
Hannah Beir
Hyeyoon Choi
Kinsey Marie Crowley
Grace Marie Finnell-Gudvien
Haley Elizabeth Fuller
Jenna Brooke Greenzaid
Alyssa Jade Haduck
Alexander Cole Harrison
Isabel Rosen Hochman
Huiyu Hu
Hannah Rose Jackson
Ryan Jaewon Kim
Zoe Malin
Juntang Qian
Gabrielle Celeste Rancifer
Grant Schwab
Elizabeth Grace Vanderau
Christina Elizabeth van Waasbergen
Kexin Wang
Ilana Wolchinsky

Northwestern University in Qatar Awards

Class Valedictorian
Sida Lai

Dean’s Scholastic Highest Honors
Lena Raed Nawaf Al-Homoud
Monazza Asif Farooqi
Tayyaba Imran
Sida Lai
William Gitta Lugolooobi
Asmae Nakib
Fatma Oueslati
Beatrice Zemelyte

Dean’s Scholastic High Honors
Nadia Mustafa Yaqoub Al Hinai
Fai Mohammed S. A. Al-Naimi
Makeda Shimelis Ararso
Leticia Mendes Da Costa Bila
Muhammad Shahan Ejaz
Areesha Khan Lodhi
Rea Singh Mishra
Antonella Sansalone
Jiwon Seo
Muhammad Abdullah Imran Tahir

Dean’s Scholastic Honors
Raghdan Alhennawi
Noura A. S. Alshantti
Noora Abdulrahman Al-Thani
Nahmeneel Sisay Gemeschu
Kholoud Ibrahim M. Y. Kafoud
Azma Hasina Mulundika
Sarah Shamim
Haoyun Xue

Journalism Award
Fatma Oueslati

PRITZKER SCHOOL OF LAW

Leigh B. Bienen Prize
Jacqueline Marie O’Brien

Arlyn Miner Book Awards for Excellence in Legal Writing and Research
Arianna Banks
Ella Shaw Chohrek
Jordan Thibodeau Gerlach
Lauren Elizabeth McBride
Bradford McGann
Jacqueline Marie O’Brien
Sarah Peng
Jonathan Martin Ward
Marian Virginia Woznica

Julius H. Miner Moot Court Competition, 2022
Best Oralist
Daniel John Damitio
Jacqueline Marie O’Brien
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award for Outstanding Speaker
Daniel John Damitio
Lowden-Wigmore Prize for Finalists
Elizabeth Sophia Charles
Daniel John Damitio
Jacqueline Marie O’Brien
Clara Pech
Adlai E. Stevenson II Award for Best Brief
Hannah Ruth Friedle
Maggie Elizabeth Jokinen

John Paul Stevens Prize for Academic Excellence
Jacqueline Marie O’Brien

Wigmore Key
Sarah Turner

Order of the Coif
Dominic Bayer
Jordana Beh
Joseph Blass
Thomas McNeal Butcher Jr.
Ella Shaw Chohrek
Daniel J. Cummins
Daniel John Damitio
Mari Earhart-Price
David Martin Epstein
Hannah Ruth Friedle
Anthony M. Khilkov
Nicole Julia Koshevatskiy
Jackson Turner Lane
Allison Lee
Adam Louie Lefkowitz
Caleb Linton
Joshua Lustig
Samuel Mitchell
Jacqueline Marie O’Brien
Katherine Plaster
Jared Stehle
Grace Stippich
Nicholas J. Wagner
Duncan Michelle Weinstein
Daniel Zylberberg

Master of Laws with Honors
Zulfia Abdulmanova
Jerónimo Amenabar Vial
Samara Azevedo Fagundes
Yilan Ba
Shengjie Cai
Rodrigo Carmona Herrán
Wanlin Che
Yiming Chen
Jose Eduardo Coronado Castro
Lucas Degrossi
Andrés de Iruarrizaga
Lishan Deng
Wanting Ding
Jiaqi Duan
Laura Ducati Dabronzo
Laura Katharina Dürr
Stefanie Engmann
Franco Jofre Ricigmulo
Vanessa Kershenovich Jaet
Javier Laval Albaran
Mengxuan Li
Peize Li
Wenyu Li
Xudong Li
Yiran Li
Yicun Liang
Yiyun Lin
Jianing Liu
Yutong Liu
Zihao Liu
Xiangbo Lyu
Samantha Anne Monzon
Elizabeth Nankunda
Fabio Pacileo Costa
Flor Elias Pompeu
Christian Prencipe
Jiang Qi
Chuxin Qin
Nicolás Agustín Ramos
Stelio Spuanci
Yiwei Shen
Zijian Shen
Lingyu Sheng
Smiti Singrodia
Chang Su
Meiyun Su
Axel Daniel Emmanuel Susini
Jieman Tan
Antonio Toca Gallego
Diana Gabriela Torres Miranda
Catalina Ucros Tellez
Renato Vasconcellos de Arruda Filho
Mateo Vasquez
Bowen Wang
Jiaqiao Wang
Yanni Wang
Yuanjing Wang
Yubo Wang
Yunuo Wu
Zhendong Wu
Shiqi Xu
Mengjing Xu
Zehui Yan
Yuqi Yao
Yitao Yuan
Junjie Yue
Bingran Zhang
Jian Zhang
Xiaoqing Zhang
Xiaoyue Zhang
Zhijie Zhang
Zhuoyu Zhang
Erdong Zhao
Zhongming Zhu

Master of Laws (International Executive Master's Program) with Honors
Haim Hii Haiam Abou Kutub
Barehan Abu Kaoud
Estefania Arciniegas Carvajal
María José Assis Iragorri
Leonardo Borrio Chamorro
Luisa Fernanda Cardona Otálora
Maïela Talla Chau Rivera
Fabiane Correia Dias Brites
Eran Davidovitch
Adriana de la Piedra Chávez
Natasha Denkovska
Edmundo Elias-Loyola
Ron Paim
Mariana González Hernández
Aylas Herzog
Liron Keissar
Inbal Klein
Nicolás Larrea Fradejas
Or Rinat Mathiab
Tariq Mazarib
Tomer Mizrahi
Jaime Israel Moreno Treviño
Stefan Naef
Sofía Margarita Otoya Tono
Shay Podoler
Tomer Reuven
Yuriko Sato
Nataliya Slyvenko
Hadar Tzur
Guy Vardi
Anangel Vivas González
Noah Weiss Mor
Marc-Philipp Hendrik Wiesenberg
Ahreum Yang

Master of Laws in Taxation with Honors
Bunni Deborah Ayo Ogunmuko
Amalia Melissa Castro
Paweł Chodzinski
Michael Conroy
Nicholas J. Hays
Lilian Amenawon Irua
Madison Jones
Derek Larson
Lang Liu
Joseph Pavalon
Jing Peng
Sina Setayeshpour
Diana M. Solano Florez
Joshua Stein
Joseph Sebastian Trytten
John Marshall Wilson

Master of Science in Law with Honors
Patrick Ryan Daniel Adams
Omar Khalid Algonaian
Nicole Heiderscheidt Breitbach
Chandler Bridges
Jennifer Lee Busto
Joseph A. Carretta
Demitra Marie Charalab
Gina Choi
Mya Clarke
Chloe Danielle Corder
Jayue Dong
Christopher Duley
Victoria Olivia Forte
Robert Grahek
Stephanie Elizabeth Haas
Deryl Ingle
Kevin James Ingram
Patrick Kang
Ryan Knoll
Ning Yu Lam

Master of Laws in International Human Rights with Honors
Daniel Caballero
Caitlin Fernandez Zamora
Anusha Kharel
Iryna Rekrut
Beensih Zia

Master of Studies in Law with Honors
Kuanzi Ji
Kateryna O. Mishina

Master of Laws in Taxation with Honors
Bunni Deborah Ayo Ogunmuko
Amalia Melissa Castro
Paweł Chodzinski
Michael Conroy
Nicholas J. Hays
Lilian Amenawon Irua
Madison Jones
Derek Larson
Lang Liu
Joseph Pavalon
Jing Peng
Sina Setayeshpour
Diana M. Solano Florez
Joshua Stein
Joseph Sebastian Trytten
John Marshall Wilson

Master of Science in Law with Honors
Patrick Ryan Daniel Adams
Omar Khalid Algonaian
Nicole Heiderscheidt Breitbach
Chandler Bridges
Jennifer Lee Busto
Joseph A. Carretta
Demitra Marie Charalab
Gina Choi
Mya Clarke
Chloe Danielle Corder
Jayue Dong
Christopher Duley
Victoria Olivia Forte
Robert Grahek
Stephanie Elizabeth Haas
Deryl Ingle
Kevin James Ingram
Patrick Kang
Ryan Knoll
Ning Yu Lam
J. L. KELLOGG SCHOOL OF
MANAGEMENT

Dean's Academic Achievement Award
Conner Clark Bellows
Alden Isabel Cowap
Julia Da Cunha Castro Morgan
Patrick James Duffy III
Trevor Jacob Gift
Samuel Morey Jordan
Karolina Kim
Rachel Elizabeth MacKay O'Connor
Christian Demetri Nikolopoulos
Colton Hunt Smith
Cydney Marie Smith
Ellen Marie Tippow

Master of Business Administration with Distinction
Samuel Allen Akers
Noel Jean Eymann Antonisse
Artur Arruda Spindola
Kelly Michelle Aucoin
Matthew Charles Baier
Stephanie Ann Baiien
Charles Isaac Bank
Conner Clark Bellows
Zaynah Mumtaz Malik Bellows
Tara Rose Bereche
Frank Peter Bergonzi III
George Boumitri
Eren Bozbag
Robert Holmes Browning
Gabrielle Idalia Bunney
Courtney Stewart Burke
John Patrick Carney
Melissa Chananie
Sheetal Chandrashekar
Andrew Chang-Gu
Julie Chen
Forrest Dale Christiansen
Matthew Alexander Bradley Clough
Daniel Concha
Alden Isabel Cowap
John William Croll
Julia Da Cunha Castro Morgan
Margaux Nicole DeChambre
Bjorn Gilbert De Groote
Noelle Harasym
Nolan Gregory Hartwick
Akshay Mandal Hingwe
Kyle Wayne Holtzman
John William Croll
Julia Da Cunha Castro Morgan
Sara Kathleen Day
Nolan Gregory Hartwick
Akshay Mandal Hingwe
Kyle Wayne Holtzman

Usman Khan
Karolina Kim
Christine Jieyon Kim
Matthew Edward Levey
Bradley William Levin
Edward Stafford Lusted
Rachel Elizabeth MacKay O'Connor
Nuzhat Maherin
Utkarsh Makkar
Nicholas Elliott Marshall
Katharine Miller
Ermal Mladenova
Jackson Augusta Montalbano
Alexander Montero
Chloe Nagub
Shelby Centofanti Nakhare
Christian Demetri Nikolopoulos
Christina Allen Nisell
Michael Jacob O'Malley
Lucas Orsatto da Silva
Matthew Hamilton Ostrowski
Mihir H. Parekh
Kevin Allen Pickett
Brendan J. Power
Karishma Ratnani
Sandesh Rawat
Alexandra Mary Roat
Jacob Robert Roeper
Sarah Thompson Rogers
Hiroya Nicholas Sato
Sinnad Michael Scott
Brandon Keay Guan See
Yesuto Richard Shaw
Jonathan Charnin Shieh
Samantha Rose Shipp
Shruti Sitaram
Garrett Michael Skrbich
Brett Thomas Slyeyster
Donald David Slominski II
Colton Hunt Smith
Cydney Marie Smith
Troy Austin Southwell
Sean Orion Spatz
Taylor Kim Spellings
Brett Thomas Stoehr
John Blalock Stone
Haley Collins Stutts Carney
Anant Vaidyanathan Subramaniam
Kyle Scott Tamboli
Brian David Tang
Haider Sulaiman Tarar
Ellen Marie Tippow
Han-Chuan Tiao
Alex Lixi Lori Vielmatti
Joshua Mitchell Wasserman
Katherine Noble Williamson
Benjamin Robert Yoder
Ellen Grein Zdravkovic
Weihua Zheng

Beta Gamma Sigma
Samuel Allen Akers
Noel Jean Eymann Antonisse
Artur Arruda Spindola
Kelly Michelle Aucoin
Matthew Charles Baier
Stephanie Ann Baiien
Charles Isaac Bank
Conner Clark Bellows
Zaynah Mumtaz Malik Bellows
Tara Rose Bereche
Frank Peter Bergonzi III
Spencer Austin Blair
Oscar Mariano Bogaert
George Boumitri
Eren Bozbag
Robert Holmes Browning
Gabrielle Idalia Bunney
Courtney Stewart Burke
John Patrick Carney
Melissa Chananie
Sheetal Chandrashekar
Andrew Chang-Gu
Julie Chen
Forrest Dale Christiansen
Matthew Alexander Bradley Clough
Daniel Concha
Alden Isabel Cowap
John William Croll
Julia Da Cunha Castro Morgan
Sara Kathleen Day
Nolan Gregory Hartwick
Akshay Mandal Hingwe
Kyle Wayne Holtzman

Mihir H. Parekh
Kevin Allen Pickett
Brendan J. Power
Karishma Ratnani
Sandesh Rawat
Alexandra Mary Roat
Jacob Robert Roeper
Sarah Thompson Rogers
Hiroya Nicholas Sato
Sinnad Michael Scott
Brandon Keay Guan See
Yesuto Richard Shaw
Jonathan Charnin Shieh
Samantha Rose Shipp
Shruti Sitaram
Shelby Centofanti Nakhare
Christian Demetri Nikolopoulos
Christina Allen Nisell
Michael Jacob O'Malley
Lucas Orsatto da Silva
Matthew Hamilton Ostrowski
Mihir H. Parekh
Kevin Allen Pickett
Brendan J. Power
Karishma Ratnani
Sandesh Rawat
Alexandra Mary Roat
Jacob Robert Roeper
Sarah Thompson Rogers
Hiroya Nicholas Sato
Sinnad Michael Scott
Brandon Keay Guan See
Yesuto Richard Shaw
Jonathan Charnin Shieh
Samantha Rose Shipp
Shruti Sitaram

Andrew Chang-Gu
Julie Chen
Forrest Dale Christiansen
Matthew Alexander Bradley Clough
Daniel Concha
Alden Isabel Cowap
John William Croll
Julia Da Cunha Castro Morgan
Sara Kathleen Day
Margaux Nicole DeChambre
Bjorn Gilbert De Groote
Neil Dudani
Sarah Stiles Duffey
Eliza Coogan Duffy
Patrick James Duffy III
Alexandra Ioana Dumitru
Ilya Durow
Brandon Joseph Edelman
William Harrison Eisenberg
Jorge Elizagaray Montero
Jacob Henry Erickson
Jaye James Fan
Mercedes Flowers
Xin Er Gao
Trevor Jacob Gift
Manognya Deepthi Goriby
Stephen Patrick Griscoski
Tyler James Grinstead
Siddharth Gupta
Simi Gupta
Brandon Gustafson
William Kent Haefner
Noelle Harasym
Nolan Gregory Hartwick
Akshay Mandal Hingwe
Kyle Wayne Holtzman
Allison Grace Jacobsen
Anant Jain
Christopher Daniel Johnson
Samuel Morey Jordan
Ryan Michael Kania
Robert Holmes Browning
Gabrielle Idalia Bunney
Courtney Stewart Burke
John Patrick Carney
Melissa Chananie
Sheetal Chandrashekar
Andrew Chang-Gu
Julie Chen
Forrest Dale Christiansen
Matthew Alexander Bradley Clough
Daniel Concha
Alden Isabel Cowap
John William Croll
Julia Da Cunha Castro Morgan
Sara Kathleen Day
Nolan Gregory Hartwick
Akshay Mandal Hingwe
Kyle Wayne Holtzman

Mihir H. Parekh
Kevin Allen Pickett
Brendan J. Power
Karishma Ratnani
Sandesh Rawat
Alexandra Mary Roat
Jacob Robert Roeper
Sarah Thompson Rogers
Hiroya Nicholas Sato
Sinnad Michael Scott
Brandon Keay Guan See
Yesuto Richard Shaw
Jonathan Charnin Shieh
Samantha Rose Shipp
Shruti Sitaram
Shelby Centofanti Nakhare
Christian Demetri Nikolopoulos
Christina Allen Nisell
Michael Jacob O'Malley
Lucas Orsatto da Silva
Matthew Hamilton Ostrowski
Mihir H. Parekh
Kevin Allen Pickett
Brendan J. Power
Karishma Ratnani
Sandesh Rawat
Alexandra Mary Roat
Jacob Robert Roeper
Sarah Thompson Rogers
Hiroya Nicholas Sato
Sinnad Michael Scott
Brandon Keay Guan See
Yesuto Richard Shaw
Jonathan Charnin Shieh
Samantha Rose Shipp
Shruti Sitaram

Andrew Chang-Gu
Julie Chen
Forrest Dale Christiansen
Matthew Alexander Bradley Clough
Daniel Concha
Alden Isabel Cowap
John William Croll
Julia Da Cunha Castro Morgan
Sara Kathleen Day
Margaux Nicole DeChambre
Bjorn Gilbert De Groote
Neil Dudani
Sarah Stiles Duffey
Eliza Coogan Duffy
Patrick James Duffy III
Alexandra Ioana Dumitru
Ilya Durow
Brandon Joseph Edelman
William Harrison Eisenberg
Jorge Elizagaray Montero
Jacob Henry Erickson
Jaye James Fan
Mercedes Flowers
Xin Er Gao
Trevor Jacob Gift
Manognya Deepthi Goriby
Stephen Patrick Griscoski
Tyler James Grinstead
Siddharth Gupta
Simi Gupta
Brandon Gustafson
William Kent Haefner
Noelle Harasym
Nolan Gregory Hartwick
Akshay Mandal Hingwe
Kyle Wayne Holtzman
Allison Grace Jacobsen
Anant Jain
Christopher Daniel Johnson
Samuel Morey Jordan
Ryan Michael Kania
Robert Holmes Browning
Gabrielle Idalia Bunney
Courtney Stewart Burke
John Patrick Carney
Melissa Chananie
Sheetal Chandrashekar
Andrew Chang-Gu
Julie Chen
Forrest Dale Christiansen
Matthew Alexander Bradley Clough
Daniel Concha
Alden Isabel Cowap
John William Croll
Julia Da Cunha Castro Morgan
FEINBERG SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Eugene Bauer, MD, Award for Excellence in Dermatology
Swati Paavika Garg

Henry B. Betts, MD, Award for Excellence in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Meghan Lynch

Edward A. Brunner Medical Student Award in Anesthesiology
Precious Akanyirige

James Thomas Case Radiology Award
Elana Tori Benishay

John T. Clarke, MD, Award
Laura Lettenberger

Julius Conn Jr., MD, Award
Skylar Lisle Nahi

Clare Giegerich Award for Outstanding Promise in Orthopaedic Surgery
Joshua Gurn Peterson

Sam Ung Ho, MD, Award for Excellence in Neurology
Wesley Peng

Lee M. Jampol, MD, Award
Janice X. Ong

Louis G. Keith, MD, PhD, Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Madeleine Mei-Ling Horvath Laury

James Kozlowski Award for Excellence in Urology
Julio Meza

Martin Lipsky Award for Excellence in Family Medicine
Ist Sturila

Harold J. Pelzer, MD, Award
Eli Stein

John P. Phair Award
Samantha Duarte

Phi Rho Sigma Dennis Award
Maxwell McMahon
Sydney Leavitt Olson
Sarah Schwartz

Jan Reddy Excellence in Pathology Award
Margaret Catherine Fink

Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Excellence in Emergency Medicine Award
Sasha Becker

Stephen M. Stahl Award for Excellence in Psychiatry
Lynn Ren

Frederick and Harriet Stenn Award for Humanism in Medicine
RONUS HOJJATI

James A. Stockman III Award for Excellence in Pediatrics and Child Health
Mia Olivia DiCara
Ronus Hojjati

Neil Stone Award for Professionalism and Compassion in Medicine
Benjamin H. Gastevich
Viswajit Kandula

Beatrice Tucker, MD, Award in Obstetrics
Julie Robin Dean

Kenneth M. Viste Jr., MD, Student Service Recognition Award
Maria Valeria Gomez-Rosas

Diane B. Wayne, MD, Award
Lauren Smith

Daniel Hale Williams Diversity and Inclusion Award
Precious Akanyirige
Lawrence Adrian Garcia

Gayle E. Wolschok Medical Student Award for Excellence in Radiation Oncology
Elana Tori Benishay

Alpha Omega Alpha

Sakseet Agrawal
Sonia Vikas Alhuwalia
Precious Noorhuma Winebo Akanyirige
Siddhant S. Ambulkar
Elana Tori Benishay
Michael Jacob Doctor
Chen Chen
Adam De Jesus
Celestia Fang Tinari
Swati Paavika Garg
Maria Valeria Gomez-Rosas
Reeti Kiran Gulati
Viswajit Kandula
Szu-In Lim
Ashborne Kritheesh Mahenthiran
Alba Marinier Gonzalez
Maxwell Aaron McMahon
Julio Meza
Constantine Paul Nicolozakes
Nonye Nadia Ogbeu
Sydney Leavitt Olson
Janice Xin-Yee Ong
Simon Joseph Padanilam
Tricia Rae Pendergast
Wesley Peng
Ashvita Ramesh
Andrea Mary Rustad
Sarah M. Schwartz
Michael Baran Scott
Nikhil Dipak Shah
Parth Vipul Shah
Osama Mannan Siddiqui
Lauren Smith
James Russell Wester

Gold Humanism Honor Society

Precious Akanyirige
Siddhant Sachin Ambulkar
Elana Tori Benishay
Katherine Marie Bolten
Julie Robin Dean
Agnes Donnelly
Samantha Duarte
Benjamin H. Gastevich
Maria Valeria Gomez-Rosas
RONUS HOJJATI
Alba Marinier Gonzalez
Daniel Thomas Mathew
Julio Meza
Skylar Lisle Nahi
Tanaz Homyar Naterwala
Emma Office
Nonye Ogbeu
Tricia Rae Gamze Pendergast
Kian Rahbati
Andrea Mary Rustad
Osama Mannan Siddiqui
Dhiva Sridar
Anu Venkatesh
James R. Wester
Nina Zhou
HENRY AND LEIGH BIENEN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Concerto/Aria Competition Winners
Jakyoung Huh (2022)
Luiz Fernando Moita Venturelli de Souza (2022)
Geoffrey Edward Schmelzer
Kaylin Marie Withers (2022)
Caleb Daniel Wong

Dover Quartet Competition
Xingyu Li, first prize (2022)

William T. Faricy Award for Creative Music
Mathew Arrellin (2019, 2021)
Rudolf Raymond Roelofsen (2020)
Benjamin Bartels Zucker

The Garage at Northwestern Propel Program Grant
Natasha von Bartheld (2022)

Pauline Lindsay Award
Minsoo Kang (2022)
Qianshan Yun (2021)

Presser Undergraduate Scholar
Rose Marie Haselhorst (2022)

Sigma Alpha Iota Collegiate Honor Award
Kelly Hoikwan Tam

Sigma Alpha Iota Scholastic Award
Hannah Mae Zimmerman

Samuel and Elinor Thaviu Award in String Performance
Jakyoung Huh, first prize
Xingyu Li, first prize (2021)

Thaviu/Isaak Award in Piano Performance
Ruixue Zhang, first prize (2020)

Wildcat Impact Diversity Award
Yasmeen Altaji

Program Honors

Brass
Quentin Erickson
Alexander R. Mullins

Composition
Samuel Robert Scranton

Conducting
Andrew John Major

Jazz
Abram Kennedy Collier
Jesse Andrew Lear

Music Education
Patrick William Horton
Kirsten Lee

Music Theory and Cognition
Sarah Lindsay Gates

Percussion
Alex Chao

Piano
Chenxing Huang
Daniel S. Szefer

Strings
Xingyu Li
Luiz Fernando Moita Venturelli de Souza
An Tuan Tran
Caleb Daniel Wong

Voice
*Yasmeen Altaji
*Anne Demerest Burgett
*Adam Nathanael Clayton
Michelle Mariel Chua Mariposa
David Robert Wolfe

Woodwinds
Sophia Nicole Jean
Natalie R. Johnson
Matthew S. Melillo

*Completed Undergraduate Vocal Honors Program
Thank you also to the more than 300 volunteers and vendor partners who assist with the planning and production of the Commencement ceremony.